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ABSTRACT
This thesis addresses the facilitation of 4D seismic data interpretation by its conversion
to the pressure and saturation domain. I develop three techniques for the quantification of
pressure and saturation changes from 4D seismic data. Each technique addresses a
specific demand on the reservoir monitoring cycle. The first is a fast track approach
designed to provide quick approximated solutions that aid in qualitative interpretation of
the 4D seismic data. The second provides quantitative estimations to the pressure and
saturation changes using a deep neural network trained on synthetic data. I present a study
on the use of synthetic training datasets and conclude that using reservoir simulation
results to populate the training dataset can improve inversion results considerably. The
third method is a stochastic Bayesian inversion that uses reservoir simulation results as
prior information, providing estimations to the pressure and saturation changes as well as
their related uncertainties. All three methods are applied to a real 4D seismic dataset with
multiple monitoring surveys, from the Schiehallion field. I compare the inversion results
from each of the presented methods showing how each has their own value and can be
used in different stages of the reservoir monitoring cycle. I show that the more robust
solutions are necessary to carry out specific quantitative tasks such as seismic history
matching. On the other hand, I show that it is possible to conduct valuable qualitative
interpretations at a fraction of the turnover time, with the use of quick and simple
inversion solutions. Hence, I conclude that all three inversion techniques explored here
have their own value and can be applied at different stages of the 4D seismic interpretation
cycle, to achieve specific objectives.
I close by developing a method for seismic history matching of reservoir models that is
performed in the pressure and saturation domain. This method uses the Bayesian
inversion results as the 4D seismic historical data and the Bayesian uncertainty
estimations as spatial localisation weights in the seismic data objective function. This
study concludes that 4D seismic data assimilation can be improved with the use of the
decoupled seismic information from the seismic inversion. It also shows the importance
of having a good estimation to the uncertainties in the inversion results, when data
assimilation is performed using inverted pressure and saturation maps.
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1.1 4D seismic data for reservoir monitoring
In the oil and gas industry, reservoir monitoring is an important aspect of field production
and reservoir management. Its objectives are to monitor field production, identify issues
that may arise and provide adjustments to the production strategies to achieve an optimal
recovery for the reservoir. Reservoir management decisions are made based on range of
multidisciplinary information, including production capabilities, oil price predictions,
reservoir monitoring and recovery predictions (Satter & Thakur, 1994). This thesis fits in
the context of the latter two, it is concerned with making use of the reservoir monitoring
information gathered, to aid in achieving an improved description of the reservoir static
structure and its dynamic evolution throughout the production period. More specifically,
I focus on the geophysical aspect of reservoir monitoring and the quantitative use of 4D
seismic data for monitoring the reservoir dynamic behaviour. I develop techniques to
translate the 4D seismic monitoring information to more easily comprehensible seismic
attributes, quantifying the associated uncertainties and integrating it into a reservoir
model via a data assimilation workflow.
There are many possible sources of reservoir monitoring information. The most common
are measurements made at well locations, repeatedly throughout the production period.
These measurements include the production rates of individual fluids and well pressures.
To this day most reservoirs are monitored exclusively using well production data. The
main limitation of well data for reservoir monitoring is its spatial sparsity. Inter-well
distances are generally so large that it is hard to infer the reservoir state in inter-well
regions only by measurements made at well locations. Furthermore, some of the most
valuable reservoir monitoring information is located in inter-well regions (e.g. flow
barriers, injected fluid fronts, preferred flow paths). To gather monitoring information in
the inter-well regions, geophysical measurements are necessary. A few geophysical
methods have been used with reservoir monitoring purposes, such as gravity (Eiken et
al., 2000; Ruiz et al., 2018), controlled source electro-magnetic (Orange et al., 2007) and
4D seismic (Sønneland et al., 1997). For monitoring the production of oil and gas
reservoirs, 4D seismic data has been the most successful and widely used.
A seismic acquisition provides a 3D snapshot of the whole reservoir at a specific period
in time. By acquiring repeated seismic acquisitions, separated by a certain period of
reservoir production, one can obtain a 3D snapshot of the changes that occurred in the
reservoir during this production period. This practice is referred to as time-lapse seismic,
16

or more popularly, 4D seismic. It can provide spatially fine and temporally sparse
information for reservoir monitoring, filling in the gaps from the spatially sparse and
temporally fine information gathered at the wells. However, the interpretation of the 4D
seismic information is not as direct as it is for well data. It requires in-depth knowledge
of seismic data and how the reservoir dynamic behaviour may influence it (Lumley &
Behrens, 1998). 4D seismic data measures the variations in the seismic amplitudes and
travel time due to changes occurring inside the reservoir. Unlike well data, which directly
measures the reservoir properties it is concerned with, 4D seismic data offers an indirect
measurement of the reservoir property changes, in the form of time-lapse seismic traces.
These traces need to be interpreted with respect to the reservoir property changes that led
to them. Along field production, the reservoir goes through constant change in properties
such as fluid saturation, pore pressure, temperature, or even to changes in the reservoir
rock architecture itself due to compaction and dissolution. Throughout this thesis I refer
to these as dynamic reservoir properties, meaning any fundamental property of the
reservoir that may vary along field production time. The change in each of these dynamic
properties has an independent impact on the seismic amplitude changes, leading to
specific 4D seismic signatures. Where there is change in only one dynamic reservoir
property the resulting 4D seismic signature expresses the individual effect of this
reservoir property change on the seismic data. However, it is more common to occur
simultaneous changes in more than one dynamic reservoir property at the same time, in
the same region of the reservoir. Water injection for example leads to an increase in water
saturation and an increase in pressure in the vicinity of the injector well. In this case, the
observed 4D seismic amplitudes are a superposition of the individual effects caused by
the increase in water saturation and the increase in pressure. Hence, the seismic
amplitudes carry indirect, coupled information about all the simultaneous reservoir
property changes occurring at a certain reservoir location. Interpretation of the coupled
4D seismic signal is generally ambiguous due to uncertainties in rock physics models and
parametrization as well as the inherent ambiguities of estimating multiple reservoir
properties with limited seismic information. In effect, there are many possible dynamic
property interpretations that could explain the observed time-lapse amplitudes.
Interpretations are often carried out by geophysicist in integration with reservoir
engineers that manage well data and reservoir simulation models.
4D seismic data can be interpreted qualitatively, to make inferences on the reservoir state
without quantifying reservoir property changes. These interpretations usually relate
17

seismic anomalies to one single dominant reservoir property change, ignoring the possible
superposition of effects. Moreover, qualitative interpretations tend to be limited to
defining boundaries or regions from the seismic anomalies. For example, identifying fluid
contact movements (Johnston et al., 2000a; Gouveia et al., 2004; Hart et al., 2006; Amini
& MacBeth, 2018), injected water fronts (Osdal et al., 2006; Jin et al., 2011, 2012) or
flow barriers from the extents of pressure increase or gas related anomalies (Alsos et al.,
2009; Mitchell et al., 2009). Qualitative interpretations may be done directly in the
seismic amplitude domain, requiring no previous inversion workflows. Nonetheless,
inversion to seismic impedances is commonly used to achieve more easily interpretable
seismic attributes. This domain transfer is useful because it converts the seismic
information from a relative interface property (seismic wave reflectivity) to a bulk rock
layer property (impedance). Though impedances may be a more comprehensible domain
for geophysicists, it does not decouple and quantify the superposed reservoir property
changes. Qualitative interpretations done in the inverted impedance volumes may lead to
easier boundary estimations, especially in the vertical dimension (Figure 1.2). However,
Souza et al. (2017) present a study arguing that the amplitude domain may be more
reliable for 4D seismic interpretations, due to non-uniqueness issues in impedance
inversion.

Figure 1.1 - Fluid front interpreted from seismic data used to judge simulation model
quality (extracted from Jin et al., 2009)
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Figure 1.2 - Oil-Water contact movement interpreted in 4D seismic section (extracted
from Johnston et al., 2000)

The reservoir monitoring value extracted from qualitative interpretations of 4D seismic
data lies in quickly defining fluid flow barriers, fluid contact movements and preferred
flow paths for injected fluids. In some cases qualitative interpretations are sufficient for
reservoir monitoring purposes, but these may be imprecise and misleading in many
situations. Qualitative interpretations fail when there is considerable superposition of
effects due to simultaneously occurring changes in different dynamic reservoir properties.
One simple example is the definition of injected water-fronts. Water injection in the oil
leg leads to increases in reservoir P-wave impedance, which results in a positive 4D
seismic amplitude anomaly (hardening signal). Water injection may also lead to a
simultaneous increase in reservoir pressure. When reservoir pressure increases reservoir
P-wave impedance decreases, leading to negative 4D seismic amplitude anomalies
(softening signal). Around the water injector, these two opposing 4D amplitude signals
are superposed. Depending on the amount of pressure increase, the softening signal may
overcome the hardening signal completely, leaving no direct indication of water
saturation change. There may also be a more balanced superposition of effects, with the
pressure related softening signal overcoming the water related hardening signal only
where the water saturation change is small. As water saturation changes decrease with
distance to the injector well, the resulting 4D anomaly would show a hardening signal
that is smaller in lateral extent than the actual injected water body (Figure 1.3). Qualitative
interpretations of injected water bodies tend to limit their extents to the hardening signals
observed in the 4D seismic data. However, hardening signals due to water injection may
be considerably smaller than the true extent of the injected water body when the injection
leads to pressure increases. Hence, qualitative interpretations may be misleading in cases
where there is superposition of simultaneously occurring reservoir property changes. In
theory this problem can be solved with the use of the seismic amplitude versus offset
(AVO) information, or equivalently, the inverted S-wave impedances. AVO information
provides an additional seismic attribute that will aid in differentiating the two opposing
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4D signals. Quantitative interpretation of the AVO information may decouple the 4D
seismic information helping identify the individual contributions of changes in each
dynamic reservoir property. In turn, this quantitative decoupling of the seismic
information leads to precise interpretations of water-fronts even when their related
hardening signals are obscured by pressure increase softening signals.
I define quantitative interpretations of the 4D seismic data as the quantitative estimations
to the changes in the fundamental reservoir properties (e.g. pressure, water and gas
saturations), achieved by a seismic inversion process. This process converts the seismic
information from the amplitude domain to the reservoir engineering domain, where it can
be more easily interpreted. It decouples the seismic information, calculating the effects
of superposing changes in multiple reservoir properties, which leads to more precise
estimations of water-fronts that go beyond the extents of their related hardening signals.
Hence, the inversion results offer a better domain for interpretation of fluid fronts, fluid
contacts and flow barriers, leading to improved identification of preferred fluid flow
paths, water conning and remaining oil pockets. This has direct impact on reservoir
management decisions related to infill drilling and injection/production rate adjustments.
The quantification of pressure changes may not directly affect the interpretations of flow
barrier locations, but it may provide valuable information to aid in defining flow baffle
strengths (Chapter 6), leading to better descriptions of reservoir connectivity. It also has
impact on reservoir management decisions related to infill drilling locations, drilling
hazards, and the risk of well collapse in compacting reservoirs (Wong et al., 2015).
Another important benefit of having quantitative interpretations of the 4D seismic data in
the reservoir engineering domain is the accessibility of the seismic information. The
seismic inversion and quantification of reservoir property changes needs to be carried out
by an experienced geophysicist, but once this is done, the seismic information can be
easily interpreted by reservoir engineers and management decision makers, without the
need of in-depth geophysical knowledge. This simplifies the process of incorporating 4D
seismic monitoring information into reservoir management workflows. However, one
major pitfall needs to be carefully considered, the uncertainties intrinsically linked with
the quantitative estimations of reservoir property changes from 4D seismic data.
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Figure 1.3 – The superposition of 4D seismic (a) effects of pressure increase (b) and
injected water saturation (c) leads to uncertainties in the interpretation of injected water
fronts (dotted circle). extracted from Omofoma (2017)

1.2 Quantification of pressure and saturation changes from 4D seismic
data
Quantitative interpretations of the 4D seismic data are the main focus of this thesis. I
explore three different methodologies for the quantification of reservoir pressure and
saturations changes from 4D seismic data (Chapters 3-5). These methodologies are
conceptually different, varying in the level of detail incorporated into their workflows.
Consequently, they demand very different human and computational efforts. Thus, all
three methods are useful, depending on the level of detail one wishes to achieve and the
amount of effort (both human and computational) they are willing to make. In the
conclusions (Chapter 7) I provide a thorough comparison of the developed methods,
assessing differences in their inversion results and workflow costs. I also provide a
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discussion on the different situations where it would be beneficial to choose each one of
the developed methods for reservoir property change estimation.

1.2.1

Review of existing methods

Quantifying reservoir property changes from 4D seismic data is a long-lived ambition for
the oil and gas industry. A wide variety of methods have been proposed with this purpose.
They mainly differ in what types of relations and physical models are used to link the
reservoir property domain to the seismic amplitude domain. All of them make use of the
information present in the variation of 4D amplitude with offset (4D AVO) in some form
or another, be it in its original amplitude versus offset domain, or others that derive from
it, such as the intercept versus gradient or the impedances domains. 4D AVO information
is crucial here because it provides an additional seismic attribute that helps differentiating
between dynamic reservoir property effects that would be ambiguous without the use of
AVO data. Figure 1.4 shows a summary of the literature review presented in this section,
papers are classified by the types of workflows they follow. Chapters 3-5 of this thesis
are included in the figure, showing where the methodologies developed fit in this
classification.
Earliest applications are based on classification of 4D seismic anomalies on cross-plots
of two seismic attributes, generally related to inverted impedances or seismic velocities.
These cross-plots can be interpreted using model-based rock-physics models (Rasmussen
et al., 2005; Kabanda, 2017) or axis rotations that are calibrated to find preferential axis
that are related to each dynamic property (Tura & Lumley, 1999a,b; Cole et al., 2002;
Lumley et al., 2003b). Though these can lead to quantitative values, they are most
commonly used for qualitative classification and interpretation of the seismic anomalies.
In Chapter 3 I develop a methodology based on the classification of seismic amplitudes
in the 4D AVO intercept versus gradient domain followed by a quantification based on
an approximated petro-elastic model.
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Figure 1.4 - Literature review on pressure and saturation inversion
Later methods follow approaches more based on wave propagation physics models.
(Landrø, 2001) proposed a popular method, following a few approximations to Smith and
Gidlow´s reflection coefficient equation (Smith & Gidlow, 1987) to analytically derive a
linear relation directly linking the 4D AVO gradient and intercept seismic attributes to
the changes in pressure and two-phase fluid saturations. This approach provides a simple
mathematical frameworks that makes it possible to invert seismic data analytically. Later
applications of Landrø´s method extend it to non-linear relations in the saturation as well
as pressure, analogous relations with impedance and time-shift attributes and numerical
non-linear inversion workflows (Landrø et al., 2001; Meadows, 2001; Angelov et al.,
2004; Kvam & Landrø, 2005; Veire et al., 2006, 2007; Trani et al., 2011; Bhakta &
Landrø, 2013; Grude et al., 2013; Bhakta, 2018; Lang & Grana, 2019). In a similar
approach (Alvarez & MacBeth, 2014) follow a linearization of the Aki and Richards (Aki
& Richards, 1980) approximation to the reflection coefficient equation to derive an offset
dependent relation that links the reservoir and seismic domains directly. Following a more
data-driven approach, MacBeth et al. (2006) propose that any seismic attribute can be
directly linked to the reservoir property changes by simple proxy-models, provided there
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is enough repeated well measurements to calibrate the proxy-model coefficients. A few
applications of this method can be found in the literature (Floricich et al., 2005, 2012;
Floricich, 2006; Landa et al., 2015; Wong et al., 2015).
One argument in favour of any of these direct links is that they make computations simple
and quick. However, with recent advancements in computational power, the literature has
increasingly favoured processes that may take longer to run, but express physics in a more
precise manner (Figure 1.4). In these, rock physics based petro-elastic models (PEM) are
used to link the reservoir properties domain to the impedance domain and some form of
seismic modelling (usually convolutional) to link impedances to seismic amplitudes. This
sort of approach is the most widely explored in the literature, dominating the publications
scene especially in the last decade (Vasco, 2004; el Ouair et al., 2005; Ribeiro &
MacBeth, 2006; Coleou et al., 2007, 2013; Dadashpour et al., 2008; Gjerding et al., 2008;
Davolio et al., 2012, 2013; Blanchard & Thore, 2013; Meadows & Cole, 2013; Correia
et al., 2014; Emerick, 2014a; Grana & Mukerji, 2015). Most methods presented in the
literature take advantage of previously inverted impedance attributes in two-step
inversion workflows. This makes the reservoir property inversion workflow much less
computationally expensive, but it does require a previous inversion to impedances.
Furthermore, if uncertainties are not properly quantified in the first inversion step, there
is no hope of properly quantifying them on the second. A more thorough description of
the uncertainties in the seismic data can be achieved if the inversion is done directly from
the seismic amplitudes to the reservoir properties, using the impedance domain only as
an intermediate modelling step. In Chapter 5, I explore the use of one such methodology,
using a full forward seismic modelling workflow based on a calibrated PEM and wavelet
convolution. In this approach I use a Bayesian formulation to incorporate prior
information for regularization of the inversion problem. I also use a stochastic sampling
workflow which leads to an estimation of the uncertainties associated with the inversion
results.
In recent years, neural network based approaches have gained traction in geoscience
applications. These approaches are not necessarily new in reservoir property inversion
applications (Oldenziel et al., 2000; Gawith et al., 2005) but have recently gained
substantial improvements in the realms of deep learning (Cao & Roy, 2017; Xue et al.,
2019) and convolutional networks (Zhong et al., 2020). One of the main motivations for
exploring these types of applications is to develop more efficient workflows, in terms of
computational costs, while maintaining a good level of robustness. Another possible
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motivation is to achieve models that are based on real data measurements instead of
approximated physical theories. However, a large amount of measured data is needed to
achieve this. In the 4D seismic inversion universe, this requirement could restrict neural
network applications to reservoirs with very frequent monitor seismic acquisitions. In
Chapter 4, I show that it is possible to circumvent the lack of measured data issue by
training the neural network model using synthetic data. I present a thorough study on the
use of synthetic data for training a neural network model for 4D reservoir property
inversion. The study demonstrates best practices to be followed on the creation of the
synthetic training dataset to achieve ideal inversion results.
1.2.2

Uncertainty estimation

Quantitative reservoir property change estimates are appealing for their reservoir
monitoring potential, but they are highly uncertain. There are three main sources of
uncertainty in this inversion process:
-

Seismic uncertainty (noise, repeatability and processing)

-

Non-uniqueness due to changes in multiple dynamic reservoir properties

-

Uncertainty due to static reservoir property parametrisation (rock physics
parameters)

The seismic amplitudes are in themselves uncertain measures. They are affected by noise,
usually diminished to manageable levels by stacking multiple seismic traces acquired for
the same position in space. In 4D seismic, a lack of acquisition repeatability is a strong
source of uncertainty as well, as it may lead to 4D amplitude errors even larger than noise
content (Kragh & Christie, 2002). Imaging issues and processing workflows also lead to
uncertainties in the 4D seismic amplitudes (Lumley et al., 2003a). Technological
advancements in all these fronts have continuously brought us closer to reliable
quantitative 4D seismic interpretations (Eiken et al., 2003; Li et al., 2004). Figure 1.5
illustrates the differences in two processing workflows made on the same 4D seismic
dataset of the Loyal field in the North Sea (Campbell et al., 2015). Processing realizations
were applied six years apart (2008 and 2014), and the latter includes advancements in 4D
simultaneous processing workflows. In Section 2.1.1 I present an analysis of two
processing versions applied four years apart in the Schiehallion field.
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Figure 1.5 – Comparison of two 4D seismic amplitude maps from two processing
versions, one done in 2008 (a), the other in 2014 (b). Extracted from Omofoma, (2017)
Who modified after Campbell et al., (2015).
The non-uniqueness problem comes from the fact that, in most cases, 4D seismic data
cannot provide enough independent measurements to characterize all the dynamic
reservoir properties. The seismic amplitudes carry indirect, coupled information about all
the simultaneous changes occurring at a certain reservoir location. The information
present in the variation of 4D amplitudes with offset (4D AVO) is crucial for decoupling
the individual dynamic reservoir property effects. All of the presented methods use the
4D AVO information in some form or another. Using this information, the seismic data
can be decomposed into two fairly orthogonal attributes that can be expressed in different
domains: Intercept (seismic amplitudes at zero offset) and gradient (slope of a linear
regression on the amplitude variation with offset), or P-wave and S-wave impedances.
Theoretically it could be possible to extract a third attribute: the curvature of a quadratic
regression in the amplitude versus offset domain instead of a linear one, this would be
reflected as a quantification of rock densities in the impedance domain. This second order
attribute is very sensitive to noise though, particularly at small angles, so extracting useful
information from it in a real data case would require data of remarkable quality (Swan,
1993). In a synthetic data study, Chen et al. (1999) show that a 3% change in reflection
coefficient led to 20% changes in AVO curvature at 30º incidence angles. Smith (1996)
also explores the use of the AVO curvature in a synthetic study concluding that any
improvement in data interpretation would require incidence angles beyond 50º.
Attempts have been made to extend the 4D seismic information arsenal beyond the 4D
AVO attributes. Most notably, time-lapse time shifts have shown good potential in adding
to the information content of 4D seismic observations in reservoir property change
inversion workflows (Trani et al., 2011; Blanchard & Thore, 2013; Grude et al., 2013).
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Additionally, MacBeth et al. (2006) proposed to use a data-based approach to create
mathematical links between any 4D seismic attribute and the changes in reservoir
properties. In concept, this could increase the 4D information content substantially, but a
sensitivity study showed that only the instantaneous frequency attribute provide any
additional information and even then, the addition of this attribute resulted in only 3% of
the error reduction achieved when using only 4D AVO and time-shift attributes
(Floricich, 2006). All of these approaches attempt to extract additional information from
the same data source, the seismic amplitudes of the reflected PP waves. (Landrø et al.,
2003) proposed a more promising approach, to bring information from an additional
source of data itself, the converted PS wavefield. The authors show that theoretically this
data can contribute with additional orthogonal information that has strong potential in
helping to decouple and quantify individual reservoir property changes. Measuring
converted waves requires four component receivers that are coupled to the ground. For
offshore acquisitions this requires ocean bottom nodes or cables or permanent receiver
arrays. These are not the most common types of offshore surveys but have become
increasingly popular. However, even when converted waves are recorded, they are
seldom utilized to their full potential. There have been many publications showing the
use of such data in real case static reservoir characterizations. However, to my knowledge,
publications on the use of multicomponent 4D seismic data have been restricted to
theoretical and synthetic studies (Landrø et al., 2003; Stovas & Landrø, 2004; Stovas et
al., 2006; Veire et al., 2007; Shahin et al., 2011).
This limits the seismic amplitude information to a maximum of three not entirely
independent attributes. Limiting inversion methods to the quantification of a maximum
of three reservoir properties. However, due to noise and not-perfect orthogonality, the
inversion problem is considered ill-conditioned even when inverting for only two
reservoir properties. In this concept, specific cases where there is considerable change in
only one dynamic reservoir property could be considered well-conditioned, however,
even these simple cases suffer from ambiguities and uncertainty due to the static reservoir
property parametrisation.
The main interest in this inversion process is quantifying the changes in the dynamic
reservoir properties (e.g. fluid saturations, pressure, temperature, compaction), but the 4D
seismic amplitudes observed are also influenced by a range of unknown static reservoir
properties (e.g. lithology, porosity, initial saturation, stress sensitivity, mineral and fluid
composition, etc.). A global consensus in nearly all existing methodologies is that static
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reservoir properties should be quantified externally to the 4D inversion process and kept
constant in the inversion. Otherwise ambiguities in the solutions would result in strong
leakage between related parameters such as pressure and stress sensitivity or saturation
and porosity.
In dealing with the static reservoir property parametrisation, two approaches are possible:
the model-driven or the data-driven. In model-driven approaches the static reservoir
properties are characterized previously, using measurements external to the 4D inversion
process, such as laboratory measurements of reservoir rock and fluid samples, well logs
and 3D seismic inversion. These values are then embedded into a physics-based model
of the subsurface elastic behaviour in response to seismic waves. Uncertainties risen from
this parametrisation may come from the physics model inaccuracies or the inability to
represent the in-situ reservoir rock response with laboratory experiments. For example,
due to rock sample damaging or inequivalences between wave frequencies (i.e. physics
models assume low seismic frequencies, which is true for the in-situ reservoir rock but
not for ultrasound laboratory measurements). Most existing methods fall on this criteria,
including all methods based on Landro´s approximations (Landrø, 2001), model-based
proxy models (Corzo et al., 2013; Alvarez & MacBeth, 2014; Wong & MacBeth, 2015;
Wong et al., 2015), all petro-elastic modelling based inversion approaches (el Ouair et
al., 2005; Dadashpour et al., 2008; Gjerding et al., 2008; Davolio et al., 2013; Meadows
& Cole, 2013; Emerick, 2014b; Grana & Mukerji, 2015) and neural networks trained on
synthetic data (Xue et al., 2019; Zhong et al., 2020).
Data-driven parametrisations attempt to circumvent errors in estimating static reservoir
properties by creating non-physics-based links between the dynamic reservoir properties
and the seismic data. The parameters in the equations are calibrated using repeated
dynamic reservoir property measurements at the wells and the 4D seismic data at well
locations. This approach avoids the uncertainties in laboratory measurements, but it
requires a large number of wells to create a proper statistical representation of the
reservoir and even then may be biased by the fact that wells are mostly drilled in good
reservoir locations. Furthermore, physics modelling errors persist, in the choice of
equational links to be used. Methods that fall on this criteria are related to data-based
proxy models (da Costa et al., 2005; Floricich et al., 2005; MacBeth et al., 2006; Landa
et al., 2015) or neural network approaches trained on real measured data (Oldenziel et al.,
2000; Gawith et al., 2005; Ayzenberg & Liu, 2014; Cao & Roy, 2017)
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An important technique commonly used to reduce the ambiguity and consequently the
uncertainty in seismic inversion processes is to constrain the possible inversion results
using any form of external available information (Blanchard & Thore, 2008; Blanchard,
2012). This information may come from simple physical boundaries, such as connate
water saturation, irreducible oil saturation and the equality of the sum of the saturations
to one (Dadashpour et al., 2008). It may also come from the wells, as in MacBeth et al.
(2006) and Coleou et al. (2013), where the authors use well injected and produced
volumes as global constraints to the saturation results. Reservoir simulation models can
also be used to provide information to guide the inversion results. Davolio et al. (2013)
and Omofoma (2017) use multiple realizations of a reservoir simulation model to define
local hard bounds, constraining the possible inversion results.
Due to the high uncertainty in estimating dynamic reservoir properties from 4D seismic
data, the quantification of the uncertainties in the estimations may be as important as the
estimations themselves. In the context of incorporating 4D seismic information in SHM
workflows, to provide a deterministic inversion solution as a seismic attribute to be
matched by the simulation could be highly misleading, given this solution is certainly not
the actual reality of the reservoir. Providing uncertainty estimates would ensure that the
reservoir simulation results were constrained to a range of uncertainty where the true
reservoir state lies. Uncertainty estimations are usually achieved in stochastic inversion
workflows, by stochastic sampling of Bayesian posterior distributions. Such a workflow
is explored in Chapter 5.

1.3 4D seismic history matching
Presently, reservoir management decisions are commonly made based on production
predictions made by numerical reservoir flow simulations. These are calculated using
virtual 3D reservoir models that integrate all the available information about the reservoir
geological structure and composition. Prior to production start, these models may contain
information from a range of multidisciplinary sources, such as well logs, cores,
petrophysical analysis, seismic interpretations of geological structures and subsurface
characterization, and possibly correlations with analogous reservoirs or outcrops. Even
so, these initial reservoir models are inaccurate when it comes to making predictions on
reservoir production. As the production period progresses, more wells are drilled
providing more information on the reservoir and helping improve its geological
description. Furthermore, reservoir monitoring information can now be integrated into
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the reservoir model, in the form of historical data. Injection and producer wells offer
production historical data, such as pressure and fluid production rates for each well. 4D
seismic data can offer historical data at a specific time period, across the whole reservoir
area. It complements the well data, which is recorded at specific locations, throughout the
whole production period. History matching procedures are used as historical data
assimilation processes, to update the 3D reservoir model so that the simulation results
match the historical data gathered from reservoir monitoring. It is generally assumed that
a model that describes well the reservoir history will be more capable of accurately
describing future production as well. By its very essence, history matching problems have
non-unique solutions, hence, there are a multitude of reservoir models that can match the
production history equally well (Tomomi, 2000). Nonetheless, a history matched model
has a better chance of describing the future accurately than a model that cannot even
describe the past (Emerick, 2014b).
Qualitative assimilation of 4D seismic data into reservoir models is possibly the most
common type of seismic history matching workflow in the oil and gas industry today. In
this type of workflow, 4D seismic data is compared to the results of the reservoir
simulations qualitatively. Reservoir models are judged by the quality of the match
between their simulated results and the 4D seismic data, but no quantitative objective
function is necessarily calculated for this. Though this is not a necessity for qualitative
interpretations, it is common to use forward modelling workflows to convert the reservoir
simulations to a common seismic domain, be it seismic amplitudes (Gouveia et al., 2004;
Hart et al., 2006) or impedances (Johnston et al., 2000b; Maleki et al., 2018). Qualitative
interpretations such as the fluid fronts, contact movement and flow barriers can be used
to make direct comparisons without the need of domain conversions. These boundaries
can then be incorporated into the reservoir model either in the form of historical
information to be matched by the simulations (in the case of fluid fronts and contact
movements)(Figure 1.1) or directly as an update to the reservoir model (in the case of
flow barriers). Qualitative interpretations can also be integrated quantitatively and qualify
as an intermediate domain, where seismic data and reservoir simulation results are both
converted for comparison. A popular example is the binary domain (Landa & Horne,
1997; Kretz & Ravalec-dupin, 2004; Jin et al., 2012; Tillier et al., 2013; Chassagne et al.,
2016; Obidegwu et al., 2017)(Figure 1.6 and Figure 1.7). This type of workflow
simplifies greatly the quantitative integration of 4D seismic information into reservoir
models. However, it is constrained by the discussed limitations of qualitative
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interpretations. It considers that it is possible to accurately determine fluid fronts without
taking into account the superposing effects of simultaneously occurring changes in other
reservoir properties, which may lead to considerable interpretation. Furthermore,
quantitative treatment of the seismic data may lead to improved data assimilation into
reservoir models. For example, qualitative interpretation of pressure increase anomalies
may lead to the localisation of a flow barrier or baffle (Freeman et al., 2008), while
quantitative integration may lead to the characterization of the transmissibility across this
baffle (Stephen & MacBeth, 2006; Stephen et al., 2006).

Figure 1.6 - Binary maps for water and gas saturation extracted from a 4D seismic map
(extracted from Obidegwu, 2017).
Quantitative treatment and assimilation of 4D seismic data into reservoir models requires
the seismic information and the reservoir simulation results to be in a common domain,
for proper quantitative comparisons. This requires domain transfers, either to bring the
seismic data into the reservoir domain, the reservoir simulation results into the seismic
domain or both into a third common domain of comparison. A few possible domains of
comparison have been explored for quantitative treatment and integration of 4D seismic
data into reservoir models. The more intuitive domains of seismic amplitudes,
impedances and reservoir properties, but also other less intuitive domains as well.
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Figure 1.7 - Binary interpretations of a time-lapse impedance section (extracted from
Tillier et al., 2013)

For comparisons to be made in the seismic amplitude domain, the reservoir simulation
results need to be converted into synthetic seismic amplitudes in a forward modelling
process commonly referred to as sim2seis. This process requires the construction of a
petro-elastic model (PEM), which is a group of rock physics equations that calculate the
reservoir rock seismic impedances from the reservoir model parameters. These equations
depend on several static parameters that define the rock and fluid elastic behaviour when
a seismic wave travels through them. Definition of these parameters is uncertain and
usually relies on laboratory measurements of rock and fluid behaviours. Seismic
impedances are then converted to seismic amplitudes by an additional seismic modelling
step. In terms of computational cost, the seismic amplitude domain is the most expensive,
mostly due to the seismic modelling step. In turn, it does not require previous
interpretations or post-processing of the seismic data, which may reduce the total
turnaround time for an SHM result. Examples of SHM methodologies in this domain can
be found in (Huang et al., 1997; Landa & Kumar, 2011; Luo et al., 2016). A few studies
have also modelled seismic data using proxy models, to overcome the computational
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expense by using a less robust forward modelling methodology (Fursov, 2015;
Obidegwu, 2015; MacBeth et al., 2016; Geng et al., 2017).
The most common domain for comparisons in SHM is the impedance domain. Like in
the previous case, this requires a petro-elastic model to convert the reservoir model
parameter to the impedance domain, thus it is also susceptible to the uncertainties it
brings. The forward seismic modelling step is replaced by a seismic inversion, converting
the seismic data to the impedance domain as well. This inversion process also carries
uncertainties, so the impedance seismic attributes should not be considered the absolute
truth of the reservoir rock. Nonetheless, impedance uncertainties are seldom quantified
and utilised in SHM workflows. This domain has been widely explored in SHM
methodologies (Waggoner et al., 2002; Gosselin et al., 2004; Mezghani et al., 2004;
Roggero et al., 2012; Emerick & Reynolds, 2012; Maleki et al., 2019). Fahimuddin et al.
(2010) provide a study on the comparison of impedance and amplitude domains for SHM,
concluding the impedance domain showed improved results. However, Souza et al.
(2017) show that using the amplitude domain may be more reliable due to non-uniqueness
and seismic noise issues in impedance inversion.
The impedance domain is the most intuitive intermediate domain, since there is a direct
physical cause and effect relationship between the changes in the reservoir properties,
their effect on the rock impedances and consequently on the seismic amplitudes.
Nonetheless, other less intuitive quantitative intermediate domains have also been
explored, such as the well2seis attribute (Huang, 2011; Yin et al., 2015; Yin, 2016),
canonical correlations (Ferreira et al., 2015)and dynamic clusters (Rukavishnikov &
Kurelenkov, 2012; Rukavishnikov, 2015), direct geometrical modelling (Chassagne et
al., 2020).
Though all these domains do treat the seismic data quantitatively, they do not provide a
quantitative interpretation of the seismic information. The fact that the data is not
transferred to an easily comprehensible domain may lead to challenges in interpreting
SHM results. In finding misfits between the synthetic and real seismic attributes, it is up
to the history matching practitioner to interpret what those misfits mean in terms of the
reservoir dynamic properties. These types of workflows tend to require highly integrated
teams of reservoir engineers aided closely by geophysicists. To be interpreted
quantitatively, seismic data needs to be converted into the reservoir property domain,
resulting in quantitative values for the changes in the dynamic reservoir properties that
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caused the observed seismic amplitude changes. In concept this is the ideal interpretation
and SHM comparison domain, as it decouples the seismic information in terms of the
individual reservoir property changes, providing the seismic information directly in
working domain of the reservoir simulations. Assimilation of the seismic information into
reservoir models becomes seamless, with no further domain transfers needed during the
SHM process. Thus, computational time for SHM is optimum, though the computational
overhead of running a previous seismic inversion should be considered. In this domain,
seismic information can be easily comprehended by geophysicists and reservoir engineers
alike, so integration of seismic data can be schieved directly by reservoir simulation
practitioners, with no further intervention from geophysicists. Nonetheless, there are good
reasons why this domain is not so common in SHM workflows, mainly related to the
uncertainties due to the non-uniqueness of seismic inversion solutions and petro-elastic
modelling parametrisation.
Quantitative estimations of reservoir property changes from 4D seismic data are
extremely uncertain. As is common in geophysical inversion, this is an underdetermined
problem, prone to ambiguous solutions. Seismic information is limited and cannot
provide enough independent measurements to characterize the whole reservoir state.
Furthermore, 4D seismic amplitudes are not affected only by the dynamic properties this
inversion aims to quantify. It also depends on a few static parameters that define the rock
physics models that are needed for this sort of inversion. The choice of static rock physics
model parameters may affect the outcome of the inversion, affecting the uncertainty on
the estimations. Thus, when using the reservoir property domain for SHM, it is vital to
quantify and incorporate the seismic inversion uncertainties into the SHM workflow.
Though we can find many case applications of dynamic reservoir property inversion for
real 4D seismic data in the literature (Figure 1.4), I am not aware of any demonstrations
of their quantitative use in SHM workflows. This possibility has been explored with
success in synthetic studies though (Landa & Horne, 1997; Souza et al., 2010; Davolio et
al., 2011; Davolio & Schiozer, 2015; Assunção et al., 2016; Watanabe et al., 2017).
Perhaps, the lack of confidence in the inversion estimates have limited the popularity of
this domain for comparisons in SHM. A common argument for using the impedance or
seismic amplitude domains in SHM rather than the reservoir property domain is that it
avoids the high uncertainties present in the rock physics modelling parameters. However,
SHM in both domains require conversion of the reservoir simulation results into the
chosen comparison domain, which in turn depends on the same uncertain rock physics
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parameters needed in the inversion. In truth, the uncertainties in linking seismic data and
reservoir simulation always exist, there is no workflow that can avoid this, so the most
important thing is to estimate and incorporate these uncertainties in whatever workflow
is used.

1.4 Motivation and outline of thesis
Industrial reservoir monitoring campaigns are a recursive process of new data acquisition,
interpretation, and assimilation to form an updated understanding of the reservoir static
structure and dynamic behaviour. This process aids in making decisions about the
reservoir production strategy, such as infill well placements, drilling times and updating
injection and production rates. Optimal timing for these types of decisions are seldom
aligned with the long processing times required for the most robust data interpretation
and assimilation processes. Often, decisions need to be made quickly, making the most
of the available information in the shortest time period. For this reason, there has been a
historical demand for quick and practical solutions to data processing, interpretation and
assimilation. In reservoir monitoring campaigns it is common to use both, the quick and
the robust solution, in parallel. Quick workflows can provide approximated solutions for
prompt decision making, when needed, while robust time-demanding workflows provide
more precise solutions for validation and improved interpretations later on. Hence, to this
day, there is a demand for the development of quick approximated solutions as well as
for the most robust, precise and time-demanding workflows. Additionally, there is always
an ongoing demand to shorten processing times for existing robust workflows and for
novel techniques that can provide robust, precise solutions in a quicker time frame.
In this thesis I address these demands in the context of quantification of reservoir pressure
and saturation changes from 4D seismic data, by developing three separate techniques
that fulfil each of the mentioned demands. I present these in an order of robustness of the
inversion results and the amount of human and computational effort they demand. I
develop a quick approximated workflow (Chapter 3), a technique that can provide quick
and robust solutions (Chapter 4) and a more time-consuming but also more robust
technique that provides precise estimations as well their related uncertainties. Throughout
the whole thesis I apply the methods to a real dataset from the Schiehallion field, in the
North Sea. The thesis is organized in the following chapters:
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Chapter 2 contains a thorough description of the Schiehallion reservoir and of the dataset
used in the remainder of the thesis. I describe the field geology and the challenges it brings
for reservoir production. I then discuss the production strategy and global dynamic
evolution of reservoir pressure and fluid production. I also provide a description of the
seismic data and reservoir simulation model which are used in the following chapters.
Chapter 3 presents a practical inversion technique that provides approximated solutions
to the changes in reservoir pressure and saturation. The chapter begins with a
conventional 4D seismic feasibility study based of forward seismic modelling using a
petro-elastic model. The petro-elastic model and forward modelling workflow presented
in this chapter are used in the following two chapters as well. The expected 4D seismic
signatures for the reservoir are analysed, providing a basis for the understanding of the
observed seismic signatures and the expectations for the results of the seismic inversion
techniques. The feasibility study leads to the development of a technique to classify the
observed 4D seismic anomalies with respect to their related dominant reservoir property.
From the classifications, a method is developed to achieve quantitative values for the
changes in reservoir properties across the whole reservoir based on the previous petroelastic model study. This technique has the advantage of simple and practical
implementation and quick turnaround times. It can provide approximated quantitative
values for the dominant reservoir properties only, related to each observed anomaly.
While presenting the results of the method applied to the 4D seismic surveys in
Schiehallion, I show the potential for easy qualitative interpretations that can provide
valuable monitoring information for decision making.
Chapter 4 presents an inversion technique in the realm of machine learning and deep
neural networks, which has gained substantial improvements in recent years and is widely
seen as the current technological frontier for geoscience applications. The motivations for
pursuing these sort of techniques are commonly related to quicker turnaround times than
more conventional approaches while keeping similar quality in the solutions. The
presented technique makes use of a deep neural network (DNN) to convert 4D seismic
amplitude maps to the changes in dynamic reservoir properties. The DNN is trained on
synthetic data generated using the forward modelling workflow presented in chapter 2.
This inversion technique was developed in collaboration with Dr. Jesper Dramsch, from
the Technical University of Denmark (DTU) and is presented in his PhD thesis (Dramsch,
2020a). In this chapter I build on this technique, presenting a thorough study on the impact
of the organization of the synthetic training dataset on the capability of the DNN to
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provide precise solutions. I present inversion results for DNNs trained on four different
synthetic training datasets and show the importance of using physics informed samples
that can be achieved by reservoir simulations. I also make remarks on training dataset
sizes and training times, showing that it is possible to construct considerably small
training datasets that lead to quick training times, and still provide precise and robust
quantitative solutions. When the synthetic training dataset is optimized, inversion results
show clear improvements if compared to the previous technique. Improvements are
related to the quantification of superposing reservoir property changes and seismic noise
management. An important limitation of this technique is the inability to provide reliable
uncertainty estimations to the inversion results.
Chapter 5 presents a 4D seismic inversion method based on a Bayesian formulation that
incorporates prior information for regularization. Bayesian formulations are well
consolidated and robust approaches commonly used in geophysical inversion
applications. This workflow is the most demanding of the three, on the human and
computational efforts required. However, it provides advantages that lead to improved
quantitative interpretations of the fluid dynamics in the reservoir. The Bayesian inversion
incorporates seismic uncertainties in the form of time-lapse non-repeatability measures
and a prior model from the results of a reservoir flow simulation. The use of prior
information for regularization leads to a better treatment of the dominated reservoir
properties, where the seismic data is the least informative. Furthermore, I use a MarkovChain Monte Carlo method for stochastic sampling of the posterior distributions, which
leads to an estimation of the uncertainties related to the inversion results. The uncertainty
estimations prove themselves valuable in Chapter 6, where they promote improved
quantitative assimilation of 4D seismic data, in seismic history matching of a reservoir
simulation model.
Chapter 6 takes a step ahead from the seismic inversion domain, moving towards the
quantitative application of the inversion results to improve reservoir simulation
predictability. I present a seismic history matching workflow where the 4D seismic data
is incorporated in the pressure and saturation domain, using the results of the Bayesian
inversion presented in Chapter 5. The study focuses on showing the advantages of using
the inverted pressure and saturation results for 4D data assimilation. I show the value of
the Bayesian uncertainty estimations by using them in weighting the seismic objective
function, leading to improved reservoir simulation predictions. Furthermore, I show
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advantages related to the separate assimilation of the inversion results for each dynamic
reservoir property, something that is not possible in any other domain.
Chapter 7 presents a thorough comparison of the inversion results provided by each of
the three inversion techniques explored in this thesis. Comparisons are made on a
quantitative level by using pressure measurements made at well locations and at a
qualitative level, by comparing fluid fronts and the extents of pressure anomalies. I also
make remarks on the human and computational demands required by each process
highlighting the advantages that come with more costly workflows. I then provide
concluding remarks for thesis closure.
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The Schiehallion field and dataset
Throughout the rest of this thesis I will present research applied to data from the
Schiehallion field. The dataset was provided by the field operators, BP. It comprises of a
full field reservoir simulation model, production and pressure data measured at wells
throughout a portion of the field production history, seven seismic acquisitions in two
processing versions and interpreted horizons. In this chapter, I will present the main
aspects of the field and of the dataset analysed, as well as a forward seismic modelling
workflow that is used for a few different purposes throughout this thesis.
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2.1 Field description and development strategy
Schiehallion is a deep-water turbidite field located around 200 km west of the Shetland
Islands, in water depths of 300 to 500m. The siliciclastic sediments were deposited in the
Faroe-Shetland basin in the Tertiary age, in an environment of submarine slope channels
(Leach et al., 1999). Detailed explanations of the depositional and stratigraphic evolution
of the region can be found in Ebdon et al. (1995) and Lamers and Carmichael (1999). BP
operates the field on behalf of the partnership group. Reservoirs in this region are
denominated following BP´s stratigraphic framework for the Paleocene-Early Eocene,
the “T-sequence” scheme. Schiehallion is found in the T30 portion of this sequence,
which is composed of stacked turbidite meandering channels and sheet-like sands,
intercalated by shale formations. The main reservoirs are the T31 and T34 sandstone
packages, which are isolated by a 10 to 20 m thick mudstone layer, with T34 sitting above
T31. In the seismic sections these reservoirs are well vertically separated (Figure 2.1), but
there is still uncertainty as to how much vertical interference there is on the 4D seismic
data, as production in one reservoir may affect the seismic signal on the other. Laterally,
the field is subdivided into four isolated fault blocks. Figure 2.2 shows a map view of the
Schiehallion field and its vertical (T31 and T34) and lateral (Segments) subdivisions.
Porosity in the reservoir is around 25 to 30% and permeability is generally good
(approximately 600 md). Produced oil API is 25 degrees (Govan et al., 2006).
T31 is the most laterally extensive reservoir, it is also the most interesting from a 4D
seismic point of view, so all the work presented in this thesis is focused on the T31
reservoir. The T31 sandstone is present in all four adjacent fault blocks. Faults throws
lead to sealing barriers, creating four isolated Segments that all dip to the northeast
(Figure 2.3a). The aquifer is present on the northeast of all segments (Figure 2.3b). The
T31 sandstone thickness ranges from 5 to 30 m (Chapin et al., 2000; Gainski et al., 2010).
The reservoir is thin to seismic standards, being identified in a quadrature seismic section
as one single trough (Figure 2.4). This greatly simplifies the analysis of this reservoir, as
most of the work can be done in map form. Though it is important to assess the vertical
interference between intercalating sandstones, in this thesis I do not address this issue
comprehensively, as I did not observe any clear vertical interference in the 4D seismic
signal. The top and bottom horizon interpretations (black lines) encompass the whole
trough reflection in the quadrature seismic section. Extraction of seismic amplitude map
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attributes along the reservoir time window reveal the meandering structure of the turbidite
sandstone reservoir. Figure 2.4 shows the example of the SNA seismic map attribute,
which is calculated by computing the vertical sum of all negative amplitudes along the
reservoir time window. This attribute is commonly used in Schiehallion publications to
provide indications of reservoir structure and quality. Amplitudes are stronger where
there is a higher contrast between the properties in the reservoir sandstone and the
overlying shale. So amplitude maps show indications of reservoir quality. It is commonly
used to derive net to gross ratio (NTG) for Schiehallion reservoir models. High NTG
meandering channel and sheet-like features are clearly visible in the SNA map, as well as
low NTG zones separating sand bodies.

Figure 2.1 - Seismic section showing vertical separation of reservoir units. (extracted
from Leach at al., 1999)
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Figure 2.2 - Lateral and vertical Segmentation of Schiehallion reservoirs (extracted from
Gainski et al. (2010))

Figure 2.3 - (a) Top T31a Horizon in time (top black line in Figure 2.4), (b) Initial water
saturation for T31 sandstone from reservoir model.

Figure 2.4 - Baseline quadrature seismic section showing the T31 top and bottom
horizons (black lines) and the time-window used for NRMS map extraction (yellow lines)
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The large fault throws between the individual segments (Figure 2.4) give fair confidence
that they are isolated from each other, but connectivity inside each segment is highly
uncertain. This uncertainty is in part linked with the presence of inter-segment faults with
small throws and possible sub-seismic faults. The meandering character of the reservoir
sand channels also brings uncertainty to the reservoir connectivity. Thin shale layers and
the more shaley sandstones in between main sand bodies may provide flow
barriers/baffles, both vertically and laterally. Reservoir connectivity in Schiehallion has
been identified as a major source of uncertainty for the field production since the early
reservoir appraisal. Early reservoir appraisal involved an extended well test (EWT) in
Segment 1 to assess reservoir connectivity. In Richardson et al. (1997) the authors provide
an analysis of the results and conclude that there was indication of good reservoir
connectivity, but this was highly uncertain, and reservoir connectivity could only be better
understood after a significant production period. In a later publication, Govan et al. (2006)
analyse field data from multiple sources (EWT, well production, material balance, tracer
injection, various well pressure measurements and 4D seismic) to assess reservoir
connectivity after a certain period of production. The authors provide a picture of the
great impact early production data had on the connectivity description of the reservoir
(Figure 2.5), showing clearly that it was not as well connected as initially thought.
Richardson et al. (1997) make another important early remark, highlighting that the EWT
showed that the initial reservoir pressure was closer to bubble point pressure than
previously expected. The initial pressure in the Schiehallion T31 reservoir was only
around 3 MPa above bubble point pressure. Thus, pressure maintenance was a main
concern for production success, since pressure drops larger than 3 MPa would lead to
undesirable gas exsolution. Furthermore, the low reservoir depth (2000 m), low gas-oil
ratio (GOR) (340 scf/bbl) and limited aquifer provide little natural energy (Govan et al.,
2006). In this environment, field production has a strong impact on pressure depletion.
This demonstrates the importance of early water injection to maintain field pressure levels
and prevent gas exsolution, even in an optimistic reservoir connectivity situation. The
high uncertainty in reservoir connectivity adds another layer of complexity to the
production of this reservoir. Barriers and baffles create isolated compartments that may
compromise the connectivity between injectors and producers. Which may lead to highly
pressurized areas due to water injection into isolated compartments and gas exsolution
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around producers, due to a consequent lack of pressure support. Hence, comprehending
reservoir connectivity is critical for the field development success.

Figure 2.5 - Impact of early production data on the reservoir connectivity description
(extracted from Govan et al., 2006)
4D seismic monitoring is a powerful tool for assessing reservoir connectivity after a
certain period of production. It provides a broad view of the reservoir changes, helping
identify flow barriers and baffles by the lateral extents of the observed 4D seismic
anomalies. The reservoir monitoring strategy involved regular repeated seismic
acquisitions to aid in the comprehension of field connectivity and in decision making of
infill well placements. Reservoir production strategy involved placing water injector
wells into the thin, adjacent, lower sand quality channels, while producing from the main
channels. This was done to prevent early water breakthrough and maximize sweep, while
providing enough pressure support to prevent gas exsolution (Govan et al., 2006). The
beginning of production showed that reservoir connectivity was indeed a big issue for
production in Schiehallion. In this regard, BP states that “with the beginning of
production, it quickly became clear that many of the producers did not receive adequate
pressure support” (Govan et al., 2006). A few injectors had been placed in isolated sand
blocks leading to highly pressurized compartments and failing to aid in field pressure
maintenance. Consequently, pressure decreased below bubble point pressure in many
areas across the reservoir leading to field-wise gas breakout. Figure 2.6 shows the global
field production rates of oil, gas and water, giving a general idea of the evolution of fluids
in the reservoir. Yellow arrows mark the years where monitor seismic acquisitions were
shot. Field-wise gas production rates increased until 2000. A successful infill drilling
campaign managed to stabilize pressure depletion, decreasing producing gas-oil ratio
(GOR) to close to solution GOR by 2003. From there on, the reservoir management focus
gradually shifted to managing sweep and water cut (Govan et al., 2006), as the injected
water filled the reservoir. Throughout reservoir production history 4D seismic data
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provided valuable insights to aid in the infill drilling campaign. Gainski et al. (2010)
provide a detailed description of how the success of the infill drilling campaign was
largely driven by effective use of 4D seismic and pressure data to understand reservoir
connectivity.

Figure 2.6 - Field production rates for oil, water and gas. Yellow arrows mark the years
of monitor seismic acquisitions
From the perspective of the 4D seismic data analysis, the field history presents some
interesting challenges. The dynamic reservoir properties are the pressure, water saturation
and gas saturation. The change in each of these properties has a specific effect on the
seismic data, leading to interpretable 4D seismic anomalies. When two or three properties
change simultaneously, 4D seismic data shows a superposition of the individual effects
of each dynamic property. The observed 4D seismic anomalies in Schiehallion are
generally related to:
1. Pressurized compartments: where water has been injected into poorly
connected zones. In these areas there are simultaneous increases in
pressure and water saturation.
2. Gas saturation increase: always accompanied by pressure drops larger than
3 MPa, in some areas also accompanied by increases in water saturation
due to injection in well-connected zones or aquifer movement.
3. Water saturation increase only: where pressures have been maintained,
with changes below 3 MPa.
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2.1.1

Seismic data

Given the high complexity and connectivity uncertainty in Schiehallion, the field
development plan included regular 4D seismic monitoring from the start. A 4D dedicated
baseline acquisition was shot in 1996, before production began in 1998. Repeated
acquisitions were shot in 1999, 2000, 2002, 2004, 2006, 2008 and 2010. Regular seismic
acquisitions have continued since 2010 to the current day, continuously bringing more
information for the reservoir dynamic and static characterization. The dataset provided
by BP for this thesis contains all seismic acquisitions up to 2010, so all the data analysis
and reservoir interpretation is contained to this time period. In a period of 10 years,
seismic acquisition and processing technology evolves considerably. Each repeated
seismic acquisition may use new technology to obtain better 4D seismic signals, but the
4D signal quality is always constrained by the acquisition technology used in the baseline
from 1996. New processing workflows on the other hand are not constrained by previous
processing technology and may provide remarkable improvements to the seismic signal
quality for all the previous seismic acquisitions. Hence, with each new seismic
acquisition, all the previous acquisitions tend to be reprocessed. Occasionally, processing
workflows are reformulated using recently available technology. For this thesis I had
access to the seismic volumes generated from two different processing workflows, one
done in 2010 and the other in 2014. I will refer to these as processing versions PV-2010
and PV-2014. For both processing versions I had access to angle stacked seismic volumes
corresponding to near, mid and far stacks. (Campbell et al., 2011) provide a detailed
description of the processing workflow applied in 2010, comparing it to previously
processed data. In Campbell et al. (2015), the authors provide an update, describing the
new workflow applied in 2014 and comparing it to the previous. The main highlighted
technological improvements incorporated into this workflow are related to a multivintage co-processing treatment of the whole dataset. This includes multiple attenuation
with 4D coherent noise attenuation (4D CNA) (Khalil et al., 2013), 4D binning (Zabihi
Naeini et al., 2010), and 4D destriping (amplitude and time-shift) (Zabihi Naeini et al.,
2010). The Edinburgh Time-Lapse Project (ETLP) has published studies in Schiehallion
for many years, but none were done using this more recent processing workflow from
2014. This thesis is the first to study Schiehallion using this improved dataset in ETLP.
In this section I provide a brief comparison of the two datasets, analysing the 4D
repeatability and seismic amplitude maps from all available acquisitions.
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2.1.2

Repeatability

Figure 2.7 - NRMS maps for all seismic monitors (always with 1996 baseline) in both
Processing Versions (PV-2010 and PV-2014). Grey dashed circle highlights the
undershoot zone. On the right, smoothed histograms for both maps. Improvement values
are calculated by the average difference between the two maps excluding the undershoot
zone.
Normalized Root Mean Squared (NRMS) error maps are a common method to assess the
4D seismic signal quality. NRMS maps are calculated by extracting RMS amplitude maps
along a certain time-window from the time-lapse difference seismic cube and dividing it
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by the average of the RMS maps extracted from the baseline and monitor seismic cubes
separately. It shows the ratio between the power of the 4D signal and the power of the 3D
signal (2.1). When this attribute is extracted in a time-window in the overburden, where
no time-lapse change is expected it represents a measure of non-repeatability of the
seismic acquisition. NRMS values increase with noise and repeatability issues in the
seismic acquisitions, ranging from 0 to 2. Values of 0 represent perfectly correlated traces,
1 is observed for uncorrelated random noise traces while 2 is observed for anti-correlated
traces. It is commonly presented as percentage values, with a multiplication of the
calculated NRMS values by 100. NRMS maps are also impacted by acquisition footprints,
stronger footprints are seen the shallower the extraction time-window. The ideal timewindow should be shallow enough to be away from any 4D seismic signal due to reservoir
production, but not too shallow to avoid acquisition footprints.

𝑁𝑅𝑀𝑆 =

2 ∙ 𝑅𝑀𝑆(𝑀 − 𝐵)
𝑅𝑀𝑆(𝑀) + 𝑅𝑀𝑆(𝐵)

(2.1)

Figure 2.7 shows a comparison of the NRMS maps extracted for all seismic monitors in
both processing versions (PV-2010 and PV-2014). All maps were calculated using the
1996 acquisition as baseline and using the same time-window, shown in Figure 2.1
(yellow horizons). Ideally, the time window for NRMS extraction should contain some
coherent signal that is not expected to change due to changes in the reservoir. The timewindow used does not contain a well-defined horizon, so the seismic signal is low and
noisy. This is not the ideal window for NRMS extraction, but since the PV-2014 seismic
volume provided were cropped at around 1.5 seconds, it was not possible to extract
NRMS maps for both processing version in a better window. This may be the reason
NRMS values found here are above what has been previously reported in the literature
(Campbell et al., 2011; Campbell et al., 2015). In Figure 2.7, grey dashed circles in the
maps mark the undershoot zone, where the production platform is located. The presence
of this platform impedes the passage of the acquisition boats, making seismic data quality
and 4D repeatability considerably lower in the undershoot zone. For some maps this area
shows very low NRMS values, which would be indicative of good repeatability, but this
is in fact an indication that the data quality of the monitor acquisition was so low that it
was preferred to copy the seismic traces from the baseline acquisition for better imaging.
In these cases, no 4D signal can be seen in the undershoot area. In the maps that the
monitor traces are kept, the undershoot zone shows considerably higher NRMS values,
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indicating the limited repeatability that can be achieved in this zone. Table 2.1 shows the
average NRMS values for all the maps. The average NRMS values are calculated
excluding the undershoot zone. The show the average improvement shows the average
difference between the two processing versions. We see that the improvements achieved
by PV-2014 vary by monitor acquisitions. Very small improvements are seen for the 2002
and 2006 data. At the same time, we observe considerable improvements of above 20%
in NRMS values for the data from 1999, 2000 and 2004. The best repeatability value
(40%) is achieved by PV-2014 for the 2004 monitor.
Average NRMS
Monitor
1999
2000
2002
2004
2006
2008
2010

PV-2010

PV-2014

0.69
0.73
0.59
0.63
0.64
0.59
0.63

0.49
0.51
0.57
0.40
0.60
0.44
0.45

Average NRMS
improvement

4D intercept
cross-correlation

4D gradient
crosscorrelation

0.20
0.22
0.02
0.23
0.04
0.15
0.18

0.67
0.66
0.53
0.70
0.65
0.62
0.55

0.51
0.49
0.23
0.45
0.32
0.33
0.31

Table 2.1 - Average NRMS values for both processing versions (PV-2010 and PV-2014)

2.1.3

4D AVO intercept and gradient attributes

Given the small thickness of the T31 reservoir, it can be well defined by one single trough
in a quadrature section (Figure 2.1). For this reason, the analysis of the 4D seismic
amplitudes can be simplified to map-based approaches. The sum of negative amplitudes
(SNA) seismic attribute is commonly used in Schiehallion for seismic amplitude
interpretations. It is calculated by adding all the negative amplitudes vertically, along a
pre-defined time-window. The time-lapse difference in the SNA attribute (∆SNA) is used
throughout this thesis for 4D seismic amplitude interpretations. Where the 4D intercept
and gradient attributes are used, they are calculated directly from the ∆SNA maps,
extracted from the near, mid and far stacks, via a simple linear regression of these three
values. Figure 2.8 shows the 4D intercept attribute maps for all monitor acquisitions in
both processing versions and the difference between them. Figure 2.9 shows the same
setup for the 4D gradient attribute. In both figures, the plots on the right show the absolute
difference maps normalized by the average power between the two maps (i.e. root mean
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square of the average map). Correlation coefficient values between the PV-2010 and PV2014 4D AVO attribute maps are shown in both figures and together in Table 2.1.
We observe considerable differences between the two processing versions for both 4D
AVO attributes. These differences have a strong impact on quantitative interpretations,
which depend greatly on the maintenance of 4D AVO signatures intact during processing.
For seismic inversion processes the observed differences in the 4D AVO signatures could
lead to considerable differences in the pressure values, the injected water fronts and gas
saturation values and distribution across the reservoir. The 4D gradient is specially
sensitive to noise and processing workflows. The distinction between pressure increase
and gas saturation anomalies can also suffer as it greatly depends on the quality of the 4D
gradient attribute. Furthermore, even qualitative interpretations such as flow barriers and
water fronts could be different if done separately on the two processing versions.
Given the observed differences in the 4D AVO attributes and the improved repeatability
achieved by the processing version PV-2014, it is clear that quantitative interpretations
can greatly benefit from the use of recently developed processing workflows. In the
following chapters I apply quantitative interpretation techniques to the seismic dataset
from the processing version PV-2014. While this dataset shows clear improvements from
the previous, the comparison also highlights issues with the seismic acquisitions from
2002 and 2006, which show the slightest repeatability improvements.
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Figure 2.8 – 4D intercept maps for all seismic monitors (always with 1996 baseline) in
both Processing Versions (PV-2010 and PV-2014). On the right, the absolute difference
maps normalized by the average RMS amplitude of the two maps. Correlation
Coefficients are calculated excluding the undershoot zone
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Figure 2.9 – 4D gradient maps for all seismic monitors (always with 1996 baseline) in
both Processing Versions (PV-2010 and PV-2014). On the right, the absolute difference
maps normalized by the average RMS amplitude of the two maps. Correlation
Coefficients are calculated excluding the undershoot zone
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2.2 Forward 4D seismic modelling
Simulation to seismic modelling is a common workflow for 4D seismic interpretation and
reservoir simulation assessment. It is based on the use of the results of a reservoir
simulation model as a frame for the creation of synthetic time-lapse seismic volumes.
Throughout this thesis I use a simulator to seismic modelling workflow based on ETLP´s
Sim2seis software (Amini, 2014), for a few different purposes. In Chapter 3 I use this
forward modelling workflow for creating a representative feasibility dataset, to study the
expected 4D signatures in Schiehallion. In Chapter 4 I create four different synthetic
training dataset for use in a deep neural network application for 4D seismic inversion,
using the same forward modelling workflow. In Chapter 5, the forward modelling
workflow presented here is used as a constituent part of a Bayesian inversion workflow.
I will provide a detailed description of the forward modelling workflow in this section
and refer to it when necessary in the following chapters.

2.2.1

The reservoir simulation model

Together with the new seismic dataset, a more recent reservoir simulation model
(FFMv7) was also provided by BP for the development of this thesis. This is a full field
fine scale model encompassing all four segments and both T34 and T31 reservoirs. Grid
cell dimensions are of 50 m laterally and 2.5 m vertically and the number of grid cells
298 x 216 x 120. Figure 2.10 shows the reservoir model´s porosity, NTG and the
horizontal and vertical permeabilities. In this model, porosity is modelled with a simple
vertical trend and no lateral variations and NTG is used as the main lateral control on
reservoir quality. The NTG property is computed using the seismic NTG method
(Connolly, 2007), so reservoir quality is mainly defined by the seismic data. Note the
correlation between the reservoir model NTG (Figure 2.10) and the sum of negative
amplitudes (SNA) map attribute (Figure 2.4).
This static reservoir model is used as the frame for generation of synthetic seismic traces
in Chapters 3, 4 and 5. For Chapter 3 I extract two vertical pseudo logs, in representative
reservoir locations, to develop an analysis of the expected 4D AVO seismic signatures
for the Schiehallion field. For Chapter 4 I forward model seismic traces from the reservoir
simulation results at 8 timesteps (same as seismic acquisition dates). I use the whole
reservoir model grid, extracting pseudo logs and computing seismic traces at every CMP
location in the observed seismic grid. In Chapter 5 I use the same reservoir simulation
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results to create prior models for a Bayesian inversion workflow. I also use the static
reservoir frame to forward model seismic traces, not from the simulation results but from
the dynamic property change proposals provided by a Markov-Chain Monte Carlo
method. The Bayesian inversion is done for the whole reservoir area, so I extract pseudo
logs at every seismic CMP location as well. This reservoir model is not used in Chapter
6 however, where I perform a seismic history matching workflow on Segment 4 only.
The Segment 4 reservoir model used for the SHM study is described in detail in Chapter
6.
The reason I did not run the SHM study on the FFMv7 reservoir model was that ETLP
did not have access to the software licenses needed to run simulations (Nexus, Landmark).
For this reason I only had access to the simulation results at these 8 specific time steps
(Figure 2.11). I could not assess the simulation results thoroughly neither perform new
simulations on this reservoir model. However, it is the only full field model available, so
it provides a larger coverage of the reservoir. This is important in Chapter 4, where the
synthetic training dataset benefits from having a wider range of information on the
reservoir static structure and dynamic behaviour. It is also important in Chapter 5,
allowing the application of the Bayesian inversion to the whole reservoir region, using
full field prior models from the simulation results, and the full field static reservoir frame
for seismic modelling.

Figure 2.10 - Schiehallion FFMv7 reservoir model static properties.
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Figure 2.11 – Vertical average maps from the reservoir simulation results at seismic
survey times. Maps for changes in pressure (left), water saturation (centre) and gas
saturation (right).
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2.2.2

The Petro-elastic model

To forward model seismic data we need a mathematical description of how seismic waves
behave inside the reservoir rock. This behaviour is governed by the spatial variation of
pressure wave impedance (𝐼𝑝) and shear wave impedance (𝐼𝑠) inside the reservoir. Rock
impedances are dependent on the rock density and seismic wave velocities, which in turn
are determined by their elastic moduli. A petro-elastic model (PEM) is essentially a group
of equations that are used to calculate a reservoir rock´s elastic moduli (𝑘 and 𝜇) and
density (𝜌) from some more fundamental reservoir properties. These equations may be
empirical or based on a theoretical physics model of the rock. The PEM used in this thesis
is the product of an extensive study on forward seismic modelling, by Amini (2014). This
study involved the calibration of petro-elastic parameters to well log and 4D seismic data
for the Schiehallion field.
To describe the petro-elastic model used in this thesis I will begin by describing the
building blocks of the reservoir rock. In a fundamental view, our reservoir rock is formed
of a combination of mineral grains (clay and sand) and pore filling fluids (oil, water and
gas). To construct the rock physics model, we first need to define the density and elastic
moduli of each of these building blocks, and then describe how they mix and interact to
form the full reservoir rock. The individual fluid densities (𝜌𝑜 , 𝜌𝑤 and 𝜌𝑔 ) and bulk
moduli (𝑘𝑜 , 𝑘𝑤 and 𝑘𝑔 ) are calculated using the equations proposed by (Batzle and Wang,
1992), which use as input fundamental fluid properties such as water salinity, oil API or
gas gravity, and environmental properties such as confining pressure and temperature.
Mineral grain densities (𝜌𝑠𝑑 and 𝜌𝑐𝑙 ) and elastic moduli (𝑘𝑠𝑑 , 𝑘𝑐𝑙 , 𝜇𝑠𝑑 and 𝜇𝑐𝑙 ) are
extracted from (Amini, 2018a).
The next step is to define mixing laws that calculate the effective rock density and elastic
moduli from these more fundamental properties. The effective rock density (𝜌𝑠𝑎𝑡 ) is a
simple average of the densities of the rock´s constituents weighted by their volume
fractions (Equation 2.2). Volume fractions are defined by the fluid saturations (𝑆𝑜 , 𝑆𝑤 and
𝑆𝑔 ), rock porosity (𝜙) and the reservoir net-to-gross (𝑁𝑇𝐺) fraction. All these quantities
are extracted from the reservoir simulation model. A detailed description of how volume
fractions used in the reservoir simulation are related to petrophysical volume fractions
can be found in Amini (2014), chapter 3.
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𝜌𝑠𝑎𝑡 = (1 − 𝑁𝑇𝐺)𝜌𝑐𝑙
+ 𝑁𝑇𝐺[ 𝜙(𝑆𝑜 𝜌𝑜 + 𝑆𝑤 𝜌𝑤 + 𝑆𝑔 𝜌𝑔 ) + (1 − 𝜙)𝜌𝑠𝑑 ]

(2.2)

Effective elastic moduli do not follow such a simple linear average, as they depend not
only on the volume fractions of the rock´s constituents but also on how they are
connected. Many aspects of the rock geometry may come to play, such as grain sizes and
contacts, pore geometry, cementation, fluid distribution, among others. Mavko et al.
(2009) provide a review of various rock physics models that can be used to calculate the
effective medium elastic moduli, I will describe the equations used in the PEM for this
thesis.
The overlying physics model that brings all the pieces together to calculate the saturated
rock effective elastic moduli is defined by Gassmann´s fluid substitution equations
(Gassmann, 1951):

𝑘𝑑𝑟𝑦 2
)
𝑘𝑚
= 𝑘𝑑𝑟𝑦 +
𝜙 (1 − 𝜙) 𝑘𝑑𝑟𝑦
+
− 2
𝑘𝑓𝑙
𝑘𝑚
𝑘𝑚
(1 −

𝑘𝑠𝑎𝑡

𝜇𝑠𝑎𝑡 = 𝜇𝑑𝑟𝑦

(2.3)

(2.4)

The effective saturated rock bulk modulus (𝑘𝑠𝑎𝑡 ) is constituted by three separate bulk
modulus, related to the rock matrix (𝑘𝑚 ), the porous dry rock frame (𝑘𝑑𝑟𝑦 ) and the
effective saturating fluid (𝑘𝑓𝑙 ). In Gassmann´s approximation the shear modulus (𝜇𝑠𝑎𝑡 ) is
independent of the fluid properties.
The effective pore filling fluid may be a mixture of all three phases, so to calculate the
effective fluid bulk modulus I use a homogenous saturation model (Domenico, 1974),
where the effective modulus is calculated by the harmonic average of individual fluid
modulus (Wood´s law):
1
𝑆𝑜 𝑆𝑤 𝑆𝑔
=( +
+ )
𝑘𝑓𝑙
𝑘𝑜 𝑘𝑤 𝑘𝑔
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(2.5)

To calculate the effective elastic moduli of the rock matrix (𝑘𝑚 and 𝜇𝑚 ) I use the VoigtReuss-Hill (VRH) average for a mixture of sand and shale grains (Equation 2.6a). VRH
is essentially the average value between two physical bounds on the elastic moduli. The
Reuss lower bound, describes the rock matrix as a fluid, where the grains are unbound
and distributed homogenously, so the effective moduli are defined by a harmonic average
of the constituents. The Voigt upper bound describes the matrix as a perfectly bound, nonporous homogenous medium, where the effective moduli are calculated by the arithmetic
average of the constituents. Both are theoretical physical limits, the only certainty is that
the true value lies between these two bounds (Hill, 1963).

𝑀𝑉𝑅𝐻 =

𝑀𝑉 + 𝑀𝑅
2

(2.6a)

𝑀𝑉 = 𝑉𝑠𝑑 𝑀𝑠𝑑 + 𝑉𝑐𝑙 𝑀𝑐𝑙

(2.5b)

1
𝑉𝑠𝑑
𝑉𝑐𝑙
=
+
𝑀𝑅 𝑀𝑠𝑑 𝑀𝑐𝑙

(2.5c)

𝑉𝑐𝑙 =

(1 − 𝑁𝑇𝐺)
(𝑁𝑇𝐺 ∙ 𝜙) + (1 − 𝑁𝑇𝐺)

(2.5d)

𝑉𝑠𝑑 =

(𝑁𝑇𝐺 ∙ 𝜙)
(𝑁𝑇𝐺 ∙ 𝜙) + (1 − 𝑁𝑇𝐺)

(2.5e)

In these equations, 𝑀 is the elastic modulus (either 𝑘 or 𝜇), 𝑉𝑠𝑑 and 𝑉𝑐𝑙 are the fractions
of rock matrix volume for each mineral (sand and clay respectively).
The bulk reservoir rock comprises of rock matrix and pore space, seismic velocities are
greatly influenced by not just porosity values but also the geometry of the pore space and
how tightly packed the reservoir rock is. There is a myriad of rock physics models that
can be used to include the effect of porosity on the bulk reservoir rock seismic velocities.
In this thesis I use Nur´s critical porosity model (Nur et al., 1998) (Equation 2.7), which
is a simple and effective physics model that considers a linear trend between the rock
matrix velocity values (at zero porosity) and fluid-like mixture of grains at critical
porosity (porosity at which the rock is unable to support itself and starts behaving as a
fluid). The free parameter in this model is the critical porosity (𝜙𝑐 ), which can be
estimated but not with confidence. The parameters I used are extracted from a previous
study on the calibration of free parameters to well log data for the Schiehallion field
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(Amini & MacBeth, 2015; Amini, 2018b). As the free parameters were calibrated to the
reservoir at initial pressure conditions, these are used to calculate the 𝑘𝑑𝑟𝑦 in the baseline
𝑏𝑙
time-step. For monitor time-steps, a correction to the 𝑘𝑑𝑟𝑦
is required to incorporate the

pressure effect on the dry rock frame elastic moduli (Equation 2.8). This correction is
based on the compliance model by MacBeth (2004), and I use for the model parameters
𝐸𝑘 , 𝑃𝑘 , 𝐸𝜇 and 𝑃𝜇 values measured for a west of Shetland sandstone reservoir, analogous
to Schiehallion, which are provided in his paper.

𝑏𝑙
𝑘𝑑𝑟𝑦
= 𝑘𝑚 (1 −

𝜙
)
𝜙𝑐

(1 + 𝐸𝑘 ∙
𝑚𝑜𝑛
𝑏𝑙
𝑘𝑑𝑟𝑦
= 𝑘𝑑𝑟𝑦

(1 + 𝐸𝑘 ∙

(2.7)

𝑏𝑙
−𝑃𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝑒 𝑃𝑘 )
𝑚𝑜𝑛
−𝑃𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝑒 𝑃𝑘 )

(2.8)

𝑏𝑙
𝑚𝑜𝑛
𝑃𝑒𝑓𝑓
and 𝑃𝑒𝑓𝑓
are the effective pressure at baseline and monitor times respectively,

which are defined as the difference between the overburden pressure (𝑃𝑜𝑏 ) and the pore
pressure (𝑃𝑝 ):
𝑃𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝑃𝑜𝑏 − 𝑃𝑝

2.2.3

(2.9)

Seismic modelling

The petro-elastic model is a constituting part of the seismic modelling workflow. The
workflow begins by selecting a location in the reservoir model where the seismic trace
will be calculated. This location is analogous to a common midpoint (CMP) location in
seismic acquisitions. A vertical pseudo-log is extracted from the reservoir model at this
location. The petro-elastic model is then used to calculate seismic velocities and rock
densities at each cell in the extracted pseudo-log. The Zoeppritz equation (Aki &
Richards, 1980) is used to calculate reflectivity values at each vertical cell interface in the
pseudo-log. This reflectivity series is then converted from depth to time domain. For this,
the top reservoir depth from the simulation model is tied to the interpreted top reservoir
seismic horizon in time and, inside the reservoir, the calculated seismic velocities are used
to convert the log from depth to time. In time-lapse calculations, the velocities calculated
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in the baseline reservoir condition are used to convert both baseline and monitor pseudologs, with this, time-lapse time-shifts are neglected. This is done to match the observed
seismic data, which is time-shift corrected. The converted reflectivity series is then
convolved with a wavelet to form the synthetic seismic trace.
Throughout this thesis I conduct map-based analysis of many forms in Schiehallion. I use
this strategy because the T31 reservoir is well suited for this type of analysis, being very
well defined and vertically limited to one single trough in a seismic quadrature section
(Figure 2.4). That being the case, when analysing seismic amplitudes, I use the time-lapse
difference in the sum of negative amplitudes (∆SNA) map attribute, which is extracted
from quadrature seismic sections along the reservoir time window defined by the top and
bottom T31a interpreted seismic horizons. This is the attribute I extract and interpret in
the observed seismic data, so it is also used here in the forward modelling process. To
finalize the seismic modelling workflow, I convert the synthetic seismic traces (baseline
and monitor) to quadrature traces and extract the vertical sum of negative amplitudes in
the time window defined by the seismic horizons at the CMP location. The difference
between baseline and monitor SNA values gives the final ∆SNA value. When 4D
intercept and gradient attributes are used in this thesis, they are calculated via a simple
linear regression of the ∆SNA values from the near, mid and far stacks, using central
angles of 10, 20 and 30 degrees respectively.
Seismic amplitudes are analysed in map form so, for consistency, the reservoir property
variation (∆P, ∆Sw and ∆Sg) should also be maps. Most of the analysis done in this thesis,
including this feasibility study, involve iterative calculations of ∆SNA values with
varying reservoir dynamic properties (∆P, ∆Sw and ∆Sg). When calculating a synthetic
seismic trace, we need these properties to be vertically distributed in the reservoir, but if
they are analysed in map form, the vertical distribution of fluids and pressure is lost in
the analysis, so there is no necessity to describe in detail these vertical distributions. This
is only true for thin reservoirs where the seismic data does not have enough resolution to
resolve the vertical property distributions inside the reservoir. For all the processes where
forward seismic modelling is used in this thesis the dynamic property changes are
incorporated into the workflow as vertically homogenous values. The pseudo-logs
extracted from the reservoir model contain the static reservoir properties: porosity and
NTG, and the baseline state of the dynamic reservoir properties: P0, Sw0 and Sg0. Then,
a certain value for each property variation (∆P, ∆Sw and ∆Sg) is selected, these values
are distributed homogenously inside the reservoir cells to define the monitor state of
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dynamic properties. As a consequence, the vertical distribution of the static and initial
dynamic properties is as in the reservoir model, but the vertical distribution of reservoir
property changes is homogenous. Some care needs to be taken to ensure the saturation
limits are not exceeded (e.g. water saturation cannot increase inside aquifer cells).
Residual oil and connate water saturations are always respected as well as the unity in the
sum of the saturations in all reservoir cells and all time-steps.
As has been discussed in Chapter 1, the information in the 4D AVO is crucial for
distinguishing the 4D seismic signals related to each of those property changes. To
analyse the 4D AVO seismic signatures I forward model seismic traces for near, mid and
far stacks. I use separate wavelets for each angle-stack, which are extracted individually
from the corresponding observed angle-stacked seismic volumes. Wavelets are extracted
with a statistical wavelet process, using Petrel software (Schlumberger), along a timewindow encompassing the reservoir seismic reflection. Wavelets are all zero phase with
central frequencies of 29 Hz (near), 25 Hz (mid) and 20 Hz (far).
It was not possible to scale the wavelet amplitude using the well data because of a lack of
velocity well logs and time-depth conversions in the dataset provided for Schiehallion.
To make sure the magnitudes of the synthetic seismic traces are equivalent to the
magnitudes in the real observed volumes, I scaled the wavelet using the following
workflow. First, I run the forward modelling workflow for the whole reservoir model at
the baseline pre-production state, using the unscaled wavelets. I then extract the Minimum
Amplitude (MA) seismic attribute along the reservoir time-window, from both the
synthetic (𝑀𝐴𝑠𝑦𝑛 ) and the real (𝑀𝐴𝑜𝑏𝑠 ) pre-production baseline (1996) seismic volumes.
This is done using the full stacked volumes. I then calculate a wavelet scalar (𝑊𝑠𝑐𝑙 ), which
represents the fraction of the power of the reservoir reflections in the real data and the
synthetic non-scaled data:
𝑊𝑠𝑐𝑙 =

𝑟𝑚𝑠(𝑀𝐴𝑜𝑏𝑠 )
𝑟𝑚𝑠(𝑀𝐴𝑠𝑦𝑛 )

I multiply this wavelet scalar to the three wavelets (near, mid and far) to create the final
wavelets used in all synthetic seismic calculations in this thesis.
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2.3 Summary
In this chapter I introduced the Schiehallion field and dataset, which is used throughout
the rest of this thesis. I present the main geological aspects of the field, briefly describe
the depositional environment that led to the build of a thin, meandering turbidite
sandstone reservoir. Connectivity in this reservoir is very uncertain due to the meandering
characteristic of the reservoir and to internal faults, so it is important that it be well studied
to determine the optimal production strategy. Regular 4D seismic acquisitions were used
as an important information source to help in the understanding of reservoir connectivity
and in the placement of infill injection and production wells.
I also provide in this chapter a detailed description of the forward seismic modelling
workflow that is used in the following three chapters of this thesis. I describe the petroelastic model, wavelet estimation and seismic modelling methodologies as well as the
map-based treatment of the seismic and reservoir simulation data.
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4D AVO study leading to a fast track
estimation to reservoir property
changes
In this chapter I begin the analysis on pressure and saturation changes in Schiehallion. I
first perform a feasibility study analysing the 4D amplitude versus offset signatures of the
expected reservoir changes by forward seismic modelling. With the understanding gained
from the feasibility study I develop a fast track workflow for semi-quantitative
estimations of reservoir property changes directly from the 4D AVO seismic signature. I
present the results of this workflow when applied to four monitor seismic acquisitions in
the Schiehallion field, interpreting the data and describing the fluid and pressure
dynamics along the first twelve years of production.
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3.1 Synthetic 4D AVO forward modelling study
To properly interpret 4D seismic signals in a specific reservoir it is important to have an
initial comprehension of how the expected changes in each reservoir property affect the
seismic amplitudes. This type of study is important because different reservoir conditions
may result in very distinct 4D signals coming from similar reservoir property changes.
To give one example we can compare the effects of gas saturation increase in two fields.
In a carbonate pre-salt reservoir in the Campos basin, Brazil, a similar process to
Schiehallion occurs, pressure depletion leads to gas exsolution, but in this case Petrobras
reports to expect very little 4D seismic response to the gas saturation increase (Mello et
al., 2019). Lula contains very light oil, so that the difference in seismic wave velocity in
the oil phase and the gas phase is much less than between oil and the injected water. As
a consequence, water dominates the 4D seismic amplitudes. The carbonate rock in Lula
is also much more sensitive to pressure than Schiehallion´s sandstone reservoirs, so that
even pressure effects may dominate over the gas saturation change. In Schiehallion the
opposite happens, gas saturation increase always dominates over any other
simultaneously occurring property change (Govan et al., 2006; Floricich et al., 2012).
Since each reservoir has its own peculiarities it is important to conduct 4D feasibility
studies to comprehend the character of 4D seismic signals in each specific case.
The purpose of the feasibility study conducted here is to comprehend the 4D seismic
amplitude signals expected from changes in each reservoir property individually as well
as the seismic signals expected from the superposition of simultaneously occurring
reservoir property changes. To achieve this, I use the forward seismic modelling
workflow presented in Section 2.2, which is based on ETLP´s Sim2seis software (Amini,
2014). At this stage I do not generate synthetic seismic data for the simulation results
across the whole field, as is common in sim2seis studies. Instead, I create a synthetic
feasibility dataset which is representative of the global field average. For this, I ran
forward modelling of 4D seismic amplitudes (∆SNA) for one single pseudo-log extracted
from the simulation model, at a location that represents the average reservoir pore volume.
With this pseudo-log, I run the forward modelling workflow for all value combinations
of the dynamic reservoir properties in a regular three-dimensional grid (∆P x ∆Sw x ∆Sg).
Pressure varies from -20 to 20 MPa with 1 MPa steps, water and gas saturations from
zero to 80% with 1% steps. I do not model negative changes in the saturations as these
changes do not occur in the studied reservoir. To visualize the impact of porosity in the
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4D amplitudes I create the same feasibility dataset for two porosity values: 20% and 30%.
Figure

3.1

to

Figure 3.11 present plots using information extracted from this feasibility dataset.
3.1.1

Individual effects of reservoir property changes on 4D seismic amplitudes

The first step to comprehend the observed 4D signal is to understand the dynamic
properties that vary during production of the reservoir and the individual effect that the
changes in each of these properties have on seismic data. In the Schiehallion case, the
dynamic properties are pressure, water saturation and gas saturation. In this section I
analyse the effects that the individual changes in each of these properties have on the
∆SNA seismic attributes, as well as their time-lapse amplitude variation with offset and
the resulting 4D gradient.
Figure 3.1 shows the individual effects of each dynamic property on the ∆SNA for the
near (5° to 15°), mid (15° to 25°) and far (25° to 35°) stacks. Dashed and solid lines
correspond to calculations using two porosity values (20 and 30%). The vertical axes
(∆SNA) are all set to scale for better comparison of the magnitudes of each effect. We
can observe clearly the non-linear nature of the effects of changes in pressure and gas
saturation, while water saturation presents a nearly linear effect. This attribute is directly
related to the change in impedances, a positive ∆SNA is related to a hardening of the rock
(increase in seismic impedances) and a negative ∆SNA is related to a softening of the
rock (decrease in seismic impedances). Seismic velocities are higher in the injected water
than in the oil that initially saturates the reservoir, as a consequence, the increase in water
saturation leads to increases in the saturated rock impedances and hardening seismic
signals. Seismic velocities in gas, on the other hand, are smaller than in oil, leading to
decreases in rock impedances and softening seismic signals. There is a strong difference
in the magnitudes of the 4D seismic signals related to water and gas saturation change.
Gas saturation effects are around five times larger in magnitude than water saturation
effects, at 20% saturation change and around two times larger at 60% saturation change.
In a superposition of effects, a 60% water saturation increase would be matched by an
increase of only 5% in gas saturation.
The seismic response to pressure changes is in itself a superposition of two opposing
effects: the effect of pressure on the saturating fluids and the effect on the porous rock
frame. As pore pressure increases, fluids become stiffer, leading to an increase in fluid
impedances and a hardening of the saturated rock. However, there is also a simultaneous
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impact of the pore pressures on the rock frame. As pore pressure increases, grain contacts
pull apart becoming less stiff, which leads to a decrease in the rock impedances and a
softening of the saturated rock (Johnston, 2013). In the studied case, the rock frame
sensitivity to pressure is generally stronger than the fluid sensitivity, so the combined
effect follows a general trend determined by the rock frame pressure sensitivity.
Nonetheless, this competing effect is apparent in small changes in pressure. As a general
trend, pressure increases lead to softening and pressure decrease to hardening effects. For
small changes in pressure, in this case up to 5 MPa, the pressure effects may be considered
linear, but for larger pressure changes non-linearity is strong. Due to the non-linear nature
of the seismic sensitivity to pressure, the effects of pressure increase are much stronger
in magnitude than for pressure decrease. Considering the superpositions that occur in
Schiehallion, pressure increase is related to water injection, so the softening effects due
to pressure increase compete with the hardening signals due to the increase in water
saturation. Figure 3.1 indicates this competition may be balanced, as both properties have
effects of similar magnitudes. Pressure decrease, on the other hand, is always
accompanied by gas exsolution in the reservoir. These effects also oppose each other in
the ∆SNA values. The plot indicates that the hardening effect due to a decrease in pressure
of 20 MPa can be overcome by softening signals due to less than 3% of gas saturation
increase. Since pressure depletion of more than 3 MPa is always accompanied by gas
exsolution, these pressure depletion effects are always overcome by the opposing gas
effects. For this reason, the quantification of pressure depletion from the 4D seismic data
is highly uncertain, though it can be easily inferred qualitatively due to its direct relation
to gas saturation increase.
The porosity impact on the seismic amplitudes is also evident in Figure 3.1. Porosity
impacts saturation related effects much more strongly than pressure effects. This occurs
because seismic data does not respond directly to saturation values, instead it responds to
the change in the total amount of saturating fluid, so the governing parameter is fluid
volume change, instead of saturation. A higher porosity requires a greater amount of fluid
to reach a certain saturation change, which leads to stronger seismic amplitude
differences. An analogous analysis can be done for rock NTG and reservoir thickness, as
the increase of these reservoir parameters lead to an increase in total pore volume. In
Figure 3.1 we can also observe the offset dependence of each individual property. We see
that, for saturation changes, be it water or gas, far stack amplitudes are always higher (in
magnitude) than near stack amplitudes, while, for pressure changes, the opposite occurs.
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The offset dependence for each of the individual properties is seen in more detail in Figure
3.2 and Figure 3.3. These figures show that the magnitude of any saturation related effect
increases with offset, which translates to positive 4D AVO gradient for water hardening
signals and negative gradients for gas softening signals. In contrast, pressure related
effects decrease with an increase in offset, hence pressure related hardening signals show
negative 4D AVO gradient while softening signals show positive gradient. Observe also
that changes of +20 MPa show a much stronger offset dependence than changes of -20
MPa. Figure 3.3 shows that the resulting 4D gradient is also non-linear with respect to
pressure and gas saturation changes.

Figure 3.1 - ∆SNA as a function of the individual changes in pressure (left), water
saturation (centre) and gas saturation (right). Each plot shows curves corresponding to
the angle stacks: near (blue), mid (yellow) and far (red), and to two porosity values: 20%
(dashed lines) and 30% (solid lines).

Figure 3.2 - ∆SNA as a function of the offset angle and the individual changes in pressure
(left), water saturation (centre) and gas saturation (right)
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The information in Figure 3.1 to Figure 3.3 can be summarized by one single plot, shown
in Figure 3.4. Here I use the 4D AVO intercept versus gradient domain, so each point
corresponds to one line in Figure 3.2. In Figure 3.4 (and all following figures throughout
this thesis) the colour scales are adjusted to represent softening effects as yellow-red and
hardening effects in blue-green. Softening effects are defined as those that are related to
a decrease in the bulk reservoir rock seismic impedance, while hardening effects relate to
increases in reservoir impedance. For example, increase in water saturation lead to an
increase in reservoir impedance because water impedance is higher than the oil
impedance. Increases in gas saturation on the other hand lead to decreases in the reservoir
impedance because gas´s seismic impedance is lower than that of the oil. For this reason,
their colour scales are inverted. This scheme simplifies the comparison of reservoir
property maps and seismic maps.

Figure 3.3 - 4D gradient as a function of the individual changes in pressure (left), water
saturation (centre) and gas saturation (right), for two porosity values: 20% (dashed lines)
and 30% (solid lines)
Observe that in Figure 3.4, each of the four individual effects that are present in the
reservoir fall separately on the four quadrants of this plot. In situations where there are
simultaneous changes in more than one dynamic property, the individual effects of each
property superpose. The resulting seismic signal carries information about the changes in
each dynamic property, but it is commonly dominated by one predominant property
change. We can use the plot in Figure 3.4 to determine the dominating property in
situations of superposition of effects. For this I define a certain 4D signal (intercept and
gradient) as being dominated by a certain dynamic property if, when plotted in the
intercept and gradient domain, it falls into the quadrant related to this property´s
individual effects. Hence, if a 4D seismic signal falls on quadrant I, it is dominated by a
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decrease in pressure, if in quadrant II it is dominated by water saturation increase, in
quadrant III by the gas saturation effect and in quadrant IV by pressure increase. This
offers an interesting possibility of classification of the 4D AVO signal by the predominant
effect, which is explored in Section 3.3 as a simple fast track solution to qualitative 4D
seismic data analysis.

Figure 3.4 - 4D Intercept versus Gradient cross-plot showing the individual effects of
each property change

3.1.2

Superposition of simultaneous individual effects

It is important to analyse and comprehend the individual effects of each dynamic property
change on 4D seismic data, but in reality, the observed data is most commonly affected
by simultaneous changes in different properties, so what we observe are superpositions
of the individual effects presented. In this section I present plots that help in understanding
the behaviour and practical consequences of the superposition of effects on seismic data.
I first analyse two-way superpositions, when two reservoir properties change, and one
remains constant. Two-way superposition slices of the feasibility dataset are shown in
Figure 3.5 (∆P-∆Sw), Figure 3.7 (∆P-∆Sg) and Figure 3.9 (∆Sw-∆Sg). Each of these show
the near and far stack ∆SNA amplitudes and the resulting 4D gradient. I will analyse these
plots from a 4D seismic inversion point of view, considering the potential for
quantification of both superposed reservoir property changes from the 4D seismic signal
observed. It is a common statement that geophysical inversion is inherently ambiguous,
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meaning there are many possible solutions. These plots help shed a light on what this
ambiguity means in terms of possible solutions to the 4D seismic inversion problem. In
these plots, the contour lines (level curves) represent lines of ambiguity of each seismic
attribute. Along these lines, the seismic attribute does not change. Hence, it would be
impossible to distinguish between any of the reservoir property combinations that fall
along a common contour line. All of these reservoir property combinations represent good
solutions to an inverse problem that uses only one seismic attribute. A second seismic
attribute is needed, to resolve this ambiguity. The potential for differentiation and
quantification of individual contributions increases the better the orthogonality between
the two seismic attributes used. This orthogonality can be visualized in two-way
superposition plots (Figure 3.5, Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.9) by analysing the orthogonality
of the contour lines in each seismic attribute. But orthogonality is not enough in a real
case scenario. When it comes to 4D intercept and gradient analysis, seismic noise plays a
big role in defining, or destroying, the potential for quantitative analysis. To illustrate the
relative effect of noise on the ∆SNA and 4D gradient attributes I also present the same
plots with added random white noise (Figure 3.6, Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.10). The random
noise added here is of signal to noise ratio of 14%, which is the average value calculated
from the observed seismic maps in Schiehallion.
In Figure 3.5 I analyse the superposition between water injection and pressure changes,
with zero change in gas saturation. The most relevant zone here is that of pressure
increase. This corresponds to areas in the reservoir where water injectors found isolated
or baffled compartments leading to pressure increase. For the ∆SNA attributes we see a
very balanced competition pattern with a distinctive trend of strong softening signals at
high pressure increase and strong hardening signals at high water saturation changes.
Furthermore, there is reasonable orthogonality between the contour lines in the ∆SNA
and the 4D gradient attributes, so there is a good potential for successful quantification of
the individual dynamic reservoir properties in this sort of competition. In areas of pressure
depletion this potential is smaller, as the 4D gradient presents a low amplitude plateau,
and thus a high sensitivity to noise (Figure 3.6), providing little potential for resolving
ambiguities in the ∆SNA attributes. In practice, this is irrelevant though, as pressure
depletion zones in the reservoir will be plagued by a much worse competitor, gas
saturation increase.
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Figure 3.5 - Superposition of effects due to changes in pressure and water saturation, on
the ∆SNA attributes extracted from the near (left) and far (centre) stacks and on the
resulting 4D Gradient (right).

Figure 3.6 – Impact of noise on the superposition of effects due to changes in pressure
and water saturation, on the ∆SNA attributes extracted from the near (left) and far
(centre) stacks and on the resulting 4D Gradient (right).
Figure 3.7 shows the competition pattern for the superposition of pressure and gas
saturation effects. In this case, both gas saturation and pressure increase lead to softening
signals in the ∆SNA attributes. Furthermore, we see that the hardening, pressure depletion
effect (observed in Figure 3.1) is completely dominated by the softening signal due to gas
exsolution, even for very low gas saturation values, so that the whole of the ∆SNA plots
is dominated by softening signals. The 4D gradient on the other hand shows a good
vertical distinction between positive and negative gradients. Pressure increase leads to
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strong positive 4D gradients (see Figure 3.1), which dominate the gas response in the top
portion of the plot. Pressure decrease leads to negative gradients, which add up to the gas
related negative gradients in the lower portion of the plot. As a consequence, the
ambiguous softening signals seen in the ∆SNA attributes can be easily distinguished using
the 4D gradient information. If the gradient is positive, the softening signal is dominated
by pressure increase, if the gradient is negative, it is dominated by gas saturation.
However, the effect of noise in the 4D gradient may cripple the distinction, leading to
leakage between the estimations for these two properties (Trani et al., 2011).
A bigger challenge than the distinction of softening signals related to pressure increase or
to gas saturation increase is the quantification of the individual contributions to the
observed signal in a superposition situation. It is important to note that pressure increase,
and gas saturation increase do not normally coexist in Schiehallion, since the increase in
pressure would bring the released gas back into solution in the oil phase. So the main
challenge here is on the bottom portion of the plots in Figure 3.7, where the released gas
dominates pressure depletion effects. Observe that the nearly vertical contour lines in the
∆SNA mean that for a certain gas saturation value, any value used for pressure depletion
would result in nearly the same ∆SNA signal. The 4D gradient attribute does offer fairly
orthogonal contour lines in this area, so in theory it would be possible to quantify both
properties using these attributes, but in practice this would be highly uncertain due to
noise. Observe how both the ∆SNA and the 4D gradient attributes show plateaus in this
region, this makes these regions highly sensitive to noise (Figure 3.8), especially in the
4D gradient attribute. The information in the gradient, which would in theory promote
the quantification of pressure depletion values, is easily lost to noise, so in practice, gas
saturation values can be quantified with reasonable uncertainty, but the quantification of
pressure decrease values is highly uncertain.
The superposition between water and gas saturation effects (Figure 3.9) offers much the
same analysis as the previous. In this case, water saturation effects on the ∆SNA are
highly dominated by the softening signals related to gas, even at low gas saturation values.
This leads to nearly vertical contour lines that, in theory, could be resolved by the 4D
gradient, but when noise is added, the information in the gradient is completely lost
(Figure 3.10). Consequently, it is possible to quantify the gas saturation values, but water
saturation is always ambiguous and highly uncertain when in competition with gas
effects.
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Figure 3.7 - Superposition of effects due to changes in pressure and gas saturation, on
the ∆SNA attributes extracted from the near (left) and far (centre) stacks and on the
resulting 4D Gradient (right).

Figure 3.8 – Impact of noise on the superposition of effects due to changes in pressure
and gas saturation, on the ∆SNA attributes extracted from the near (left) and far (centre)
stacks and on the resulting 4D Gradient (right).
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Figure 3.9 - Superposition of effects due to changes in water and gas saturations, on the
∆SNA attributes extracted from the near (left) and far (centre) stacks and on the resulting
4D Gradient (right).

Figure 3.10 – Impact of noise on the superposition of effects due to changes in water and
gas saturations, on the ∆SNA attributes extracted from the near (left) and far (centre)
stacks and on the resulting 4D Gradient (right).

Three-way superpositions can be analysed in a 4D intercept versus gradient cross-plot (
Figure 3.11). This figure presents the whole of the feasibility dataset, for one fixed
pseudo-log. We can analyse the plot using the definition of dominating reservoir property,
determined

in

the

discussion

of

Figure

Figure 3.11 we can determine that, in general:
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3.4.Applying

this

analysis

to

•

Q1: Pressure decrease dominates only over low water saturation changes

•

Q2: Water saturation increase dominates over pressure decrease and pressure
increases up to 10 MPa.

•

Q3: Gas saturation increase dominates over any water saturation change, any
pressure decrease and pressure increases below 10 MPa.

•

Q4: Pressure increase above 10 MPa dominates over both water and gas effects.

Figure 3.11 - 4D Intercept versus Gradient cross-plot showing the whole feasibility
dataset.
Concluding this section, let us look into the main effect superpositions found in
Schiehallion, and what we can expect from the seismic data information in each case:
1) Pressure increase versus water saturation increase
This superposition happens in areas where water injectors found isolated or
baffled compartments leading to pressure increase. Competition is balanced, and
each property may dominate depending on their individual values. Combined,
intercept and gradient attributes offer considerable information for the
quantification of both dynamic property changes.
2) Gas saturation increase versus Pressure decrease
In Schiehallion, the increase in gas saturation is due solely to pressure depletion
and wherever there is considerable pressure depletion there is also gas saturation
increase, so these properties are tightly correlated. The seismic data sensitivity to
pressure decrease is very low, and very high to gas saturation increase. Hence,
these areas show seismic anomalies greatly dominated by the gas saturation effect.
Because of the correlation, it is easy to infer pressure decrease qualitatively, when
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gas saturation is observed, but the quantification of pressure decrease values is
highly uncertain. Noise impact on the 4D gradient attribute cripples the possibility
of quantification of pressure decrease values.
3) Gas saturation increase versus Water saturation increase versus Pressure
decrease
Some areas in the reservoir present a three-way superposition of dynamic property
changes. These can be areas where infill injectors were drilled to help control
pressure depletion and the resulting gas breakout. In this case, the gas saturation
effect dominates the water saturation as well as the pressure depletion. 4D gradient
values tend to be very low, so that the presence of noise corrupts the information
in this attribute. It is possible to quantify gas saturation values, but both pressure
and water saturation values are highly uncertain.

3.2 A methodology for fast track estimations to reservoir property
changes
The knowledge gathered in this feasibility study can be used to aid in the interpretation
of the observed 4D seismic data. In this section I present a practical method for qualitative
interpretation of the observed data using the knowledge gained in the previous feasibility
study. The objective of this method is to offer a simple and quick solution to interpret the
4D seismic anomalies in terms of the reservoir variations that caused them. While a full
seismic inversion workflow would lead to more precise estimations, these processes
require extensive testing for parameter adjustments and long processing times, which is
not always affordable in an industrial reservoir production situation. It is also common in
the industry to use fast track methods to provide quick interpretations while in the
meantime a full in-depth workflow is being developed. Hence, these types of fast track
workflows do not intend to replace more robust approaches but have their own value as
an initial assessment tool. In the following section I will present the results of this method
when applied to the 4D seismic survey maps, providing qualitative interpretations of the
data and a description of the fluid and pressure dynamics along the reservoir production
time.
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From

the

cross-plots

in

Figure

3.4

and

Figure 3.11 I have defined that areas dominated by increases in pressure, water and gas
saturations fall on separate quadrants of the 4D Intercept versus Gradient cross-plot. This
offers the possibility of classifying the 4D anomalies in terms of the dominating reservoir
property change. The proposed fast track method is based on classification of seismic
anomalies with respect to their dominating reservoir property, followed by the
quantification of property changes assuming the dominating properties act alone. It is
important to note that the proposed method does not decouple the superposed effects, it
only dissociates the areas of the maps that are dominated by each property. A detailed
diagram of the fast track reservoir property estimation workflow is shown in Figure 3.12.
General workflow is described as follows:
1) Classification of 4D seismic maps defining regions that are dominated by the
changes in each reservoir property.
The classification step is based on the previous definition of dominating reservoir
property, but a simple modification to this definition provides some benefits. Taking
advantage of the fact that saturation signals are more prominent on the far stacks while
pressure signals are stronger on the near stacks, we can promote some overlap in the
dominating property classification without the need of quantifying the actual effect
superpositions. A clear example is the areas of balanced competition between the injected
water and pressure increase, where it is possible to see hardening anomalies on the far
stack and softening anomalies on the near stack. The concept of dominating reservoir
property becomes blurry in this situation. As it was defined in the 4D intercept and
gradient domain, these regions are in concept dominated by pressure increase, since the
intercept is negative (softening). But there is a clear seismic indication of water saturation
change in the far stacks, and this need not be overlooked. For this reason, I replace the
intercept attribute with the near stack ∆SNA attribute for the classification of pressure
related anomalies and for classifying the saturation related anomalies I use the far stack
∆SNA attribute instead. This promotes some overlap between the areas that are
dominated by pressure and saturation changes.
Overlap between water saturation and the other two properties is also promoted by a
temporal sequential treatment of the water related seismic anomalies. Pressure, and
consequently gas saturation, may increase and decrease freely with time, depending on
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how the well production and injection rates are managed. Water saturation on the other
hand is not expected to decrease during the production period studied. So, in some cases,
a hardening anomaly present in a certain time-step may be obscured in the next by a
predominant competing effect (gas out of solution or pressure increase), but it is
reasonable to believe that some water is still there. For this reason, I treat the water
saturation seismic attribute sequentially, bringing forward in time the water related
anomalies present in previous time-steps.
In Figure 3.4 we see that pressure decrease anomalies lie separate on quadrant 1 (Q1). As
we have observed in the feasibility study, given the Schiehallion reservoir conditions,
pressure decrease is never a dominating feature, be it in competition with water or gas
effects. Furthermore, since in Schiehallion pressure depletion is always accompanied by
gas saturation increase, we should not expect any signal dominated by pressure decrease.
Nonetheless, cross-plotting the observed seismic data in the 4D Intercept versus Gradient
domain we do see some data in Q1. As we have observed in the feasibility study, the 4D
gradient attribute can be very sensitive to noise, blurring the differentiation between
hardening anomalies due to water saturation increase and pressure decrease. Since
pressure decrease does not dominate the seismic anomalies, it is reasonable to accept that
any hardening anomaly that falls on Q1 is in fact due to water saturation increase, but the
impact of noise on the 4D gradient has shifted it from Q2 to Q1. Thus, I classify all
hardening anomalies as water saturation related. This uncertainty in the 4D gradient also
has an impact on the differentiation between softening anomalies due to pressure increase
and gas saturation increase (Trani et al., 2011), therefore, we can expect to see some
leakage between these two effects, especially in areas of low repeatability.
Thus, the classification of the seismic maps is done separately for each reservoir property
as follows:
•

Pressure increase signals: All pixels that fall on Q4, in a cross-plot between the
near stack ∆SNA and the 4D gradient seismic attributes.

•

Water saturation signals: All pixels that show positive (hardening) values for the
far stack ∆SNA seismic attribute or have been classified as water saturation
signals in previous seismic surveys.

•

Gas saturation signals: All pixels that fall on Q3, in a cross-plot between the far
stack ∆SNA and the 4D gradient seismic attributes.
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2) Application of the masks to the seismic attributes
The classification of the seismic maps creates masks that define the regions dominated
by each reservoir property. I then apply these masks to the seismic maps to create three
separate seismic attributes that show only the regions dominated by each of the three
reservoir properties. The masks related to saturation signals are separately applied to the
far stack ∆SNA attribute and the mask related to the pressure signals is applied to the near
stack ∆SNA attribute. The resulting seismic attributes are expressed in the seismic
amplitude domain.
3) Conversion of seismic attribute to reservoir property change values
I then use of the individual effect mathematical relations (Figure 3.1) to convert each
seismic attribute separately, from the amplitude domain to the quantitative values for
changes in reservoir properties. For this I use a simple cubic interpolation of the individual
effect points calculated in the feasibility dataset, which are plotted in Figure 3.1. I use the
relations for the far stack ∆SNA attribute to quantify water and gas saturation and for the
near stack ∆SNA attribute to quantify the pressure. In using the individual effect relations
I assume that the dominating properties act alone on the seismic amplitudes, not being
superposed by any other reservoir change. Though overlap between dominating
properties is possible with this approach, it does not decouple the competing effects, so
we should expect values to be underestimated.
This step is mainly done to simplify the visual interpretation of the resulting maps, the
quantitative values of pressure and saturation achieved by this method are by no means
accurate, as they disregard the competition between simultaneously occurring effects.
Nonetheless, it offers a platform for simple 4D seismic interpretation, even for reservoir
engineers who need not understand the details of the geophysical domain.
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Figure 3.12 – Fast track reservoir property estimation workflow.
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3.3 Fast track reservoir property estimation results
In this section, I present the results of the fast track estimation method described, when
applied to the 4D seismic data in the Schiehallion field. I use the processing version done
in 2014 (PV-2014) only, since it shows improved data quality (Figure 2.7). I discuss the
results providing qualitative interpretations of the data and a description of the fluid and
pressure dynamics along the reservoir production time. During the analysis I highlight
the capabilities and limitations of the method and discuss the perspective of improvement
in the reservoir property estimations from a more robust, quantitative seismic inversion
workflow. I present the results for four seismic surveys (1999, 2004, 2008 and 2010),
chosen based on data quality (Table 2.1) and because these are enough to provide a
thorough analysis of the method and a full description of the reservoir dynamics during
the first 12 years of production.
The results will be presented in four figures (Figure 3.13 to Figure 3.16), one for each
seismic survey (1999, 2004, 2008 and 2010). In each figure I present the seismic data in
the top row, showing the ∆SNA for the near and far stacks and the resulting 4D gradient.
In the bottom row I present the results of the fast track estimations to reservoir property
changes. To aid in the interpretation I use circles indicating a few zones that are
dominated by each property, pink circles are related to pressure increase zones, blue
circles to water saturation dominated zones and green circles to gas saturation zones. I
name a few of these zones with letters throughout the analysis.
The first monitor survey is from 1999 (Figure 3.13). At this time, a few injectors were
online, most of them leading to pressurization due to a lower than expected reservoir
connectivity. As a consequence, pressure depletion occurs surrounding producer wells,
and gas comes out of solution in these zones. In the ∆SNA maps, both of these affects
show strong softening anomalies, but they can be fairly well distinguished in the gradient
map, thus, these effects are generally well dissociated with the pressure seismic attribute
showing pressure increase surrounding injectors (A, B, C and D) and the gas attribute
showing gas saturation increase surrounding producers (E, F and G). These two effects
can be distinguished by the 4D gradient, but as is shown in Figure 3.8, the high sensitivity
to noise in this attribute may lead to uncertainties in this distinction. The result of this
uncertainty is leakage between the estimations in pressure and gas. This is observed in
zone H, where the softening anomaly seems to be predominantly related to pressure
increase, but we also see some scattered gas saturation increase. This area coincides with
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the low repeatability undershooting zone, so it is expected that the seismic signal here is
more uncertain. Some apparent leakage can also be seen in zone D, where the pressure
signal from the injector in the north seems to extend towards the producers in the south.
It is unlikely that there is pressure increase so close to the producers, especially given all
the gas related signal surrounding them (zone G). The southern portion of the pressure
signal in zone D is likely due to leakage, which would mean the injector in the north is
inside a very small isolated compartment, unable to provide the pressure support it was
meant to, leading to gas exsolution all around zone G. These leakage issues should be
better handled by a more robust inversion workflow.
At the time of the 1999 survey, not much water had been injected into the reservoir.
Furthermore, much of the injected water signal is obscured by the dominating pressure
increases (A, B, C and D). In these zones, the pressure signal is strong enough that there
is no indication of hardening signals even on the far stack. For this reason, the water
saturation estimations do not show the injected water, except for a small indication in
zone I, where the injector is well connected to the producer and the pressure does not
increase.

Figure 3.13 - 1999 monitor: Fast track reservoir property change estimations.
Faced with the strong pressurisations and lack of pressure support, injection rates were
decreased in the existing injectors and new injectors were drilled. The 2004 seismic
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acquisition (Figure 3.14) shows strong decreases in pressurization in three previously
pressurised compartments (A, C and D). Consequently, the injected water signals that
were obscured by the pressurization become visible as hardening anomalies in these
zones, appearing in the water saturation estimation as well. On an opposite trend, the
hardening anomaly in region I becomes smaller, due to it being obscured by the increase
in gas saturation, in zone E. Though this anomaly becomes smaller from 1999 to 2004 in
the ∆SNA maps, it maintains its size in the water saturation attribute, due to the sequential
treatment of this property in the fast track workflow. A downside of this type of treatment
is that just as desired anomalies are brought forward in time, so is the noise from previous
acquisitions. As a consequence, the water seismic attributes are noisier than they would
have been had I not used this sequential workflow. Better treatment of noise in all the
estimations is also something a more robust inversion workflow may offer as an
advantage.

Figure 3.14 - 2004 monitor: Fast track reservoir property change estimations.
In the 2004 data we can highlight two successfully drilled injectors, which had their
positioning greatly influenced by the 4D seismic analysis of previous acquisitions. Both
located in Segment 1, one in the northeast (J) and the other in the southeast (F) of this
Segment. In both these regions, injectors had been drilled on the flanks of the main
channels, in an attempt to control water breakthrough. This strategy failed due to poorer
than expected connectivity, leading to lack in pressure support and the broad gas
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exsolution seen in the 1999 survey. The new injectors managed to control the pressure
depletion in their zones, bringing the gas back to solution in the oil phase. The strong gas
anomalies seen in the previous seismic data are replaced by signals showing the
competition between the injected water and the pressurisation surrounding the injectors.
Region F also shows some evidence of remaining gas, though this is unlikely and may be
an indication of leakage. Estimations in three-way competition zones are highly uncertain
and should be better treated in a seismic inversion process.

Figure 3.15 - 2008 monitor: Fast track reservoir property change estimations.

Pressure-water superposition is observed in zones A, F, J and K (Figure 3.14). In these
regions softening signals dominate near stack amplitudes and hardening signals become
apparent on the far stack, but only near the injector well, where the water saturation is
highest. From 2004 to 2008 (Figure 3.15) and 2010 (Figure 3.16) the pressure related
softening signals in these regions gradually diminish and hardening signals dominate. The
fast track estimation workflow manages to have overlapping anomalies in these regions
by taking the pressure related anomalies from the near stack and the water saturation
anomalies from the far stack. The workflow does not consider the superposition of these
effects quantitatively though, so the estimated values are likely underestimated. A clear
consequence is that the estimated fronts of the injected water are limited by the extents of
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the hardening signal in the far stack. As water saturation decreases away from the injector
well, there is an inflection point where the pressure softening signal becomes stronger
than the water hardening signal, even though there is still water there. It is thus reasonable
to believe that the water-fronts are further away from the well than the hardening signal
is (Figure 1.3). Determining the waterfronts properly in any situation of superposition
with other competing effects is not possible using this fast track approach, as the
boundaries of the water bodies are more easily obscured for having lower water
saturations. This is one challenge to be dealt with by a seismic inversion workflow that
will take into account the superposition of competing effects. The superposition anomaly
in zone F has been thoroughly studied in a forward modelling exercise by Amini (2014),
with the intention of calibrating the PEM stress sensitivity to the 4D seismic data. The
stress sensitivity used in this thesis is inherited from that study.

Figure 3.16 - 2010 monitor: Fast track reservoir property change estimations.
While by 2004, gas saturation was well managed on the east side of Segment 1, it was
still increasing on the west side. The region that was previously determined as an
uncertain pressure increase anomaly in 1999 (Figure 3.13, zone H), is dominated by a gas
related signal in 2004 (Figure 3.14, zone L). To control this gas release, a new injector is
drilled in the centre of this region. In the following seismic acquisitions (2008 and 2010)
no considerable gas related anomaly is seen in Segment 1. Pressurization is also gradually
controlled so that by 2010 the whole of Segment 1 is dominated by hardening, water
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related anomalies. In Segment 4, the pressure is controlled by adjusting production and
injection rates, which manages to greatly decrease the gas anomaly (E) by 2008 and nearly
extinguish it by 2010.

3.4 Summary
To aid in the interpretation of the 4D seismic data I present in this chapter a forward
seismic modelling feasibility study, analysing the effects of the expected dynamic
property changes on the 4D AVO seismic signature. The forward seismic modelling
workflow described here is used for different purposes in the following chapters 4 and 5.
The impact of noise on the 4D data is studied as well as the superposition of
simultaneously occurring dynamic property changes. This study concludes that, in the
reservoir conditions:
-

Pressure decrease have very small effects on the seismic data and are easily
dominated by any other superposing effect.

-

Water saturation increase can be distinguished by hardening signals. These can be
in balanced competition when superposed by pressure increase but are easily
dominated by gas saturation effects.

-

Softening signals related to pressure increase and gas saturation increase can be
distinguished by opposing 4D gradient values. Noise impact on 4D gradient may
lead to uncertainties.

I show that the effects of the three main property variations (pressure increase, water and
gas saturation increase) fall on separate quadrants in the 4D intercept versus gradient
cross-plot domain, thus, they can be well distinguished using the 4D AVO. Using the
comprehension of the 4D AVO signal gained in the feasibility study, I present a quick
and simple workflow for classifying the 4D seismic signal in terms of the dominating
property change. Applying this workflow to the observed 4D seismic maps we can
dissociate the maps into three separate seismic attributes related to each dominating
property, providing a qualitative interpretation of the seismic data in the reservoir
property domain. The competition between superposing effects is not taken into account
by this workflow, so a seismic inversion process is required to achieve a proper
quantification of the individual contributions of each property.
I then present the application of this workflow to the observed 4D seismic maps from four
time-steps during the Schiehallion reservoir production, interpreting the data and
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describing the fluid and pressure dynamics along the first twelve years of production. The
method is successful in distinguishing seismic anomalies that are dominated by water,
gas and pressure increase. We observe some leakage and uncertainty in the distinction
between pressure increase and gas related anomalies in areas where the pressure increase
is mild (likely below 5 MPa). Though of limited quantitative value, the estimations
derived from this method are enough to make important qualitative interpretations of the
reservoir dynamics. These interpretations, though qualitative, are of high value to
reservoir monitoring. In fact, to this day, most of the practical seismic reservoir
monitoring used in the industry is done at a qualitative level. Hence, the method presented
in this chapter can be used to aid in qualitative interpretations. It provides a clear
dissociation of the seismic map into three separate masked maps that show the areas that
are dominated by changes in each dynamic property. From these, qualitative
interpretations become much simpler and more direct. Interpretations of the results led to
the identification of isolated compartments and their boundaries, aiding in the
comprehension of reservoir connectivity. An important limitation of the method is in
defining the dominated waterfronts, as water bodies are always limited by the extent of
the hardening anomalies.
A 4D seismic inversion workflow is needed to improve the reservoir property estimations
in the following aspects:
-

Noise treatment

-

Waterfront estimations

-

Pressure-Gas distinction

-

Pressure decrease quantification
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Deep Neural Network application for
4D seismic inversion to reservoir
property changes

In this chapter I present a 4D seismic inversion method based on training a deep neural
network using synthetic data. This inversion technique was developed in collaboration
with Dr. Jesper Dramsch, from the Technical University of Denmark (DTU) and is
presented in his PhD thesis (Dramsch, 2020a). In this chapter I build on this technique,
developing a study on the impact of the training dataset design on the inversion results.
Training on synthetic data offers much freedom in designing a training dataset, therefore,
it is important to understand the impact of the data distribution on the inversion results. I
present a study showing inversion results for a few different synthetic training datasets
with the objective of defining best practices on synthetic training dataset design for 4D
seismic inversion. I also make remarks on training data size, network generality and the
impact of physics-based constraints. The work presented in this chapter has been
published in Geophysical Prospecting (Côrte et al., 2020).
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4.1 Introduction
As a consequence of field production, the reservoir goes through constant change in
properties such as fluid saturation, pore pressure, temperature, or even to changes in the
reservoir rock architecture itself due to compaction and dissolution. The change in each
of these properties has an independent impact on the seismic data, but they seldom act
alone. Water injection for example leads to an increase in water saturation and an increase
in pressure in the vicinities of the injector well. The observed 4D seismic amplitudes are
a superposition of all the effects caused by the simultaneous variations in any dynamic
property. The challenge in 4D seismic inversion is in quantitatively estimating the
simultaneous contribution of each reservoir property to the final observed data. The
previous chapter presents a quick solution that does not consider the simultaneous
changes and quantifies only the most dominant reservoir property change at each pixel in
the map. However, to be considered a proper quantitative inversion method, it should
consider the superposition of reservoir property effects and attempt to quantify the
simultaneous changes in all dynamic properties.
In this chapter I present a deep neural network (DNN) application to inverting 4D seismic
data into the simultaneous changes in three reservoir properties: pressure (∆P), water
saturation (∆Sw) and gas saturation (∆Sg). Neural network approaches have been in the
spotlight of novel geoscience applications in recent years. An up to date, thorough and
comprehensive review of neural network methods applied to a broad range of geoscience
applications can be found in Dramsch (2020b). Neural networks have generally shown
strong potential in providing alternative applications that can be more practical and cost
efficient than more conventional and well stablished methods. In the context of this thesis,
the DNN application is presented precisely as such. It is an approach that provides a
practical formulation, reducing the need to calibrate inversion parameters. This leads to a
workflow that is simpler to implement than more conventional iterative inversion
approaches and can provide reliable quantitative estimations to the reservoir property
changes.
In the context of 4D seismic inversion, two main shortcomings may be predicted for a
neural network application. First is the fact that neural network solutions are inherently
deterministic. However, uncertainty quantification in machine learning applications is an
active ongoing research topic. In this chapter I propose a workflow that can provide some
insight into the DNN inversion uncertainties by training multiple neural network models
with slightly varying network parametrization.
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A second possible shortcoming may be seen in the fact that there is no possibility of
applying direct constraints to the inversion results in neural network solutions. Most of
the seismic inversion publications stress that there is a good deal of ambiguity and
uncertainty in the solutions. Seismic information is limited and cannot provide enough
independent measurements to characterize the whole reservoir state. Thus, any available
external information should be used to constrain and/or regularize the inversion process
(Blanchard & Thore, 2008; Blanchard, 2012). External information may come from the
wells, as in MacBeth, et al. (2006) and Coleou et al. (2013), where the authors use well
injected and produced volumes as global constraints to the saturation results. Reservoir
simulation models can also be used to provide information to guide the inversion results.
Davolio et al. (2013) and Omofoma (2017) use multiple realizations of a reservoir
simulation model to define local hard bounds, constraining the possible inversion results.
Additionally, 4D seismic time-shift measurements have also been used as an additional
source of information that help constraining inversion processes (Trani et al., 2011; Thore
& Hubans, 2012). In neural network solutions we do not have the possibility of applying
direct constraints to the inference process. Constraining the training dataset does not
guarantee constrained results either, since the network can extrapolate beyond the training
dataset. In this chapter I show a few techniques that can be used in the construction of the
network architecture and training dataset that contribute to regularizing and constraining
the inversion results.
The construction of the training dataset is a critical step that has great impact on the
inversion results. Neural network applications, as opposed to most of the mentioned
studies, do not rely on a physical model to establish the links between the seismic and
reservoir domains. Instead, they rely on a training dataset composed of real input-output
measurements, learning from it the non-linear relations that link inputs to outputs. The
training dataset defines the “physical” model that is used in the inversion, so it is
important that it contains a good physical representation of the whole problem. In this
case, a good training dataset should represent the whole reservoir, containing the global
variability on reservoir quality and the possible dynamic property combinations.
Measured data to compose a training dataset can only come from repeated well
measurements at seismic acquisition times. MacBeth et al. (2006) use well data in a model
calibration approach analogous to neural network training. The authors pre-define a linear
equational link between the seismic and reservoir domains and iteratively calibrate the
equations’ parameters to fit the data measured at a few well locations. The main difference
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to neural network training is that deep neural networks contain thousands more
parameters to be calibrated, leading to much more complex non-linear relations.
Consequently, deep neural networks need a much larger amount of data for satisfactory
training. Nonetheless, Cao and Roy (2017) perform a synthetic study showing that a
neural network can also be trained successfully using only information at well locations
in a 4D reservoir property inversion application. In real reservoir cases though, the
necessary repeated saturation well logs are not common and may be lacking as whole, as
is true in our case study. This type of data is sparse, and it can be argued that it may be
biased to good reservoir areas, where the wells are located, and thus, incapable of
representing the entire reservoir. Hence, more often than not, the well data does not
provide the necessary variability to describe the behaviour of the whole reservoir and may
not be enough to train a deep neural network satisfactorily.
The alternative is to use synthetic data to help in the construction of the training dataset.
Ayzenberg and Liu (2014) present a real reservoir case of a neural network application to
4D pressure and saturation inversion where the authors populate their training dataset
with reservoir simulation results and real seismic observations at a few well understood
areas. To extend their training dataset beyond the wells, they begin a shift to synthetic
data, but only in the reservoir domain, keeping the real observed seismic data. Xue et al.
(2019) use a fully synthetic dataset to train their neural network to quantify the changes
in water saturation on a real reservoir case. The authors make use of a wedge model as a
static frame and random sampling of the dynamic domain. More recently, Zhong et al.
(2020) presented a solution using convolutional generative adversarial networks to invert
impedance change images to reservoir property changes. Their convolutional approach
analyses full images, incorporating a spatial correlation aspect into the inference results.
For this reason, their synthetic training dataset is composed of full reservoir images,
created by running 300 reservoir simulations with varying static models. Though
convolutional networks are the state of the art in image analysis, they require an immense
amount of previous work to prepare synthetic training datasets
The DNN application presented in this chapter is trained exclusively using synthetic data.
This provides considerable freedom on the construction of the training datasets. I present
a study where the DNN is trained with four different training datasets. The main objective
of this study is assessing the impact of the distribution of data in the training dataset on
the quality of the inversion results when applied to a real 4D seismic dataset. All tested
training datasets are constructed using a simulator to seismic modelling approach
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(Sim2Seis). The forward modelling method is the same as described in Section 3.1. In
fact, the feasibility dataset studied in Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 corresponds to the first
training dataset tested in this chapter. The training datasets tested differ essentially on
how much external physical information is used to constrain and distribute the data. I
show the value of using physics informed and fluid flow consistent realizations to create
a realistic distribution of data in a synthetic training dataset.
Furthermore, I show the importance of training the DNN on noisy synthetic data and the
possibility of estimating uncertainties in the results by training multiple DNN models
with varying signal to noise levels. With this I address the problems of constraining the
results with external physical information and regularizing solutions to avoid overfitting,
as well as achieving some estimation to the uncertainties in the inversion results.

4.2 4D seismic dataset
I apply the proposed method and study to the Schiehallion field dataset, which was
presented in depth in Section 2.1. In this chapter I focus on the study of the DNN method
rather than on the interpretation of the reservoir and its fluid dynamic evolution. For this
reason, I will present inversion results only for the seismic monitor acquisition from 2004,
using the pre-production acquisition from 1996 as baseline. The seismic data used for
inversion is the ∆SNA attribute maps extracted from the near, mid and far stacks (Figure
4.1). In this figure some areas of interest are circled, showing important features that we
will use as guides for a qualitative assessment of the inversion results. This initial
interpretation is inherited from the 4D AVO study done in the previous chapter. Circled
areas represent the reservoir property that dominates each seismic anomaly. This depends
on the seismic sensitivity to changes in each property and on what other property changes
are occurring simultaneously. Seismic amplitudes may be more sensitive to changes in
some property over other. If changes in both these properties are superposed, the seismic
effects related to one property will overcome and dominate over the other. Uncertainties
tend to be larger in the properties that have their effects dominated by simultaneously
occurring changes in other properties to which the seismic data is more sensitive.
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Figure 4.1 - Seismic data used for inversion: time-lapse change in the sum of negative
amplitudes attributes extracted from the near, mid and far stack

Zones circled in magenta (A, B, C, D and E) are well understood softening signals related
to pressurization around water injectors. In this case the hardening signals related to the
increase in water saturation are overcome and dominated by the stronger softening signals
related to the pressure increase. However, the competition between these two effects can
be balanced to some extent, so that some hardening signals do appear right around the
injector wells. These hardening signals are stronger in the far stack, while the opposing
pressure related softening signals are stronger in the near stack. Zones circled in green (F
and G) are well understood softening signals related to gas saturation increase. In these
zones, the gas saturation softening response dominates, but it is always in competition
with hardening signals due to water saturation increase. In zone F the water comes mainly
from the aquifer located to the north and west, aided by injectors in the water leg. This
zone is particularly complicated because, aside from the water-gas competition, it lies
under a platform in an area of low seismic repeatability (Figure 2.7). For this reason the
seismic data is very noisy and uncertain in this location. The AVO gradient is especially
affected, crippling the data capability of differentiating between pressurization related
softening effects and gas saturation related ones (Figure 3.7). For this reason, inversion
results in zone F may show difficulty in distinguishing gas and pressure effects leading
to leakage (i.e. when gas related anomalies are interpreted as pressure effects or viceversa). In zone G, the water comes from the two injectors placed on its southwest edges.
We know that a considerable amount of water has been injected in this zone, but no
hardening signal can be seen in Figure 4.1. Since seismic data is much more sensitive to
increases in gas than in water saturations, the gas related response dominates. The
superposition patterns studied in Section 3.1.2 show that in these situations, the gradient
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attribute cannot provide trustworthy additional information (Figure 3.10), so the
separation of the two opposing saturation effects is unlikely.
We see some hardening signals related to water saturation increase in Figure 4.1, but no
evident hardening signal related to pressure depletion. The non-linear nature of pressure
effects on 4D seismic data means that even though pressure increase leads to strong
softening signals, pressure depletion results in very low hardening anomalies. To
complicate further, in the present case, pressure depletion is always accompanied by gas
coming out of solution, so the gas softening effects always dominate over the weak
hardening pressure depletion signals. This makes it particularly difficult to quantify
pressure depletion values from the 4D seismic data.
The main challenges for this inversion are to quantify the pressure increase values in the
pressurized compartments, to differentiate between pressure related and gas related
softening signals, to determine areas of pressure depletion and to locate water fronts in
areas where water saturation related hardening signals are dominated by other competing
effects.

4.3 DNN architecture and training
I employ a deep neural network with the encoder-decoder architecture (Schmidhuber,
2015; Goodfellow et al., 2016) to translate the mapped ∆SNA seismic attributes (Figure
4.1) into the corresponding changes in three reservoir properties: ∆P, ∆Sw and ∆Sg.
Though I mention maps, this network is not working on full images, instead it makes
pixel by pixel inferences, analysing each pixel individually and independently of others.
In the training phase, it uses all the pixels (or samples) provided in the training dataset to
define one general non-linear function that best links the values given in the input domain
to the output domain. In the inference phase, it applies this non-linear function
individually to each pixel in the map provided. Being so, there is no lateral correlation
constraint or smoothing technique to ensure lateral correlation and control noise content.
For this reason, I employ three important techniques that help to avoid overfitting and
inverting noise: dropout regularization (Srivastava et al., 2014), variational Bayes
encoding layer (Kingma & Welling, 2014) and training with noisy samples (Bishop,
1995).
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The full DNN architecture consists of 4 encoding layers that compress the input
information from 1024 neurons in the first layer to 256 neurons in the last, a central layer
where variational encoding is implemented and a mirror decoder structure that
decompresses the information back into 1024 neurons (Figure 4.2). Compressing the
information serves as forcing function for the network to learn the most meaningful
features in the data in regard to the optimisation objective. In each of the encoder-decoder
layers I use a dropout regularization technique in the training phase, this randomly
excludes 20% of the neuron connections in each training iteration. Dropout regularization
is commonly used as a technique to prevent overfitting of the training data, leading to a
more general model and helping in dealing with noisy datasets (Srivastava et al. 2014).

Figure 4.2 - Deep neural network architecture.
The central encoding layer is arranged so that each neuron defines two outputs which are
used to define gaussian distributions (mean and standard deviation). In the following
layer, each neuron draws one random value from each gaussian distribution.
Consequently, a neuron from the central layer feeds slightly different values to each
neuron in the following layer, as opposed to feeding the same value to all neurons as it is
done in all other connections in the network. Using variational encoding in the central
layer, instead of a fixed link from encoding to decoding, provides a flexibility to the
network, making it more general and robust to noise (Kingma and Welling, 2014). To be
able to train the network with back propagation of the gradients, I use the
“reparameterization trick” as in (Kingma et al., 2015). The construction of this
architecture involved the use of a Tree of Parzen scheme for estimation of the
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hyperparameters (Bergstra et al., 2013). This is an optimisation scheme that uses a subset
of the training data to find the best hyperparameters for the problem at hand. Adjusted
hyperparameters were the number of layers and neurons per layer.
The input layer contains the time-lapse difference in the sum of negative amplitudes
(∆SNA) seismic attribute, extracted for the near, mid and far angle-stacks. From these
three 4D seismic attributes the network calculates the 4D AVO gradient to be used as an
input as well. In the training phase, before calculating the gradient, I add white Gaussian
noise to the synthetic data. This step is crucial for achieving meaningful results when
making inferences on the noisy seismic data. Training with noisy synthetics is equivalent
to Tikhonov regularization of inversion processes (Bishop, 1995), so it controls
overfitting and prevents the DNN from treating the noise as signal. The magnitude of the
added noise is controlled by one single parameter, the signal to noise ratio (SNR), that
defines the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution from which random noise
values are drawn. In Section 4.5 I present an analysis of the impact of this noise parameter
on the inversion results and elaborate on how to assess the performance of the trained
models and select an optimal value for this parameter.
In addition to the time-lapse seismic attributes I also include in the inputs the reservoir
pore volume, calculated from the reservoir simulation model. This static parameter is
relevant as reservoir pore volume acts as a scalar on the 4D seismic amplitudes, leading
to stronger responses in areas with higher reservoir pore volume. The addition of this
static parameter within the network architecture is essential in achieving a more accurate
regression result. The pore volume as an input parameter provides some of the
information the neural network would have to learn from the seismic input maps
otherwise, alleviating the learning process for the network (Dramsch et al., 2019).
Supervised training of neural networks relies on an ensemble of samples of known inputoutput pairs which define the training dataset. The Adam optimisation method (Kingma
& Ba, 2015) is used for training. It is a stochastic gradient descent optimisation approach
with Nesterov momentum and an adaptive learning rate. The algorithm iteratively updates
the neuron weights that define the network state, in each iteration outputs are calculated
from the inputs provided in the training dataset. The algorithm then compares the
calculated outputs to the outputs in the training dataset, using a mean squared error
objective function. More details on the architecture and training strategies used can be
seen on (Dramsch et al., 2019).
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4.4 Construction of the synthetic training datasets
Defining the training dataset is one of the most important steps in a neural network
workflow. In the present application, the network represents (or replaces) the physics that
links the seismic domain to the reservoir domain, but in fact it has no knowledge or any
information about the physics it represents. It learns this implicitly from the training
dataset, so the quality of the training dataset will define how well the network will mimic
the physics of the problem and its capability of inferring meaningful results from unseen
data.
To construct the training dataset we need to form an ensemble of input-output
realizations. These are independent single pixel realizations of ∆P, ∆Sw, ∆Sg and Pore
Volume and their resulting ∆SNA values for near, mid and far stacks. In the lack of a
good and sufficient measured dataset, the alternative is to use synthetic data, generated
based on a physical model that represents as best as possible the problem at hand. In this
application I employ a reservoir simulator to seismic modelling (Sim2Seis) technique
(Amini, 2014) to create synthetic seismic data from a reservoir flow simulation model.
The reservoir simulation model is used as a static frame for running the forward modelling
realizations. The model grid spans the whole reservoir, so it contains a good
representation of the variability of the static reservoir properties. I use this static
geological model as the frame for creating four different training datasets that differ in
the distribution of the sampled realizations in ∆P, ∆Sw, ∆Sg and Pore Volume. The
forward seismic modelling method used for all training datasets is described in detail in
Section 2.2. It is based on the use of a petro-elastic model and a wavelet convolution
approach. For all synthetic seismic calculations, I use one fixed petro-elastic model that
was previously calibrated to the well logs and the observed seismic data (Amini and
MacBeth, 2015; Amini, 2018). For each realization I extract a pseudo-log from a certain
location in the static reservoir model. The pore volume value is calculated from this
pseudo-log, as the vertical sum of the pore volumes for active cells in the reservoir zone.
Next, I define a sample realization for the ∆P, ∆Sw and ∆Sg values. These values are
distributed vertically in all reservoir cells in the extracted pseudo-log, always respecting
initial and residual saturation values in each cell. As this is a map-based approach, I do
not model different vertical distributions of fluids or pressure in the reservoir. With this
approach, the vertical resolution of the reservoir model on the static properties is
maintained, but the dynamic properties represent a vertical average. Angle-stacked
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seismic traces are then calculated for baseline and monitor states and from them the
∆SNA attributes are extracted along the reservoir time window.
We tested four training datasets with the objective of assessing the impact of data size
and the use of physics informed realizations to populate the training dataset. The amount
of physics information used to construct the training datasets increases from set 1 to 2 and
to 3. For Training dataset 4, data augmentation techniques are used to assess the impact
of dataset size on the inversion results, while keeping the similar levels of physics
information as in Training dataset 3.
Table 4.1 shows a comparison of the amount of data, how it is distributed and the resulting
training runtimes for all four training datasets presented. Figure 4.3 shows the global
distribution of data in each training dataset.
4.4.1

Regularly sampled realizations (Training datasets 1 and 2)

In neural network applications it is often desirable to have general trained networks that
can be applied satisfactorily to many different cases. In the current application this would
mean training one general network that can be applied to many reservoirs with differing
static and dynamic situations. The most general training dataset should contain
realizations representing all possible situations, both on the static (Pore Volume) and on
the dynamic (∆P x ∆Sw x ∆Sg) domains.
Training dataset 1 is constructed in a way as to be the most general. For this, I generate
synthetic realizations for every point in a regular four-dimensional sample grid (Pore
Volume x ∆P x ∆Sw x ∆Sg). The sample grid covers the whole range of possible
situations on all four properties. To keep the saturation values realistic, I apply a unity
constraint on the sum of the saturations, and always respect residual oil and water
saturations, so that as an example, if ∆Sw=0.5 then ∆Sg is constrained to values between
0 and 0.15. For each Pore Volume value defined in the sample grid I extract one single
pseudo-log from the simulation model that best represents this Pore Volume value. I then
proceed to calculating time-lapse seismic traces for all realizations in the dynamic
domain. The reservoir simulation model is used here only to define the static frame for
calculating synthetic data, but the reservoir simulation results are not used.
The same sampling strategy is used for Training datasets 1 and 2. The only difference
between these datasets is one simple constraint used in Training dataset 2. This constraint
comes from our external understanding of the physical processes governing the problem
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at hand. As has been mentioned, in this reservoir, the increase of gas saturation is a
response to pressure depletion. As pressure goes below bubble point pressure, gas comes
out of solution from the oil phase. Wherever pressure increases from initial pressure,
which is above bubble point pressure, we expect no gas saturation change to occur. Thus,
training sample realizations containing simultaneous increases in pressure and gas
saturation are not representative of the reality analysed and could be interfering negatively
in the solutions. For Training dataset 2 I delete all samples with simultaneous increase in
pressure and gas saturation, consequently making it less general, more specific to the
reservoir situation. The comparison of Training datasets 1 and 2 pinpoints the impact of
one simple constraint, showing the benefits that can be achieved by adding one bit of
physical information to constrain the realizations in the synthetic training dataset.
4.4.2

Fluid flow consistent realizations (Training datasets 3 and 4)

A full 3D reservoir flow simulation offers ∆P x ∆Sw x ∆Sg realizations that respect a full
range of physical processes, including the causal relationship between pressure depletion
and gas saturation increase, but also processes related to wettability, capillary forces,
relative permeability, etc. Restricting our training samples to the combinations offered by
the results of a reservoir simulation model means that the training dataset will respect all
of these physical processes and thus be even more realistic and similar to what an
unbiased measured dataset would offer. The resulting training datasets are even less
general and more specific to the reservoir situation. Reservoir simulation results are used
in Training datasets 3 and 4.
For Training dataset 3 I use the reservoir simulation results as the only ∆P x ∆Sw x ∆Sg
combinations in the training dataset. To maintain consistency with the previous
approaches I do not run Sim2Seis directly on the reservoir simulation results, first I extract
vertical average maps for ∆P, ∆Sw and ∆Sg at a given time-step, then I apply the same
forward modelling process as previously described (distributing the averaged maps
vertically in the extracted pseudo-logs). I extracted simulation results for eight time-steps
corresponding to the seismic acquisition dates. This choice on time-steps was done simply
because it is common to use a reservoir simulator to seismic modelling workflow at
seismic acquisition times to compare synthetic with observed seismic data, so in this case
I did not need to extract additional simulation results, all the data was already available
and had been generated and used for other previous purposes, this would usually also be
true in a regular industry setup. There is no real need to restrict the time-steps to seismic
acquisition dates though.
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There is a great difference on the distribution of data using this approach (Figure 4.3). In
this case, I run synthetic traces for every trace location in the simulation model, with this
we have 12,944 static pseudo-logs instead of the 300 of the previous models, on the other
hand, we only have 7 ∆P x ∆Sw x ∆Sg realizations per pseudo-log. Thus, pore volume is
much more finely sampled, and the global distribution of pore volume is no longer
uniform, here it resembles the global distribution that could be found in reality. Regarding
the dynamic domain sampling, though the simulation results cannot be taken as the real
reservoir fluid flow state, the global distributions should resemble reality, as the model
has been history matched to well production and injection volumes and pressure
measurements. The resulting training dataset is smaller in total number of samples but is
much more representative of the reality of the reservoir.

Figure 4.3 - Histograms showing the global distribution of data in Training datasets 1, 2,
3 and 4.
It remains true that DNNs benefit from larger amounts of data. For this reason, in Training
dataset 4 I make an effort to augment the previous training dataset, while maintaining all
the physical relationships present in the reservoir simulation results. I do this by grouping
all the dynamic domain samples (∆P x ∆Sw x ∆Sg) in the previous training dataset to
create an ensemble of possible samples that respect the reservoir flow physics. For each
static pseudo-log extracted from the simulation model I draw 100 random samples from
this global ensemble of dynamic realizations to run time-lapse synthetic seismic traces.
In practice, I take the reservoir simulation results found at one trace location and apply it
to a different trace location, always respecting end member saturation limits. This
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approach maintains global distributions in pore volume, ∆P, ∆Sw and ∆Sg that are similar
to Training dataset 3 (Figure 4.3), while augmenting the data size by 100 times.

Training
datasets
1
2
3
4

Number of
pseudo-logs
300
300
12,944
12,944

∆P x ∆Sw x ∆Sg
realizations per pseudolog
1,130
475
7
100

Total number of
samples
339,000
142,500
30,608
1,294,400

Average training
time (minutes)
~17
~7
~4
~60

Table 4.1 - Training dataset sizes and training times.

4.5 Model performance quantification
To assess the performance of each trained model I use two validation approaches. The
first one is based on synthetic data, where ground truth is exact, but the seismic data is
more well behaved and may not represent the real observed data properly. The second is
applied to the observed data itself, using as ground truth for validation the well
measurements at seismic acquisition times. In the second approach, the seismic data is a
good representation of the real data, but the ground truth is not exact and carries itself
some uncertainty. A summary of the performance quantification results for all four
training datasets can be found in Table 4.2.
As has been mentioned, I add random noise to the synthetic training samples in the
training phase, to take advantage of the regularization property this technique carries
(Bishop, 1995). A DNN that is trained on noisy synthetics is more generalized and
capable of interpreting the noisy character of the observed data and avoid overfitting this
noise. This capability varies with the amplitude of the noise added. If we add too much
noise, this corrupts the AVO information in the training phase and inferences are
compromised. To assess the impact of the training noise parameter on the inference
performance I train 100 models for each training dataset, with varying training noise
levels, ranging from 0 to 50% in noise to signal ratio (SNR). Intuitively, the best
performance should be achieved by the model that is trained using the same SNR levels
as are present in the inference data. Since the final objective is to apply the inversion to
the real observed 4D seismic, it is worth estimating the SNR level present in this dataset.
For this, I consider the noise power as the root mean square (RMS) of the observed
seismic amplitudes in the northernmost segment, where no production has occurred and
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no 4D seismic signal is expected, and the signal power as the RMS across the whole
reservoir. Observed 4D seismic data noise level was estimated to be 14%.
4.5.1

Synthetic validation

In order to make a fair comparison between the performances achieved with the four
different training datasets I created an additional set of synthetic data, which is not used
for training in any of the models. We want the validation dataset to represent the real data
as well as possible, so that the performances calculated can be interpreted as the capability
of a certain model to make correct inferences on the real data. For this reason, the
validation dataset is constructed by extracting the reservoir simulation results for one
separate timestep, which is not used in Training datasets 3 and 4. With this the validation
dataset contains 12,944 samples. Then, I add random noise with 14% SNR levels, so that
the synthetic validation dataset contains noise levels comparable to the observed 4D
seismic. I apply the inference step to the same noisy synthetic validation dataset for all
trained models and assess the performance by comparing the inference results to the
reservoir property values in the validation dataset. Comparisons are made individually for
each reservoir property using the normalized mean squared error (NMSE) metric, these
are then individually normalized using the standard deviation of each target reservoir
property and averaged to achieve a global performance metric.
Figure 4.4 shows plots for the performances achieved as a function of the training SNR
for all four training datasets. Plots (b), (c) and (d) show the performances on each property
individually and plot (a) the global performances for all the trained models. To provide a
reference I also show the performances achieved in the ideal noiseless case (dashed lines),
where the models are trained without noise addition and applied to a noiseless version of
the synthetic validation dataset. Models that achieved the best total performance for each
training dataset are highlighted in Figure 4.4 and their results are plotted in map form in
Figure 4.5.
We see a global increase in performance (Figure 4.4a) with the addition of training noise
for all training datasets. Best performances do not achieve the performance values for the
ideal noiseless synthetic case (dashed lines) but are all considerably better than when no
training noise is added. The addition of training noise is responsible for a decrease of 3060% in the total NMSE. For Training datasets 1, 3 and 4 the total NMSE reaches a region
of lower values with training SNRs around the noise level applied to the validation dataset
(14%). Training dataset 2, on the other hand, shows an increase in performance with
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training SNRs up to 49%. Intriguingly, for this training dataset, it has been beneficial to
train the model with noise levels three times higher than the noise content of the data it
was applied to.

Figure 4.4 - NMSE results for the synthetic validation. Dashed lines show the
performance of models when trained without noise and applied to noiseless synthetic
data. Full lines show the performance of the models with varying training noise SNR,
when applied to synthetic data with added noise of SNR=14%. (a) Total NMSE, (b) ∆P
NMSE, (c) ∆Sw NMSE and (d) ∆Sg NMSE.
In a comparison between the training datasets we see a global increase in the
performances from Training dataset 1 to 2 (a). This is mostly due to better estimations of
the pressure (b) and the gas saturation (d). Performances for the water saturation
estimation are similar for Training datasets 1 and 2. This shows us that the use of a simple
physics-based constraint on the pressure and gas saturation has a positive impact on the
estimations of these two properties, while it has little impact on the water saturation
estimations. Training datasets 3 and 4 show considerably better performances than the
two previous ones, showing how much of a benefit can be achieved by using training
datasets populated with fluid flow consistent samples. Training dataset 4 achieves slightly
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better total performances (a) than Training dataset 3, indicating that the data augmentation
has been beneficial to the quality of inferences. Again, this is due to a difference in
performances for estimating pressure and gas saturation, as water saturation performances
are similar. For these two training datasets, the addition of noise has no impact on the
performance of the gas saturation estimations.

Figure 4.5 - Map results from the best models in the synthetic validation
4.5.2

Well data validation

Even though I have made an effort to create a validation dataset that mimics the real data,
the performances achieved when applying a model to synthetic data may not represent
the truth when the model is applied to the observed 4D seismic data. As it has been
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mentioned, labelled data for the real case is only present as measurements made at wells
during seismic acquisition times. For Schiehallion, we only have bottom hole pressure
measurements, which is the main reason why we need synthetic data for training in the
first place. There is no real data to assess the inference results on the saturation values,
but we can nonetheless assess the pressure estimations only. The synthetic validation
indicates that total performances are mostly driven by the performance on estimating
pressures. This provides some confidence in evaluating the models using well bottom
hole pressure measurements only, since the performance on the pressure estimates may
be a reasonable representation of the global performances.
When comparing well bottom hole pressures to seismic inverted pressures it is important
to keep in mind that the pressure data measured at wells is not exact ground truth, it carries
uncertainties due to mainly two reasons:
-

Spatial: In deviated wells, there is uncertainty in locating where along the well
perforations the bottom hole pressure measurements should be related to. This is
not an uncertainty intrinsic to the well measurements, it becomes relevant only
when comparing inverted pressures along the well perforations to the measured
values.

-

Temporal: A seismic acquisition may take weeks or even months to be finished.
Along this time, reservoir pressures are not constant and bottom hole pressure
measurements may vary substantially. There is uncertainty in selecting the ideal
time to extract bottom hole pressure measurements for the validation (Omofoma
et al., 2019).

Figure 4.6 shows the NMSE values achieved by all the trained models. In general, the
results corroborate the analysis made in the synthetic validation study. All training
datasets present an increase in performance with the addition of training noise and a
region of higher performances around 14%, the estimated SNR for the data they are
applied to. In addition to these, Training datasets 1 and 2 show also other models with
comparably good performances with higher training SNR values. Training dataset 4
performs only slightly better than Training dataset 3, considering the orders of magnitude
higher computational cost.
Even though each trained model offers a deterministic solution, training multiple models
with varying SNR values offers the possibility of entering a statistical mind-set. Since we
have multiple models that present comparable performances, we can create a more
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general solution by averaging the results of a few best performance models. Additionally,
we can use the standard deviation of these solutions as an estimative to the uncertainties
in each estimation. Inversion results presented in the next section are all averages of the
10 best solutions, assessed using this well NMSE, out of the 100 trained models. The
models used for average and standard deviation quantifications are marked in Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.6 - NMSE results for the well data validation.

Training
datasets

Total
NMSE

Synthetic validation
∆P
∆Sw
∆Sg
NMSE
NMSE
NMSE

Training
SNR

Well Validation
∆P
Training
NMSE
SNR

1

3.08

2.68

2.19

4.37

21.5

6.60

39.5

2

1.56

0.71

1.66

2.31

42

2.50

19

3

0.66

0.62

0.70

0.64

17

0.46

14

4

0.56

0.50

0.73

0.45

11

0.40

12

Table 4.2 - Performances and training SNRs of the best models in the synthetic and well
validations

4.6 Inversion results
To provide a visual representation of the benefits of training our DNN with noise, in
Figure 4.7 I present the inversion results when the DNNs are trained without noise
(Training SNR = 0). Figure 4.8 shows the final inversion results, corresponding to the
average between the solutions of the 10 best models selected in the well data validation
study. Zero training SNR results are extremely noisy for Training datasets 1 and 2. The
noise content is lower for Training datasets 3 and 4, results for water and gas saturations
are similar to the final inversion results but noisier. It is the pressure results that improve
most by adding training noise.
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In this section I interpret the final inversion results (Figure 4.8) for each training dataset
individually. Interpretations are mostly qualitative, using the circled zones as references.
Zones circled in magenta are pressure increase areas and zones circled in green are gas
accumulation areas.

Figure 4.7 - DNN inversion results using training SNR=0, for Training datasets 1, 2, 3
and 4
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Figure 4.8 - Final DNN inversion results for Training datasets 1, 2, 3 and 4. Maps
represent the average between the 10 best solutions. Zones circled in magenta are
pressure increase areas and zones circled in green are gas accumulation areas.
4.6.1

Training dataset 1

The inversion results for this approach are quite noisy, especially in the gas and the water
saturations. This model is incapable of defining well the areas that are impacted by gas
saturation, showing very high increases in gas saturation across the reservoir. Areas
dominated by water saturation related hardening signals are marked reasonably well, but
we see a biased background resulting in increases in water saturation across the whole
reservoir as well. Furthermore, water saturation values are above the physical limits in
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many areas, all water saturation values shown in dark green (limit of the colour scale) are
above the 85% physical limit. The maximum values for water saturation are of around
1.7, which would mean an increase of 170% of the total porosity in water saturation.
Though we can apply constraints to the training data, this does not guarantee that the
results will also be constrained, DNNs are capable of extrapolating the training data and
there is no other way to apply constraints to the inference results. This may lead to
unrealistic solutions if the training dataset is inappropriate.
In the pressure results we see well marked pressure increase in all the zones circled in
magenta, which is what is expected, but quantitatively the values are far from what is
measured at the wells. These areas are where the pressure effects dominate the seismic
signal; everywhere else the pressure results are noisy and present an apparent bias towards
pressure increase. We can also see some leakage from gas saturation related softening
signals into pressure results in zone F. As has been mentioned, in this case, the seismic
data is nearly insensitive to pressure depletion. Furthermore, pressure depletion is
accompanied by gas breakout, and the seismic data is very sensitive to gas saturation
increases. When these two effects are superposed, the much stronger gas effects dominate
so, that pressure depletion effects are comparable to noise. The seismic data does not offer
any considerable information on pressure depletion, so it is understandable that we see
no pressure depletion in the pressure estimations, aside from noise.
4.6.2

Training dataset 2

The use of the constraint in the training dataset has a positive impact on the estimations
of changes in pressure and gas saturation (Figure 4.8). Pressure results are less biased and
leakage in zone F is better controlled. Gas saturation results now mark reasonably well
the areas of gas saturation dominance (zones G and F), but we still see a biased
background showing gas saturation increases of around 7% across the whole reservoir.
Water saturation results are nearly not affected by the constraint, estimations remain
biased and values are above the physical limits in many areas.
Interestingly, we now see pressure depletion values in correlation with gas saturation
increase in zone G. It is unlikely that these results are based on information from the
seismic data so it could be regarded as noise, but as we will see clearly in the results of
Training dataset 3 and 4, this is an indication that the network is learning an additional
level of information from the training dataset.
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4.6.3

Training dataset 3

We can see that having a better representation of reality in the training dataset samples
pays off in the quality of the results (Figure 4.8). For Training dataset 3 we have much
clearer results, noise is contained for all three dynamic properties and we no longer see
the general bias present in the water and gas saturation estimations for the previous
models, instead, we have a general background of zero values in the areas where there is
no seismic evidence of change in each dynamic property. This leads to more contained
water estimations forming well defined bodies that can be connected to the injection
wells. Quantitatively, water and gas saturation values are more realistic, falling below the
physically possible threshold, except for the water anomalies in the undershoot zone,
where the seismic data is corrupted by low repeatability issues (Figure 2.7). Water front
estimations are compromised in some areas where water effects on seismic are dominated
by pressure (zones C and E) or gas saturation (zones F and G) effects. On the southwest
edge of zone G there are two injectors that inject a considerable amount of water, but we
have no seismic evidence of where this water has gone in the inversion results, because
the water effects are completely obscured by the gas accumulation here. In zone E,
pressure increase effects dominate the seismic response, here the water saturation results
are also inconsistent with the amount of water that has been injected into this zone.
Pressure increase is seen in all areas where it dominates the seismic response (magenta
circles), furthermore, the quantitative values are more in line with the pressures measured
at the wells. Outside these zones we have a global trend of zero values and, interestingly,
we see pressure depletion values in correlation with gas saturation increase (zones F and
G). It is clear that this information is not coming from the seismic data. If any seismic
information related to pressure depletion could be detected it would be away from those
gas accumulation zones, where the pressure effect is not so overwhelmingly dominated.
Instead, the inversion results show pressure depletion values only in direct correlation
with the gas saturation increase. This pressure depletion – gas saturation increase
correlation is present in the training dataset, as gas exsolutions is one of the physical
processes modelled by the reservoir simulation. This is a clear indication that the DNN is
learning the correlations present in the training dataset and using this information to make
inferences on the dominated properties, where the seismic data cannot provide useful
information. We also see a curious gas saturation decrease accompanying the pressure
increase in zone B. As there is no initial gas in the reservoir, gas saturation decrease is
not present in the training datasets. It does represent a possible reality between monitors,
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but since I use a pre-production baseline, negative changes in gas saturations are not
realistic. This result is an indication that the DNN is not only learning the correlation
between pressure depletion and gas saturation increase, it is also extrapolating this
correlation to result in gas saturation decrease in pressure increase zones. This
extrapolation is undesirable, as it leads to non-physical results, but it cannot be prevented.
Knowing that the DNN learns not only relations that link input to output but also the
correlations between variables in the training dataset emphasizes the argument that the
dynamic domain sampling used for creating the training dataset should be retained to
physically realistic combinations, because the DNN will embed this physical knowledge
into the non-linear transformations it learns. It is also important to note that the data size
of this training dataset is much smaller than in the previous models, which means training
runtimes are also much faster (Table 4.1). In this case, it is not necessarily the size of the
dataset that matters most, instead, the ability of this dataset to represent specifically the
global reality of the problem is more important.
4.6.4

Training dataset 4

Augmenting the data size in this approach affected the results only slightly (Figure 4.8),
but nonetheless the results are generally more consistent. In the pressure results, we see
less noise and leakage in the areas dominated by gas (zones F and G). Water saturation
results are now below the physical limit everywhere in the map, though the shape of all
the water bodies is very similar to the previous case and the definition of waterfronts does
not improve in areas of overwhelming dominance by other properties (zones B, C, D, F
and G). Gas saturation results are similar but generally smaller than with Training dataset
3 and zone B no longer shows unrealistic gas saturation decrease values. Given the
uncertainty in the estimations, the uncertainty in the reservoir simulation results in this
property and the lack of measured saturation logs it is impossible to define which gas
saturation solution is more precise.
Globally the results using Training dataset 4 are slightly better than in model 3, but this
comes at a high computational cost. In Table 4.1 we see that Training dataset 3 contains
the smallest data size and quickest runtimes and nonetheless it performs much better than
Training datasets 1 and 2, and nearly as well as Training dataset 4, which takes 15 times
longer to train. It is also relevant to consider the time it takes to compute the synthetic
seismic data to build these training datasets, which is around 100 times longer in Training
dataset 4 than in 3.
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From this analysis, we see the critical importance in constraining the realizations of our
synthetic training dataset to realistic physics informed and fluid flow consistent
combinations that represent the specific problem at hand. This constraining will make the
model less general, so it should not be applied to a different case that may not contain the
same constraint assumptions (e.g. gas injection, gas caps, reservoir compaction), instead
it will be more specialized to provide the best results to one specific case.
4.6.5

Uncertainties

The presented DNN workflow is essentially a deterministic solution, but as discussed, we
could produce multiple slightly different but equally viable solutions varying the SNR
parameter for training. We can use these multiple solutions to create a simple estimation
to uncertainties in the results. Uncertainties here represent the instability in the solutions
with varying SNR values. Figure 4.9 shows maps of the standard deviations of the
selected 10 best solutions for all four training datasets.
For Training dataset 1, uncertainty results offer little useful information. From Training
dataset 1 to 4 gradually the uncertainties decrease globally, but some patches stand out
with high uncertainty values. For the water saturation, uncertainties tend to be higher in
the pressure increase zones, and around the high NRMS zone, which is represented well
in the uncertainty results. On the other hand, uncertainty results do not represent well the
uncertainties expected in areas where water saturation effects are dominated by gas
saturation effects (Zones D and E). Uncertainty results for pressure seems to show a direct
correlation with the pressure values themselves. This is the opposite of what is expected
for pressure increase signals, since seismic data become more sensitive to pressure as
pressure increases. It is unclear what value can be brought from these types of uncertainty
estimations, as they do not represent seismic or modelling uncertainties. One thing does
stand out though. Uncertainty values for all three properties highlight zone B as a high
uncertainty area.
Zone B is an isolated compartment that was pressurized due to water injection. The
injector well was online for around 3 years and measured pressure increases as high as 20
MPa in 2004, when the seismic acquisition was shot. A previous feasibility study in the
area indicated that in order to reach the observed seismic amplitudes, the pressures would
need to be above the estimated rock fracture limit. There are many assumptions in the
current petro-elastic model that make it unfit for representing the elastic behaviour of a
fractured rock. If the rock has indeed been fractured due to high injection pressures, this
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means the petro-elastic model used in the creation of the training dataset cannot represent
well the rock physics of this zone. Thus, in zone B we have an example of the use of an
inadequate training dataset, constructed with an improper rock physics model. This
results in solutions that are more unstable with small changes in the noise parameter,
which reflects as high uncertainty values. So, the uncertainty estimations here were useful
for identifying a zone where the synthetic training data is unfit and thus inversion results
are not trustworthy.

Figure 4.9 - Uncertainty estimations for the four training datasets.
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4.7 Conclusions
The present study has shown that DNNs trained exclusively using synthetic data can
provide good solutions to the problem of inverting time-lapse seismic data to the
simultaneous changes in pressure, water saturation and gas saturation. I show evidence
of the benefit of adding noise to the synthetic data in the training phase to achieve less
noisy and more accurate estimations. Training multiple models with varying training SNR
values and assessing model performance using well measured data offers a possibility of
selecting multiple equally probable solutions to create a more general average result. This
may also lead to an estimation of the related uncertainties, by calculating the standard
deviation of the solutions provided by the selected models. Uncertainty estimations here
represent instability in the solutions with respect to the noise parameter and may indicate
areas where the training dataset is inadequate.
I show the critical importance of using physics informed sampling of the dynamic domain
in creating the training dataset, illustrated by the gradual increase in inversion quality
from Training datasets 1 to 3. From datasets 1 to 2 we see that adding a simple external
physical knowledge to constrain the samples has a positive impact on the solutions. Using
the results of a 3D reservoir flow simulation as the only samples in the dynamic domain
(Training datasets 3 and 4) guarantees that the training dataset respects all physical
processes modelled by the reservoir simulation. Training datasets then contain physical
boundary constraints, physical correlations between dynamic domain parameters and
global distributions that resemble the reality of the reservoir. This removes bias in the
results and prevents the model from extrapolating beyond the training dataset and leading
to extreme unrealistic results. Solutions also become more stable, less noisy and more
precise.
Additionally, I observe that when trained using fluid flow consistent data, the DNN learns
not only the relations that link input to output, but also the correlations present in the
training dataset, making use of those correlations to make inferences on dominated
properties, where the seismic data lacks information. This is observed in this case in the
correlations between pressure depletion and gas saturation increase. Learning these
correlations allows the DNN to resolve some ambiguity present in the seismic data,
resulting in better solutions both in the pressure and in the gas saturation results.
I show that, in the present application, an ideal training dataset is one that resembles the
most what an unbiased measured dataset would be, both in the sense of containing all the
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physical correlations in the dynamic domain and also maintaining a realistic global
distribution on all related properties. This makes the DNN model less generalized, more
specific to the problem at hand, so it should not be applied to describe situations that do
not respect the constraints used in the training dataset.
Augmenting the data size while maintaining physical constraints achieved slightly better
solutions, improving noise content and leakage in the results. This comes at a high
computational cost though. In this application, it seems more important to constrain the
sample realizations to physically informed and fluid flow consistent combinations than to
chase large data sizes.
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Bayesian 4D seismic inversion to
reservoir property changes
In this chapter I present a Bayesian stochastic inversion methodology for inverting 4D
seismic data in map form to the simultaneous changes in pressure, water saturation and
gas saturation. The Bayesian formulation incorporates seismic data uncertainty and takes
advantage of prior information to regularize the inversion process making it more robust
to seismic noise. The seismic forward modelling process described in Chapter 2 is used
here as the forward modelling operator in the iterative inversion workflow.
The inversion method is applied to the 4D seismic maps from the Schiehallion dataset. I
present four possible prior models that incorporate different levels of information coming
from well production measurements and reservoir simulation results. In addition, I
analyse the impact of varying levels of influence of the prior models on the inversion
results. These comparisons help clarify the important role of the prior model in such
Bayesian approaches. It also serves as a guide to managing inversion parameters in a
Bayesian inversion scheme. Furthermore, I present and interpret the uncertainty
estimations that result from the stochastic inversion scheme, showing the added value of
running such time-consuming workflows.
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5.1 The Bayesian seismic inversion workflow
Bayesian inversion formulations are today a common method for geophysical inversion
applications. In the specific context of 4D seismic inversion to dynamic reservoir property
changes, Bayesian formulations have been developed for a variety of inversion methods
(el Ouair et al., 2005; Floricich, 2006; Veire et al., 2006, 2007; Floricich et al., 2012;
Emerick, 2014a; Grana & Mukerji, 2015; Landa et al., 2015; Wong et al., 2015; Lang &
Grana, 2019). However, the list of publications involving Bayesian applications for
seismic inversion is much more extensive if we include impedance and non-time-lapse
reservoir property inversions (e.g. Moraes and Scales, 2000; Buland and Omre, 2003;
Ouair et al., 2005; Buland and el Ouair, 2006; Grana and della Rossa, 2010; Labat et al.,
2012; Tian et al., 2014; Tian and MacBeth, 2015; Grana, 2016). It´s success in
geophysical applications is related to the natural formalism used to combine available
prior knowledge about the desired unknowns with information contained in the measured
data. Additionally, the probabilistic setup offers the possibility to propagate uncertainties
from both the prior information and the measured data, leading to estimations to the
uncertainties in the inversion results. Uncertainties can be calculated analytically for
linearized inversion problems with Gaussian assumptions (el Ouair et al., 2005; Veire et
al., 2006, 2007; Grana & della Rossa, 2010; Grana, 2016). However, numerical
approaches are required to estimate uncertainties in Bayesian formulations that
incorporate the non-linear reservoir property change effects. Possibilities for numerical
estimation of uncertainties in Bayesian formulations are countless. For seismic reservoir
property estimation approaches, a few have been explored, such as Monte-Carlo rejection
sampling techniques (Floricich, 2006; Floricich et al., 2012; Landa et al., 2015; Wong et
al., 2015), the ensemble smoother (Emerick, 2014a; Lang & Grana, 2019) and kernel
density estimation (Grana & Mukerji, 2015). In the work presented here I use a Markov
Chain Monte Carlo rejection sampling approach to sample the posterior distribution
leading to estimation to the uncertainties in the inversion results.
As it has been discussed in Chapter 3, there are ambiguities in solving for three unknowns
using the 4D AVO data. Ambiguities could be diminished by using time-lapse time-shifts
as an additional seismic attribute to bring information from, but unfortunately, time-shifts
in the Schiehallion T31 reservoir are very small and non-correlated with reservoir
production. Constraints and regularization techniques are used to help resolve some of
the ambiguity in the problem but even so, estimations remain uncertain, with a wide range
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of possible solutions. The estimation of uncertainties in the inversion results is thus, an
important part of the inversion process.
The inversion is formulated in a map domain, so the input seismic data and prior
information is in map form as well as the output inversion results. I use a “double
difference” approach, where the seismic data is incorporated as time-lapse differences of
the SNA map attribute and the inversion results are presented as the time-lapse variation
in the dynamic reservoir properties, in map form as well. I do not incorporate lateral
correlation dependences, so the inversion is done in a pixel-by-pixel manner.
Nonetheless, lateral correlation is enforced by the use of a laterally smooth prior model.
Furthermore, the use of prior models helps regularize the inversion process, avoiding
overfitting of the data and controlling the amount of noise that is transferred from the
seismic data into the inversion results (Tarantola, 2004; Aster et al., 2018).
The inversion workflow can be subdivided into three main modules, the forward
modelling process (Module 1), the objective function calculation (Module 2) and the
updating/optimisation algorithm (Module 3). The workflow consists of an iterative loop
between these three modules, each taking some inputs from the previous module, running
calculations and feeding outputs to the next module. The loop runs for a pre-defined
number of iterations. In the following sections I will provide detailed descriptions to each
of these modules.
5.1.1

Module 1 - Forward modelling operator

The forward modelling operator is responsible for making the conversions between the
reservoir property domain, which constitutes the three-dimensional solution space (∆P x
∆Sw x ∆Sg), and the observations domain, defined as the 4D seismic attributes. Module
1 receives one sample in the solution space from Module 3, runs the forward modelling
process and outputs the ∆SNA seismic attributes to Module 2.
The forward modelling process is the same that has been used throughout this thesis, it is
described in detail in Section 2.2. It differs here only in that I extract the pseudo-logs from
the reservoir simulation model at every seismic bin location, while in Chapter 3 I chose
one single representative location for the feasibility study. Also, in the feasibility study, I
have a pre-defined three-dimensional grid determining all the combinations in ∆P x ∆Sw
x ∆Sg, while here these combinations are determined iteratively by the optimisation
algorithm (Module 3). In short, the forward modelling workflow uses the reservoir
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simulation model as a frame for generating seismic traces. It uses a calibrated petro-elastic
model (Chapter 2.2.2) to calculate a reflectivity series from the reservoir properties and a
subsequent convolution using wavelets extracted from the seismic data (Chapter 2.2.3) to
calculate seismic traces. Since the workflow is map-based, the input reservoir dynamic
properties are single values representing the vertical average of these properties at a
certain location and the output seismic data is the ∆SNA attributes extracted from the
synthetic seismic traces, along the reservoir time-window in this location.
This forward modelling choice is computationally time consuming in comparison with
other available options, thus it is commonly avoided in reservoir property inversion
workflows. Simpler quantitative workflows like Landro´s intercept and gradient
approximations (Landrø, 2001), or model-based (Alvarez and MacBeth, 2014) and databased (MacBeth et al., 2006) proxies are commonly preferred, mainly for being less
computationally expensive. With current computational power and parallel computing I
believe it is now affordable to use a more robust but time-consuming workflow.

5.1.2

Module 2 - The Bayesian formulation

In a iterative optimisation workflows, the objective function is a measure of the quality
of a certain solution. It is needed because optimisation workflows tend to work on an
iterative trial and error approach. First a random solution is picked as a hypothesis (𝒉),
this hypothesis is then tested against some observed evidence (𝒆) of the truth by use of an
objective function. The result of the objective function calculation gives a measure of
how well in line the random hypothesis is with the observed evidence. This value is
commonly used to guide the sampling algorithm in the choice of the following hypothesis
to be tested. The optimal solution is defined as the solution with the best objective
function value (this can be the minimum or maximum value depending on the
optimisation problem). In this inversion approach I use the Bayesian posterior probability
as the objective function, because it offers an elegant and useful form for incorporating
prior knowledge about the unknowns to help compensate for ambiguities in the
observation. It also provides a simple way to incorporate uncertainties in the observed
evidence and in the prior knowledge. Furthermore, the Bayesian posterior distribution
can provide estimations to the uncertainties in the inversion results.
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Bayesian posterior probability (𝑝(𝒉|𝒆)), calculates the probability of a certain hypothesis
(𝒉 occurring given some observed evidence (𝒆), as a function of two probabilities: (1) the
prior probability (𝑝(𝒉)), which measures the probability of the hypothesis being true
given any prior knowledge about the unknowns, before the evidence (𝒆) is observed; and
(2) the likelihood (𝑝(𝒆|𝒉)), which measures the probability of observing 𝒆 when 𝒉 is true.
Bayes theorem can be written as:

𝑝(𝒉|𝒆) =

𝑝(𝒆|𝒉) ∙ 𝑝(𝒉)
𝑝(𝒆)

(5.1)

𝑝(𝒆) is the probability of observing 𝒆 out of all the possible observations. This factor is
independent of the hypothesis and acts only as a normalizer. Since we only want to
estimate the relative probabilities between the tested hypothesis, this normalizer is not
important and can be neglected in the calculations (Moraes & Scales, 2000; Tarantola,
2004). In this case, the sum of the probabilities will not be equal to one, thus 𝑝(𝒉|𝒆)
cannot be interpreted as a probability density function and individual calculated
probabilities cannot be interpreted as actual probability values. In this approach, posterior
probabilities calculated for a given hypothesis are used to guide the optimisation sampling
algorithm such that the final distribution of all the accepted samples resembles the true
Bayesian posterior distribution. Statistical information can then be extracted from the
resulting ensemble of models, such as average solutions and uncertainty estimations.
In the current inversion problem, the unknowns are the changes in the dynamic reservoir
properties and the hypothesis to be tested is one sample in the solution space defined by
these unknowns, thus 𝒉( ∆𝑃 , ∆𝑆𝑤 , ∆𝑆𝑔 ). The measured evidence is the 4D AVO
seismic data attributes: 𝒆( ∆𝑆𝑁𝐴𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟 , ∆𝑆𝑁𝐴𝑚𝑖𝑑 , ∆𝑆𝑁𝐴𝑓𝑎𝑟 ). Before obtaining the
seismic data measurements we have some prior knowledge about the unknowns, found
in repeated well production measurements and in the results of a history matched
simulation model. I discuss how each of these types can be incorporated separately and
jointly in the inversion workflow in Section 5.3. Regardless of the source of this
information, here I will refer to it as the prior model 𝒎(∆𝑃0 , ∆𝑆𝑤0 , ∆𝑆𝑔0 ). The prior
probability is a measure of the alignment of the hypothesis with the prior model. It is
defined here as a three-dimensional Gaussian distribution centred on the prior model with
variances defined by a diagonal covariance matrix 𝚺𝑀 :
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𝑝(𝒉) =

1
√(2𝜋)3 |𝚺M |

exp (−

1
∙ (𝒉 − 𝒎)𝑇 𝜮−1
𝑀 (𝒉 − 𝒎))
2

𝜎ΔP
∆𝑃(𝑥, 𝑦)
∆𝑃0 (𝑥, 𝑦)
With 𝒉(𝑥, 𝑦) = [∆𝑆𝑤(𝑥, 𝑦)] , 𝒎(𝑥, 𝑦) = [∆𝑆𝑤0 (𝑥, 𝑦)] and 𝚺M = [ 0
0
∆𝑆𝑔(𝑥, 𝑦)
∆𝑆𝑔0 (𝑥, 𝑦)

(5.2)

0
𝜎ΔSw
0

0
0 ].
𝜎ΔSg

Using Gaussian prior distributions in Bayesian inversion formulations is equivalent to L2
regularization (Tikhonov) in analogous least squares inversion approaches (Tarantola,
2004; Aster et al., 2018). The prior information is not certain. Uncertainties in the prior
information are incorporated in the co-variance matrix 𝚺𝑀 . The 𝜎 values in the diagonal
co-variance matrix represent the uncertainty in the prior model for each dynamic property.
As a concept these could vary laterally and could be estimated by calculating the variance
of each property in an ensemble of reservoir simulation model realizations. This could
introduce an unwanted bias in the solutions though, in case the ensemble does not provide
a realistic variability. I have preferred to use these values as free inversion parameters to
be adjusted in the quality control process. In this sense, the prior model uncertainty
parameters (𝜎ΔP , 𝜎ΔSw and 𝜎ΔSg ) control the adherence of the inversion results to the prior
model. This provides the user some freedom to control how much information is brought
from the prior into the inversion results, for each property individually.
In a similar sense as to the prior probability, the likelihood is a measure of the alignment
of the hypothesis with the observed evidence, but in this case the hypothesis and the
evidence are in separate domains, so they cannot be compared directly. This is where the
forward modelling operator 𝑓 (Module 1) comes in, converting the hypothesis ( ∆𝑃 ,
∆𝑆𝑤 , ∆𝑆𝑔 ) from the reservoir property domain to the seismic data domain:
𝑠𝑦𝑛

𝑠𝑦𝑛

𝑠𝑦𝑛

𝑓( ∆𝑃 , ∆𝑆𝑤 , ∆𝑆𝑔 ) = ( ∆𝑆𝑁𝐴𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟 , ∆𝑆𝑁𝐴𝑚𝑖𝑑 , ∆𝑆𝑁𝐴𝑓𝑎𝑟 ). The likelihood is then
defined as:
𝑝(𝒆|𝒉) =

1

1
exp (− ∙ (𝑓(𝒉) − 𝒆)𝑇 𝜮−1
𝐸 (𝑓(𝒉) − 𝒆))
2
√(2𝜋)3 |𝚺E |
𝑠𝑦𝑛

(5.3)

∆𝑆𝑁𝐴𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟 (𝑥, 𝑦)
∆𝑆𝑁𝐴𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟 (𝑥, 𝑦)
𝑠𝑦𝑛
With 𝑓( 𝒉(𝑥, 𝑦) ) = [ ∆𝑆𝑁𝐴𝑚𝑖𝑑 (𝑥, 𝑦) ] , 𝒆(𝑥, 𝑦) = [ ∆𝑆𝑁𝐴𝑚𝑖𝑑 (𝑥, 𝑦) ] and 𝚺E =
𝑠𝑦𝑛
∆𝑆𝑁𝐴𝑓𝑎𝑟 (𝑥, 𝑦)
∆𝑆𝑁𝐴𝑓𝑎𝑟 (𝑥, 𝑦)
𝑁𝑅𝑀𝑆near (𝑥, 𝑦)
0
0
𝑁𝑅𝑀𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑑 (𝑥, 𝑦)
𝑊[
0
0

0
0
𝑁𝑅𝑀𝑆far (𝑥, 𝑦)
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].

Uncertainty in the seismic data is incorporated in the data covariance matrix 𝚺𝐸 in the
form of NRMS maps. These are extracted from the seismic volumes and represent a
measure of non-repeatability of the monitor/baseline seismic acquisitions. Detail on how
these maps are extracted and how they may represent uncertainty in the 4D seismic data
is found in Section 2.1.2. The diagonal values in the data covariance matrix (𝚺E ) represent
the variance in the seismic data (𝒆) and must be presented in the same “units” as the
seismic amplitudes. Since NRMS values represent percentages, these must be scaled so
that the diagonal values of the data covariance matrix represent a percentage of the
seismic amplitude power. For this reason, I introduce one single multiplier (𝑊) to the
data covariance matrix. Conceptually, this parameter represents the conversion of NRMS
values from percentage values to seismic amplitude “units”, but it may also incorporate
some remaining global uncertainty in the seismic data which is not accounted for by the
NRMS measure. NRMS maps provide local acquisition non-repeatability measures, but
this is not the only source of uncertainty in the 4D seismic data. Other types of noise also
affect the data which are not due to errors in acquisition repeatability. Random noise could
be accounted for by measuring signal to noise ratio in the 4D seismic maps, but
uncertainties related to seismic processing workflows for instance are much more
complex to estimate. As processing workflows evolve and data is revisited with new and
more advanced methodologies, it is common to realize that previously processed datasets
contained errors that were not considered or simply could not be dealt with in previous
methodologies. It is thus naive to believe that NRMS values could account for all the
uncertainty present in the 4D AVO attributes. This lack of precise knowledge about the
uncertainties in the seismic data makes the values for 𝑊 seem somewhat arbitrary. The
consequence is that, in this formulation, NRMS values are not representing the seismic
uncertainties in absolute terms. They work as relative uncertainty parameters that control
the weighting between the information in the near, mid and far stacks in each pixel of the
map. The fact that these values vary laterally means that the NRMS maps also work as
relative weighting of the seismic information between the map pixels. In turn, 𝑊 works
as a weighting parameter between the information provided by the prior and the seismic
data, counterbalancing the prior model weighting parameters (𝜎ΔP , 𝜎ΔSw and 𝜎ΔSg ). In
practice, 𝑊 is a free inversion parameter to be adjusted in the quality control process. The
value chosen for W has an impact on the adherence of the inversion results to the prior
model and the amount of seismic noise present in the solution. In Section 5.4 I present
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inversion results for different values of the weighting parameters, showing in practice the
impact they have on the inversion results.
In summary, Bayes’ theorem provides a scheme for combining two sources of
information, the prior information and the observed evidence. Since no information is
certain, this merge is weighted by the uncertainties present in each source of information.
Where the uncertainty in the evidence is low, this information should overcome the prior,
and where the evidence is ambiguous and/or uncertain, the prior information is used to
resolve this ambiguity, providing a more probable outcome. This process can be
interpreted in many ways. One useful interpretation is that it provides a way of updating
some prior knowledge about the unknowns in a problem with newly acquired evidence,
that is somehow related to these unknowns. In this case, we bring any useful information
about the reservoir dynamic property changes present in the 4D seismic data to update
our current understanding of reservoir fluid flow, which is represented by the current
reservoir simulation results. Where the seismic data is ambiguous, we resolve this
ambiguity by believing in the reservoir simulation, which is our most reliable estimation.
Another very important consequence is that the prior information acts as a regularization
term in the inversion process, helping to avoid overfitting of the seismic data and thus
controlling the amount of noise in the inversion results (Tarantola, 2004; Aster et al.,
2018).
5.1.3

Module 3 - Optimisation algorithm: Sampling the posterior distribution

The non-linear inversion workflow follows an iterative process, sequentially testing
different hypothesis to the changes in pressure and saturations with a defined objective.
The optimisation algorithm is the module that defines the sequence of hypothesis to be
tested, defining how the inversion workflow will navigate through the parameter space to
achieve this objective. The current inversion workflow has two objectives:
1.

To find the best solution to the problem, which is defined as the combination
of dynamic reservoir properties that results in the maximum posterior
probability, i.e. the maximum a posteriori (MAP) solution (Tarantola, 2004).

2.

To achieve an estimation to the intrinsic uncertainty for each dynamic reservoir
property

Possible algorithms can be generally classified as deterministic or stochastic.
Deterministic algorithms are only concerned with objective one, finding one unique best
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solution with the minimum amount of iterations. They are commonly based on calculation
of gradients that direct sequential hypothesis towards local high probability solutions.
This approach may lead the algorithm to high probability solutions which are not
necessarily the global MAP solution, depending on the topology of the posterior
probability distribution and the initial hypothesis used. Finding the global MAP solution
requires a much more thorough exploration of the parameter space, to avoid mistaking
local high probability solutions for the MAP solution. But finding the MAP solution is
still not enough to estimate the uncertainties, for this, a stochastic algorithm is needed.

Figure 5.1 - MCMC sampling with four chains and good parametrization. (a - c) One
dimensional trace plots for pressure, water and gas saturation respectively. (d - f) Two
dimensional trace plots. The mixing of all the chains is an indication that convergence
has been reached. (g – i) The sampled marginal distributions for pressure, water and gas
saturation respectively (pink). The red curve is the maximum posterior probability value
in a moving window for each reservoir property.
One popular approach for uncertainty quantification is to use Markov Chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) methods in association with a rejection criterion that will lead the distribution
of samples in the Markov chain to resemble the true Bayesian posterior. From this final
distribution we can derive statistical estimations to the uncertainties in the problem. This
type of workflow requires a number of iterations orders of magnitude higher than
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deterministic algorithms and can be this much more computationally expensive. There
are a number of MCMC-based sampling algorithms that can be used for this task. I chose
a simple and common algorithm called Metropolis-Hastings (Metropolis et al., 1953;
Hastings, 1970). It is a rejection-based sampling approach, where a proposed hypothesis
may be accepted or rejected based on a comparison of the ratio of the calculated posterior
probabilities from the current and the previously accepted hypothesis and a random
number from 0 to 1. If the posterior probability of the current hypothesis is higher than
that of the previously accepted hypothesis, the current hypothesis is always accepted. It
if is lower, it is accepted only if the ratio of the two probabilities is higher than a random
number drawn from a uniform distribution ranging from zero to one. It manages to sample
lower probability areas because lower probability hypotheses are accepted by chance, the
lower the ratio of probabilities the less likely it will be accepted. The algorithm used is
implemented as described in Chib & Greenberg (1995).
In these types of approaches, sequential hypotheses are randomly sampled from a
proposal distribution that can be easily sampled. I use an approach where the current
hypothesis is sampled from a Gaussian proposal distribution centred on the previously
accepted hypothesis, with variances equal to pre-defined step size parameters. The choice
of step size affects the convergence efficiency of the workflow, but not the final MAP
solution or the estimated uncertainties, if convergence is indeed achieved. However,
depending on the dimensionality of the problem, assessing convergence may not be a
simple matter, so it should be given special attention. Cowles & Carlin (1996) and Roy
(2020) provide thorough reviews on convergence diagnostics methods. From the
perspective of MCMC applications, the current inversion problem is simple. Since I
perform the inversion for each pixel separately, the problem has only three dimensions
(∆P, ∆Sw and ∆Sg). In this simple case, convergence can be assessed visually to define
optimum MCMC parameters, such as the step sizes, number of chains and iterations. I
conduct visual analysis of one (Figure 5.1, a-c) and two-dimensional (Figure 5.1, d-f)
chain trace plots, assessing the mixing of multiple Markov Chains. The concept is to
initialize multiple Markov Chains randomly in the parameter space and plot the sequence
of accepted samples in one and two dimensions. In these plots we visualize the paths
explored by each chain along the parameter space. Convergence is achieved only when
the chains are well mixed, i.e. every explored region in the parameter space has been
visited by multiple chains. I also visualize the marginal distributions for each of the three
unknowns (Figure 5.1, g-i), comparing them to the scaled probability values in a one125

dimensional projection of all the accepted samples. Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2 show an
example of these plots for one single pixel in the map. The first showing good
convergence when optimum MCMC parameters are used, and the second with nonoptimum step sizes, leading to bad sampling of the posterior distribution. I conducted this
analysis for a number of representative pixels in the map and defined that sufficient
convergence is achieved with the use of three chains, each with five thousand accepted
samples. This means that the number of required samples to reach convergence depends
on the acceptance rate of each MCMC run. Pixels that were more difficult to sample,
usually due to high probability values near the boundaries of the parameter space,
required more iterations to reach convergence. To provide variability to the three chains
without compromising the efficiency of the method I initialize each chain by sampling
values from gaussian distributions centred on the prior model values. From the resulting
ensemble of accepted samples, I select the highest calculated posterior probability sample
as the MAP solution and define the uncertainty estimations as the standard deviation of
all the samples in the posterior distribution.

Figure 5.2 - MCMC sampling with four chains and small step sizes. (a - c) One
dimensional trace plots for pressure, water and gas saturation respectively. (d - f) Two
dimensional trace plots. The lack of chain mixing is an indication that convergence has
not been reached. (g – i) The sampled marginal distributions for pressure, water and gas
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saturation respectively (pink). The red curve is the maximum posterior probability value
in a moving window for each reservoir property.

5.2 4D Seismic data
In this chapter I apply the presented Bayesian inversion method to the Schiehallion dataset
processed in 2014 (PV-2014), which is generally discussed in Section 2.1. I present the
inversion results for the seismic monitor acquisitions from 1999 and 2004, both using the
pre-production acquisition from 1996 as baseline. Seismic data is used in the form of
∆SNA maps extracted for the T31 reservoir, from three angle stacked seismic cubes
(Figure 5.3). Unfortunately, in the provided dataset (PV-2014) the time-shifts for the T31
reservoir are very low and non-correlated with reservoir production, so they were not
useful for this inversion workflow.
Figure 5.4 shows the NRMS maps used in the inversion workflow as estimates to the
seismic data uncertainty. These were extracted from the same seismic volumes along a
400 ms time window, 100 ms above the reservoir (Figure 2.4). Figure 5.5 shows the
smoothed histograms for the maps in Figure 5.4. Clearly the 2004 monitor has superior
data quality, for this reason the ∆SNA maps for 2004 are less noisy and uncertain in
comparison with 1999.
In Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 I highlight an area of very high non-repeatability in all
acquisitions. This is due to the presence of the production platform, which impedes the
sailing of seismic acquisition boats, leading to poor imaging and low repeatability. The
seismic data in this area is generally noisier than elsewhere, and the 4D seismic signal
more uncertain. The poor repeatability in this area has a strong impact on the quality of
the signal and the inversion results. For the 1999 monitor, the ∆SNA amplitudes in the
high NRMS region are nearly zero because, due to imaging issues, both monitor and
baseline seismic cubes share the same data. For this reason, original NRMS values were
artificially close to zero. These low values were replaced by 1 to represent the true high
uncertainty this null data carries.
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Figure 5.3 - Seismic data maps used for inversion (∆SNA). Pink circle highlights the high
NRMS region.

Figure 5.4 - Time-lapse non-repeatability maps (NRMS)
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Figure 5.5 - Smoothed histograms of NRMS values for each seismic acquisition.

5.3 A study on prior models
There are a few types of prior information that can be used in Bayesian formulations for
inversion purposes. This information should come from previous measurements or
estimations that are independent of the observations used for inversion. In practice, the
results of the fast track estimation approach presented in Chapter 3.3 (Figure 3.13 to
Figure 3.16) could be used as prior information, but it would not provide much additional
information to the seismic data, as it is itself an direct interpretation of it. Independent
prior information can be in the form of:
-

Local well production measurements: repeated pressure and saturation logs
measured at the time of the seismic data acquisition.

-

Global well production measurements: Total injected volumes.

-

History matched reservoir simulation models

-

Independent geophysical data: Time-lapse time-shifts (overburden and reservoir)
(Trani et al., 2011; Zhan et al., 2017; MacBeth et al., 2019) gravity (seafloor
subsidence) (Eiken et al., 2000; Ruiz et al., 2018), controlled source electromagnetic (Orange et al., 2007), etc.

In the provided dataset for Schiehallion, there are no other available independent
geophysical measurements and neither any repeated saturation well logs. The information
available that can be used as prior information are a history matched reservoir simulation
model, repeated pressure well logs and global injected volumes. These have very different
characters and lateral ranges of influence. Well production data provides low uncertainty,
localized and laterally sparse information. Reservoir simulation estimates are more
uncertain, even when history matched. The information is also local, but it covers the
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whole reservoir area. Total injected water volumes provide global information about the
reservoir water saturation. Though this information is precise, much of the water
saturation increase in Schiehallion originates from the aquifer, so the global injected
volumes could only provide a lower bound to the global water saturation changes.
Furthermore, to use this as prior information requires a global objective function, which
demands a considerable increase in the number of iterations needed to reach a proper
sampling of the posterior distribution. For these reasons I do not use global injected
volumes as prior information.
In the current Bayesian formulation, prior information is given locally at every pixel in
the inversion map. I will now present three types of prior models that I have explored in
this inversion scheme, providing a comparison of the inversion results yielded with each.
The prior models differ by varying amounts of information and previous work required.
Each shows their own advantages, so the final inversion (presented in Section 5.5) uses a
mixture of these three prior models. Prior model maps for 1999 and 2004 are shown in
Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7 respectively.

Figure 5.6 - Prior models for the 1999 monitor
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Figure 5.7 - Prior models for the 2004 monitor
The Zero Prior
The simplest prior model can be constructed with no prior information at all, assuming
simply that there is no change in reservoir properties across the whole reservoir. In this
model, zero values are used for all reservoir dynamic properties and all pixels in the map.
This is a broadly inaccurate assumption and usually at least some well information is
present so that a more precise model can be used. Nonetheless, the inversion results
achieved by using the Zero Prior model offers a great platform for comprehending the
information present in the seismic data and the ambiguities it carries. Assuming a Zero
Prior is not the same as assuming no prior. If no prior distribution is used, the Posterior
distribution is equal to the Likelihood. The inversion then relies solely on the seismic
information, which is ambiguous and noisy, with no regularizing parameter to prevent
overfitting of the seismic noise. With the Zero Prior, a prior distribution centred at zero
is used to resolve the ambiguity present in the Likelihood and regularize the inversion
process. Thus, where the seismic data is most uncertain, the inversion results tend to zero
values. The consequence is that the inversion results show the dominating features present
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in the seismic data, while the dominated and more uncertain properties tend to zero.
Hence, the results achieved using the Zero Prior model resemble the Fast Track solution
presented in Chapter 3.3 (Figure 3.13 to Figure 3.16), with two main improvements. First,
the superposition of reservoir property effects is taken into account as it is calculated by
the forward modelling operator. This makes it possible to quantify two superposed
properties when the competition is balanced. It happens mainly in a few zones
surrounding water injectors, where there is balanced competition between the softening
signals related to pressure increase and the hardening signals related to water saturation
increase. While in the Fast Track results water saturation anomalies were contained to the
extent of the hardening signals that appear in the far stack seismic map, the Zero Prior
solution is capable of extracting seismic information from the competition patterns and
estimate water fronts beyond the hardening anomalies (e.g. zone F in Figure 5.8 and zone
C in Figure 5.9). Secondly, the inversion process takes advantage of the regularization
power of a prior distribution to control the noise levels in the estimations. Thus, the
inversion results are less noisy than the input seismic data and, in extent, less noisy than
the Fast Track solution.

The Well Prior
In 3D seismic inversion applications, it is a common practice to create prior models from
well information only, by interpolating the well data stratigraphically to the whole 3D
inversion volume. In this case the geological features that these applications target have
a large lateral correlation range. In the present 4D seismic inversion application, it is also
possible to construct a prior model using only information from well production
measurements. However, these models are highly imprecise due not only to the sparsity
of well information, but also to the limited lateral correlation range of the target dynamic
properties. Target properties present varying levels of lateral correlation, the most limited
being the water saturation change. It is safe to say that water saturation decreases away
from water injectors, but if there is one preferred direction of flow the lateral correlation
range of this well information is very limited since we do not know the correct direction
of flow. Pressure tends to be more smoothly distributed across the reservoir, so the lateral
correlation range is larger and interpolation of well pressure measurements may provide
a better assumption than for water saturations. Since gas saturation is a consequence to
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pressure depletion it may show a similar lateral correlation, but the fluid dynamics of gas
migration to structural highs make the interpolation of well information highly inaccurate.
In Schiehallion we have well bottom hole pressure measurements throughout production
time, but no repeated saturation logs are available. Nonetheless, some information about
the fluid saturation at well locations can be inferred from fluid production and injection
data, though this information is not as accurate and trustworthy as the bottom hole
pressures. For example, high water saturation increase is expected surrounding water
injectors and some moderate increase surrounding producers with water-cut above a
certain limit. The producer gas-oil-ratios can also be used to roughly estimate gas
saturation around producers.
The Well Prior is constructed by kriging interpolation of the well data using isotropic
variograms with ranges defined individually by property. Each of the four Segments in
the reservoir are treated separately in the interpolations. For pressure and gas saturation I
use spherical variograms with ranges of 1 Km. For water saturation I use a Gaussian
variogram because it provides a sharper decrease in lateral correlation, and a correlation
length of only 100 m. In kriging interpolation, beyond the correlation length the
interpolation tends to a mean property value. For pressure, this mean value is the average
of all pressures measured at wells for a certain time-step, for the saturations I force zero
values as the mean instead of the actual saturation averages. This is done because for both
saturations the values are expected to decrease to zero away from the wells.

The Simulation Prior
A reservoir simulation model is a 3D representation of the subsurface reservoir and its
dynamic behaviour due to fluid production. It is mostly used as a tool for comprehending
the reservoir, making predictions on reservoir production and aiding in decision making
for production strategies.
The 3D reservoir geological model is constructed using well logs and seismic data and
aims to be the best possible representation of the reservoir. As well data is sparse and
seismic data uncertain, the resulting initial geological model tends to be imprecise in the
inter-well regions. Fluid flow simulations are calculated by numerically solving Darcy´s
law in a finite difference modelling approach, across the whole reservoir grid. The
reservoir simulation results offer estimations to the reservoir property changes across the
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whole reservoir and along a certain production time. The confidence in these estimations
is usually measured by how well the simulation results match with the historical
production measurements taken at well locations along production time. Well production
data used to measure reservoir simulation confidence are usually related to fluid
production rates and volumes, as well as pressure measurements (the same information
used to create the Well Prior). Reservoir history matching processes are commonly used
to increase the confidence in a reservoir simulation model. In such processes, the
uncertain reservoir static properties are updated iteratively in search of a geological model
that offers an optimal match to the well historical data. A history matched simulation
model provides a more trustworthy reservoir-wide estimation of pressures and
saturations, nonetheless, as the model is only assessed at well locations, these estimations
may still be imprecise in inter-well regions.
The Simulation Prior is created by extracting vertical average maps from the results of a
history matched simulation model, which has been provided by BP.

5.3.1

Prior model comparison: The role of the prior model

Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9 show the comparison of inversion results achieved using each
of the three prior models, for the 1999 and 2004 monitors, respectively. The seismic data
used for inversion is shown in Figure 5.3 and the prior models in Figure 5.6 (1999) and
Figure 5.7 (2004).
In this Bayesian formulation, the role of the prior model is to provide information where
the seismic data is least informative. The inversion relies on the prior model to resolve
the ambiguities and uncertainties in the seismic data. In situations of superposition
between two simultaneously occurring property changes, seismic ambiguity is stronger
in properties which´s effects are being dominated. So, the dominated properties tend to
rely more on the prior information. In consequence, the inversion results for these
properties resemble more the prior model. I will illustrate this concept by analysing the
differences in the inversion results for each reservoir property and the existing
superpositions. In these inversion results I chose to balance the weighting parameters to
favour the prior information slightly, with the objective of making the impacts of the prior
models on the results clearer. An optimized final inversion is presented later in this
chapter.
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Gas saturation
The seismic data is most sensitive to gas saturation, so the effects of gas saturation
increase tend to dominate over all others. As a dominant property, the inversion does not
need to rely on prior information to estimate gas saturation. Hence, the gas saturation
inversion results are all very similar, independently of which prior model is used.
Inversion results deviate strongly from the Well Prior and the Simulation Prior models,
showing that these prior estimations are imprecise and untrustworthy. Furthermore,
depending on the weights used to balance the inversion, these imprecise prior estimations
may bias the inversion towards unwanted results (see Section 5.4). The inversion using
the Zero Prior model achieves results just as good as the other two, without the risk of
introducing unwanted biases. For this reason, the final inversion results presented in
Section 5.5 uses the Zero Prior model map for the gas saturation only.
Gas versus Water saturation
Inversion dependence on the prior model is a function of the competition between
simultaneously occurring property changes. This can be well comprehended by analysing
the water saturation inversion results.
As previously discussed in Chapter 3, water saturation effects are overwhelmingly
dominated by gas saturation effects. The competition patterns expected for a gas-water
superposition (Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8) show that gas can be estimated with fair
confidence, but water saturation is highly ambiguous when in competition with gas. For
this reason, water saturation results in gas dominated zones are highly dependent on the
prior model. This is most clearly seen in Figure 5.9, zone D. Where the water injected by
two injector wells is nearly completely obscured by the presence of gas in zone L. The
Zero Prior inversion shows nearly no water saturation change in this zone, meaning that
the seismic data contains no information about the water saturation change. In
comparison, the Simulation Prior results for the water saturation in this region are very
similar to the Simulation Prior model itself. Note that in this region, even though water
saturation results are different for each prior model, the gas saturation results do not
change much. This highlights the ambiguity that is present in the water saturation and not
in the gas saturation. Hence, ambiguity is stronger in the dominated properties, and the
inversion relies on the prior information to define values for these.
Pressure
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The nonlinearity in the pressure related 4D seismic signal (Figure 3.1) means that seismic
data is much more sensitive to pressure increase than to pressure decrease. Highly
pressurized areas present strong softening signals with positive gradients. The inversion
uses this seismic information to quantify the pressures in pressurized zones, so pressure
estimates in these zones are similar regardless of the prior model used (e.g. zones E, F
and M - Figure 5.8; zones C and J - Figure 5.9). Everywhere else the Zero Prior results
for pressure are very noisy and close to zero, indicating that the seismic data does not
provide information about pressure in these regions. These are the areas where the
inversion resorts to prior information, and thus, estimations differ with the use of different
prior models. Note that the Zero Prior estimations show no clear pressure depletion, so
all the pressure depletion seen on the other estimations are information coming from the
prior models. This is due to the low seismic sensitivity to pressure depletion and to the
fact that it is associated with gas breakout and will always be overwhelmed by the much
more dominant gas effect.
The similarity between the pressure estimations using the Well Prior and the Simulation
Prior, shows that for this case, a simple interpolation of well pressure values was enough
to create a reasonably good prior model for inversion. In the inter-well regions, the
information in the Simulation Prior is more trustworthy than the Well Prior, but around
the well locations it is the opposite. Though the simulation model is history matched to
well data, it does not match the well pressures equally in all wells. In the final inversion
results (Section 5.5) I use a pressure prior model that mixes the Well Prior and the
Simulation Prior pressure maps. This is done to take advantage of both sources of prior
information, respecting the regions where each is more trustworthy.
Pressure versus Water saturation
In the isolated compartments, pressure increases tend to dominate over water saturation,
leading to strong softening signals. But the competition between these two effects can be
much more balanced than in the water-gas case. The expected competition patterns
(Figure 3.5) indicate that the 4D gradient may provide useful information to help quantify
both properties. It also shows that noise has a strong impact on the 4D gradient and this
may harm the quantification of the water saturation in such situations (Figure 3.6). We
see examples of areas where the seismic data was capable of providing information on
both properties in Figure 5.8, zone F and in Figure 5.9, zones I, J and E. In these zones
the Zero Prior inversion results present clear water saturation bodies surrounding the
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injectors and strong pressure increase in the same area. This shows seismic data providing
information about two competing properties. Even though pressure dominates and
softening seismic signals are seen, the 4D gradient provides the additional information
that makes it possible to quantify both properties without the need to resort to prior
information.
Zone J in Figure 5.9 shows an interesting situation where the balance between competing
effects shifts from the water saturation to the pressure effects as we move away from the
injection well. Around the well, the high water saturation provides a strong enough effect
to overcome the pressure increase, leading to a small hardening anomaly. Moving away
from the well the saturation decreases, and the pressure effect dominates, leading to
softening signals. The seismic data provides information about the water saturation
surrounding the well, but the precise location of the water-front is uncertain. The Zero
Prior inversion shows only a small water body surrounding the injector. The Simulation
Prior inversion on the other hand, shows a water-front extending south-eastward towards
the producer. This water-front is mostly defined by the prior information though, thus it
is similar to the water front from the Simulation Prior itself. In the final inversion results
I use looser weights on the water saturation prior, which help control the adherence of the
results to the prior model, leading to water-fronts that less biased by the simulation results.
In the concluding chapter of this thesis I present a detailed analysis of the water-front
estimations in this region, comparing the results from each of the inversion methods
explored in this thesis (Section 7.1). Zones E and M (Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9) are also
examples where the seismic data does not provide information on the dominated water
saturation (i.e. Zero Prior results do not show the injected water bodies).
Water saturation
In the 2004 seismic map (Figure 5.3) the water saturation is broadly dominated by the
other competing effects. The seismic data provides reliable information on the water
saturations mostly where it dominates, leading to hardening signals. These appear
generally around the water injectors and in regions where the change in the other two
dynamic properties are small. In the later case, water-fronts can be reliably estimated from
the seismic data. The seismic data is generally incapable of providing precise estimations
to the water-fronts when they are dominated by another simultaneously occurring effect,
so in this case this information is brought from the prior model. Neither the Zero Prior
nor the Well Prior can provide any information on water-fronts, so in this case the
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Simulation Prior leads to the best results. However, water saturation results using the
Simulation Prior may be very similar to the simulation results. While this does mean that
the simulation results for water saturation are in agreement with the seismic data, it is
important to keep in mind that, due to the strong ambiguity in this property, many other
possible solutions would also be. In the final inversion results for this chapter I use the
Simulation Prior map for the water saturation and a looser weight on the water saturation
prior. This leads to a better balance between the seismic and prior information, reaching
better estimations of the water-fronts.

Figure 5.8 - 1999 monitor - Inversion reservoir property estimations for all three prior
models.
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Figure 5.9 - 2004 monitor - Inversion reservoir property estimations for all three prior
models.
Inversion residuals
It is important to comprehend that regardless of the prior model that is used, the seismic
data is always respected over prior information. A good way to be sure of this is to analyse
the inversion residuals. This is the difference between the observed seismic data and the
forward modelled synthetic seismic created from the inversion results. The residuals are
a measure of misfit of the inversion results to the observed seismic data. Ideally, they
should show only noise and no important seismic signal. In the next section I provide a
clearer analysis of how residuals can be used to assess inversion quality. For now, Figure
5.10 and Figure 5.11 are shown simply as an evidence that the inversion achieves very
similar matches to the seismic data for all prior models. So, the seismic data information
is always respected and matched accordingly. The use of different prior models does not
affect the inversion match to seismic data because the prior information is only used
where the seismic data is ambiguous. The fact that very different solutions may offer the
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same match to seismic data shows the high uncertainties present in these inversion
estimations. It is thus important to comprehend the uncertainties and always interpret the
inversion result with respect to them.

Figure 5.10 - 1999 monitor - Inversion residuals for all three prior models.
Bayesian inversion approaches are commonly criticized for providing results that are too
similar to the prior model used. From the analysis in this section we can see clearly that
resemblance to the prior model is a simple consequence of the limitations of the seismic
data. The role of the prior model is simply to blend in the information that is missing in
the seismic data. Furthermore, the use of prior information to resolve ambiguities in the
dominated properties makes the estimation of the dominating property more precise as
well. So, it is beneficial to use prior information, provided the inversion results match the
seismic data.
In summary, the comparison of inversion results using the three presented prior models
show that:
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-

Gas saturations are estimated from seismic data alone and do not rely on prior
information.

-

Pressure increases above 5 MPa are also estimated from seismic data and do not
rely on prior information.

-

Pressure depletion estimations rely strongly on the prior model.

-

Water-front estimation also relies on the prior model, especially around the waterfront regions. Trustworthy water-front estimation from seismic data is only
possible in situations where there is small competition with other simultaneously
occurring effects.

-

Very different solutions can be in similar agreement with the seismic data, making
it clear how important the uncertainty estimations are in these types of inversion
processes.

Figure 5.11 - 2004 monitor - Inversion residuals for all three prior models.
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5.4 Adjusting weighting parameters
In the inversion results, the adherence of each property individually to the prior model is
a function of the hierarchy of dominance and uncertainty in the seismic signal. However,
one can influence this adherence, for better or worse, by adjusting the individual prior
uncertainty parameters (𝜎ΔP , 𝜎ΔSw and 𝜎ΔSg ). In this section I discuss the impact of these
weighting parameters on the inversion results and how they can be optimized by analysing
the resulting inversion residuals and reservoir property estimations. I analyse the
inversion results for four different setups of the prior weighting parameters using the 2004
monitor data and the Simulation Prior. Figure 5.12 shows the dynamic property
estimations resulted from the use of each weighting setup and Figure 5.13 shows the
inversion residuals.
The best way to find the ideal value for the weighting parameters is to co-examine two
things in these inversion outputs: the noise content present in the dynamic property
estimations and the content of seismic signal (not noise) in the inversion residuals.
Inversion residuals can be interpreted as the seismic information that is thrown out or is
not matched by the inversion. Ideally the inversion should match all the seismic signal
and throw away the noise content, so the inversion residuals should be noisy and carry no
important seismic signal. If the noise is not properly excluded, it is transferred into the
reservoir property estimations. This situation can be seen in the “Very weak prior”
solution. This weighting favours the seismic data too much, which forces the inversion
process to match the data almost perfectly, leading to overfitting of seismic noise.
Inversion residuals are mostly noise, carrying no seismic signal, which in itself is a good
sign, but this alone may be misleading. The overfitting of the seismic data causes a
transfer of seismic noise into the dynamic property estimations, leading to unrealistic
results.
In the other extreme, the “Very strong prior” weighting setup favours the prior
information over the seismic data. Dynamic property estimations are smooth, but
extremely similar to the prior model itself. This leads to strong mismatches of the seismic
data in regions where it is in disagreement with the prior model. The inversion residuals
carry all the seismic noise and much of the seismic signal as well, showing that these
estimations are not good representations of the observed seismic data.
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In between the two extremes, as the weighting shifts from seismic to prior, gradually the
noise shifts from the property estimations to the residuals (“Weak prior” solution). As the
weight shifts from prior to seismic, the seismic information is gradually incorporated,
providing updates to the prior model (“Strong prior” solution).

Figure 5.12 - 2004 monitor – Reservoir property estimations for varying weighting
parameters
The ideal balance for the weighting parameter falls somewhere in between, when the
inversion matches all the important seismic signal leaving the noise unmatched. In this
case, the results will deviate from the prior model where the seismic data contains
information about a certain property and resort to prior information only where the
seismic data is ambiguous. However, following these criteria there is still a range of
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values for the weighting parameters that could lead to acceptable solutions, though only
slightly different in this case. The previous prior model study (Section 5.3) shows more
clearly how very different solutions may be equally probable. Thus, it is important to
remember that inversion results, though quantitative, are still interpretations that are
influenced by the decisions made in the process.

Figure 5.13 - 2004 monitor - Inversion residuals with varying weighting parameters

5.5 The final Bayesian inversion results
In this section I will present the final inversion products created with the presented
Bayesian inversion methodology. I interpret the dynamic property estimations in terms
of the reservoir fluid flow behaviour, taking into account the estimated uncertainties. I
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also anticipate next chapter´s topic on seismic history matching, by analysing the areas
where the inversion results differ from the reservoir simulation. With this analysis I
propose a few updates that could be made to the reservoir model so that the reservoir
simulation reaches results that are more in line with the seismic inversion results.
I will present and interpret the inversion outputs for the 1999 and 2004 monitors. The
seismic data used for the inversion is shown in Figure 5.3. Figure 5.4 shows the NRMS
maps, which are used as the estimations to the seismic data uncertainty

5.5.1

The Mixed Prior model

In the prior model study presented in Section 5.3 I presented inversion results using three
different prior models and showed how each of these may provide benefits to certain
reservoir property estimations. From this analysis I conclude that in the present case it is
beneficial to use a mixture of the three studied prior models. For the gas saturation I use
the map from the Zero Prior model. This is done to avoid any unwanted biases, since the
inversion does not need to rely on prior information for the gas saturation estimations.
For the water saturation I use the map from the Simulation Prior model because this is the
only one that can provide prior estimations to the water-fronts, which is where the seismic
data may fall short. For the pressure I use a mixture of the maps from the Well Prior and
the Simulation Prior models. This is done to take advantage of both sources of prior
information (well and simulation), respecting the regions where each is more trustworthy.
Reservoir history matching processes attempt to find a global optimal match to all the
available well data. However, an optimal global match does not lead to the optimal match
of each of the individual well measurements. As a consequence, at the well locations, the
measured well bottom hole pressures are more precise than the pressure simulation
results. Thus, for the pressure estimates, the Well Prior model is more precise than the
Simulation Prior model around well locations. In the inter-well regions, the Simulation
Prior is more trustworthy though, since the reservoir simulation incorporates a range of
modelled physical processes that make it much more robust than a simple interpolation
of well measurements.
To incorporate both prior information sources in the prior model, respecting their regions
of trustworthiness, I use a weighted average merging technique between the two pressure
maps. The merger is weighted with respect to the distance to the wells. At the well
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locations, the merged model is equal to the Well Prior, in inter-well regions the weight
shifts to the Simulation Prior linearly with the distance to the nearest well. The radius of
influence surrounding the wells is defined separately per reservoir Segment. This radius
is defined by visual qualitative analysis of the resulting map. The intention is to correct
the Simulation Prior model pressures in the regions surrounding the wells, where it is in
disagreement with the well pressure data. Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15 show the results of
the merger of pressure prior model maps for the 1999 and 2004 monitors respectively.
The complete Mixed Prior model used for the final inversion results is shown in Figure
5.16.

Figure 5.14 - 1999 Monitor - pressure models for the Well Prior (a), Simulation Prior
(b), (c) Weighting filter used for merger and (d) Well + Simulation Prior..

Figure 5.15 - 2004 monitor - pressure models for the Well Prior (a), Simulation Prior
(b), (c) Weighting filter used for merger and (d) Well + Simulation Prior.
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Figure 5.16 - The Mixed Prior model for the 1999 and 2004 monitors
5.5.2

Inversion results, interpretation, and discussion

The inversion results are presented in three figures, each showing one inversion output
for both seismic monitors. Figure 5.17 shows the inversion residuals, Figure 5.18 the
reservoir property estimations and Figure 5.19 the uncertainty estimations.
We can begin the discussion by analysing the inversion residuals (Figure 5.17). Globally,
residuals are mostly noisy, carrying the noise content from the seismic data. No important
seismic signal is seen in the residuals for either monitor. There are two regions where
amplitudes stand out in the 2004 monitor though. These regions are zone C, in Segment
4, and the high NRMS region (both circled in pink in Figure 5.17). Zone C is a region
where an injector was drilled but found a small isolated compartment. The compartment
was highly pressurized due to the water injection, and no pressure support was observed
in the producers. Injection began in 2003 at high injection rates. In 2004, bottom hole
pressures measured at the well represent increases of up to 20 MPa. At such high
pressures there is a possibility rock damage surrounding the injector well. A rock is
fractured when the pore pressure rises above a certain fracturing limit. This limit depends
on the confining pressure and the reservoir rock structure. It is uncertain but exactly
defined in the rock physics model used (Section 2.2.2) and this model is only valid for
pressures below this limit. The current rock physics model cannot represent a fractured
rock properly, even less the transition from a non-fractured to a fractured state. For this
reason, a hard constraint is used in the inversion process that prevents the optimizer from
sampling pressure values above the fracturing pressure limit. This limit is never reached
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anywhere in the map, except for zone C. In zone C, pressure estimations reach up to 22
MPa and this is still not enough to reach the high softening amplitudes observed in the
seismic map. In order to reach those amplitudes using the current physics model, we
would need pressures above the fracturing limit. This is a good indication that the rock in
zone C has indeed been fractured to some extent. A fractured rock is more sensitive to
pressure changes, meaning it would require a smaller pressure increase to reach the high
amplitudes seen on the observed seismic data. Uncertainty estimates are also affected,
since the optimizer is prevented from sampling the whole posterior distribution,
uncertainties may be underestimated in zone C.

Figure 5.17 - Inversion residuals for the 1999 and 2004 monitors
The other circled zone in Figure 5.17 is the high NRMS region surrounding the production
platform. Seismic data quality is considerably lower in this region. As NRMS values are
used as data uncertainty estimations, in the high NRMS region the inversion allows a
looser fit to the data. This may lead to stronger residuals, which also indicate where the
data may be corrupted by non-repeatability issues. Residuals from the inversion of the
1999 data in the high NRMS region are nearly null because the data is also null. In the
2004 inversion on the other hand, we see strong residuals indicating that data may be
corrupted in this region.
There are indications that the 1999 seismic data quality is affected by the presence of the
platform also in the surroundings of the low NRMS region, in the southwest direction.
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This evidence comes from a careful interpretation of the reservoir property estimations
for the 1999 monitor (Figure 5.18) in zone A. Reservoir property estimations for zone A
in 1999 show increases in both pressure and gas saturation, but these should no coexist,
since gas saturation is a consequence to pressure depletion. The injector well measured
bottom hole pressures representing increases of around 2 MPa in 1999, which is in
agreement with the inversion results at the well location. It is thus unlikely that there is
gas saturation increase surrounding the injector in zone A. It is also unreasonable for the
pressure increase to be stronger in the eastern portion of zone A than it is around the
injector, as the inversion results indicate. Likely, there is a negative pressure gradient
from the injector in the northwest to the producer in the east. The western portion of the
softening anomaly in zone A is related to the pressure increase due to injection and the
eastern portion due to gas breakout indicating pressure decrease closer to the producer.
In this region, the inversion is incapable of differentiating between the seismic signals
related to pressure increase and gas saturation increase for the 1999 monitor. The pressure
estimation for the 2004 monitor in zone A is more reasonable, but it is still a good deal
noisier than in the rest of the reservoir. In Section 3.1.1 I show that both pressure and gas
saturation increase lead to softening seismic signals, and that they can be distinguished
by the 4D gradient. I also showed that the high sensitivity to noise on the 4D gradient can
have an impact on this distinction (Figure 3.8), especially when the pressure increase is
below 5 MPa. It is likely that the 4D gradient is corrupted in this region, compromising
the distinction between pressure and gas related seismic signals and leading to leakage
between the estimations of these two reservoir properties (as seen in Trani et al., 2011).
Nonetheless, it is reassuring to see that zone A presents high uncertainty estimations for
both pressure and gas saturation (Figure 5.19).
Further to the east of Segment 1 lies zone G. Here, an injector to the north pressurizes a
compartment surrounding it in 1999. Inversion results indicate that the pressure increase
stretches southwards towards a producer. Uncertainties in the pressure estimates are low
in the pressurized compartment surrounding the well, but they are very high in the region
surrounding the producer. Resembling the situation in zone A, here the pressure likely
decreases towards the producer. The southern portion of the softening anomaly is possibly
related to a slight increase in gas saturation instead of in pressure. This zone shows us
that even in a low NRMS region, the 4D gradient information may still be highly
uncertain, leading to leakage between gas saturation and pressure increase effects. This
happens only where the pressure change is low (±5 MPa) though. Areas with pressure
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increases above 5 MPa show clear pressure related anomalies that are well interpreted
and quantified with low uncertainty by the inversion method (zones C, E, I, J, M and F).

Figure 5.18 – Reservoir property estimations for the 1999 and 2004 monitors

Figure 5.19 – Uncertainty estimations for the 1999 and 2004 monitors
The southeast portion of Segment one presents a very complex region, where connectivity
is highly uncertain. Inversion results help shed a light into the reservoir production
dynamics in this region and on the connectivity distribution. The region is subdivided in
zones F and J, with one injector in each. There´s uncertainty in the connectivity between
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zones F and J and between these two zones and the producer lying in the south
easternmost portion of Segment 1. In 1999, only the injector in zone F and the producer
are online. The current simulation model contains a barrier between zones F and J and
another barrier that splits zone F through the middle (see Simulation Prior model, Figure
5.6). In this setup the injector in zone F is not connected to the producer to the southeast,
so the injected water moves to the northwest towards another producer. Inversion results
for 1999 show clearly that zone F is not divided as in the simulation model. We see a
clear pressure related signal stretching south-eastward filling the whole of zone F. Unlike
in zones A and G, the uncertainties in the pressure estimates are low throughout the whole
pressure anomaly, so there is no indication of leakage between gas and pressure effects
here. The pressure anomaly does not cross into zone J, so there is an indication of a barrier
between these two zones. The injector in zone J starts injecting in 2002 with the objective
of providing the pressure support that was lacking to the producer in the southeast. By
this time, it is expected that this region had gone through some pressure depletion and gas
breakout, but by 2004 the injector has led to a strong pressurization of zone J. The seismic
anomaly here is very uncertain. It shows a dominant pressurization signal, so pressures
are estimated with low uncertainty. The pressure anomaly does not stretch all the way
towards the producer in the southeast, it ends abruptly midway. This indicates a barrier
between injector and producer, but well pressure measurements show an indication of
connectivity between these two wells. Hence, instead of a sealing barrier, most likely
there is a baffle leading to a sharp pressure gradient, but still allowing some flow across.
This is also validated by the fact that the injected water does eventually reach the producer
(Gainski et al., 2010). The injected water in zone J is mostly obscured by the strong
pressure signal, thus inversion estimates for water saturation are highly uncertain and rely
on the prior model. A careful adjustment of the water saturation weighting parameter
(𝜎Δ𝑆𝑤 ) helps balancing the inversion so that the water-front here is not exactly the same
as the Simulation Prior. With this, the inversion manages to estimate a water-front that is
based on the seismic information, helped by the regularization effect of the prior model.
The estimated water-front indicates that the injected water does not follow the preferred
south-eastward direction, as is seen in the reservoir simulation results. Instead, a good
portion of the water follows a north-westward direction, indication some possible
connectivity between zone J and the central portion of Segment 1 or even with the
producer across the main fault inside Segment 1. It is worth noting that none of the
previous methods achieved such an estimation. In the concluding chapter (Chapter 7) I
present a comparison of the water-fronts achieved by each inversion method in this zone.
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As for zone F, inversion results for 2004 indicate that this zone is still pressurized, though
with lower pressure than in 1999. Intriguingly, pressure estimations are slightly higher at
the eastern portion of zone F than the western, where the injector well is located. If zone
F is isolated from zone J, as the 1999 inversion results seem to indicate, then the pressure
increase in zone F should be highest at the injection well location instead. A comparison
of the inversion estimations in zone F to the well shut in pressure measurements
corroborates the inversion estimations for both 1999 and 2004. Well pressure
measurements are the most trustworthy data source so we should trust that the inversion
estimations are correct in the western portion of zone F. One plausible explanation for the
higher pressures in the eastern portion is that zones J and F are connected through some
gap in the eastern portion of zone F. Pressure would then flow into zone F from the
injector in zone J. It is puzzling why pressure does not flow from zone J into zone F in
1999 though. One reasonable possibility is that the eastern portion of zone F is in fact
subdivided into two portions that are vertically isolated by a thin shale layer, one being
connected to zone F and the other to zone J. The seismic data would not be able to resolve
vertically these two thin zones, especially with the map-based treatment used. This
possibility is confirmed by later infill well drilling, as is discussed in (Gainski et al.,
2010).
In Segment 4 the inversion results indicate two areas of misalignment between the
reservoir simulation and the seismic data. The simpler one is related to zone M, on the
easternmost edge of the reservoir. A water injector was placed here since the beginning
of production, with the objective of providing pressure support for the eastern portion of
Segment 4. The 1999 inversion shows that the injection produces a small pressurized
compartment in zone M. The well was quickly abandoned in June 1999, as it was clear
from well data analysis that the injector had no effect on the pressures of the producers
westwards. The lack of pressure support leads to pressure depletion below bubble point
pressure and gas exsolution around the producers, in zone L.
In 2004, the pressure depletion is extended throughout the whole eastern portion of the
reservoir leading to a broad increase in gas saturation. Even though the injector well in
zone M had been offline for around five years, the compartment remained pressurized in
2004. In fact, this pressure anomaly is present up until the 2010 seismic survey, but it
decreases in amplitude gradually. This is a clear indication of a strong baffle isolating
zone M, very slowly letting the pressure leak. In this case, well data is enough to
determine that the injector well is not connected to the producers, but it is not enough to
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determine where the barrier lay and how strong the baffle is. This information is very
important as it determines how much oil is trapped inside this compartment and has an
impact on the reservoir model history matching (see Chapter 6). The inversion results in
2004 clearly show the extent of the compartment, providing a good indication of where
the barrier is and how the reservoir model should be updated in order to be in alignment
with the seismic information. It may seem fruitless to add a barrier that isolates such a
small and segregated portion of the reservoir, but this barrier would have a bigger impact
than simply matching the pressures inside the compartment. It would also help in
matching the pressure depletion and gas saturation for zone L in 1999, which does not
appear in the reservoir simulation (Figure 5.6). Furthermore, and possibly most
importantly, it would also adjust the location of gas accumulation in 2004. In the reservoir
simulation all the gas that is released across Segment 4 migrates westwards and
accumulates in zone M (Figure 5.7). The inversion results show that the barrier that
isolates zone M impedes gas migration to this area, so gas accumulates closer to the
producers in zone L instead. Adding a barrier around zone M would help match the
pressure inside the compartment, but most importantly it would also help matching the
pressures and gas saturation across the whole eastern portion of Segment 4.
Pressure support for the western portion of Segment 4 is initially promoted by the injector
well in zone E. Inversion results for 1999 indicate a strong pressurization surrounding
this injector, but though connection is limited, the well production data indicates that there
is some connection between the injector and the surrounding producers. The injector stays
online and other producers are drilled surrounding it to take better advantage of its
pressure support. In 2004, zone E is still pressurized, but at lower pressures due to the
better connectivity with closer producers. The connectivity regime around zone E is
highly uncertain. The seismic inversion does indicate that pressures are higher than in the
reservoir model, but locating barriers or baffles here is certainly not as clear and simple
as in zone M.
The uncertainty results can be analysed in the context of the sensitivity of the ∆SNA
seismic attribute to the individual changes in each dynamic property (Figure 3.1). From
the ∆P plot in Figure 3.1 we see that for pressure changes between -5 MPa and 5 MPa
there is only a small variation in the ∆SNA, so it is hard to distinguish pressure values in
this range, which leads to high uncertainties. The rate of change in the ∆SNA is higher
for pressure changes above 5 MPa, making it easier to distinguish between high pressure
change values, leading to lower uncertainties in high pressure increase estimates. For gas
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saturation the opposite occurs, in Figure 3.1 we see small variations in the ∆SNA between
high ∆Sg values and large variations between small ∆Sg values. Using the ∆SNA
attribute, it is easier to distinguish between ∆Sg=0 and ∆Sg=0.1, than between ∆Sg=0.3
and ∆Sg=0.6, hence uncertainties are higher for higher ∆Sg values. 4D seismic data is
very good at defining where there is some change in gas saturation be it small or large,
but it is not very good at defining the specific value of this saturation change. These
individual effect correlations are observed in the Bayesian uncertainty estimations, but
they do not describe the uncertainties completely. Bayesian uncertainty estimations also
incorporate the impact one dynamic property has on the uncertainty of the others. This is
specially visible in the context of the uncertainties related to the distinction between
pressure increase and gas saturation softening signals. The presence of gas increases the
uncertainty in pressure estimates, so we see an imprint of the gas saturation map as higher
uncertainties in the ∆P uncertainty map. In a similar way, ∆Sg uncertainties are higher in
areas where there is pressure increase. Water saturation changes do not seem to have
much impact on the uncertainties of either of the other two dynamic properties. Since the
∆Sw effect on ∆SNA is nearly linear (Figure 3.1) we do not expect any direct correlation
between ∆Sw estimates and their related uncertainties. Since water saturation changes
can be easily obscured by pressure increase and gas saturation, ∆Sw is uncertain
everywhere there is no clear hardening signal. Uncertainties in ∆Sw are only lower in the
regions where clear hardening signals occur in the ∆SNA attribute. Thus, even though the
Bayesian inversion manages to estimate water-fronts beyond the hardening signals, it also
shows clearly that these water-front estimations are uncertain (Figure 5.20).
Uncertainties in ∆P for pressurized compartments are around 1 MPa, and up to 5 MPa
elsewhere. For ∆Sw, uncertainties are around 0.05 for the hardening signal areas and up
to 0.25 elsewhere. For ∆Sg, uncertainties are nearly zero where there is no gas saturation,
up to 0.06 in areas of high gas saturation change.
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Figure 5.20 - Quantification of superposing pressure increase and injected water
saturation, and their related uncertainties. Low uncertainty quantifications are restricted
to the extent of hardening signals.

5.6 Summary
In this chapter I developed a map-based Bayesian formulation for the inversion of 4D
seismic AVO attribute maps to the changes in pressure, water saturation and gas
saturation. In this formulation I incorporate seismic data uncertainty in the form of NRMS
maps. Though it is a map-based inversion, I use a forward seismic modelling approach
based on Sim2Seis, making petro-elastic modelling calculations for the whole 3D
reservoir model followed by a wavelet convolution. I sample the posterior distribution
stochastically using a rejection-based algorithm. This leads to estimations to the dynamic
reservoir property changes (defined as the maximum a posteriori solution) and to their
related uncertainties (defined as the standard deviation of all the accepted samples in the
posterior distribution).
For the definition of an ideal prior model for the Bayesian inversion I present a study
showing three possible prior models that can be constructed with different sources of prior
information. All prior models are based on Gaussian distributions. The first prior model
assumes zero values for all property changes across the whole reservoir. It is constructed
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with no prior information, yet its use brings the regularization power of a Gaussian prior
distribution to control noise and overfitting of the seismic data. It leads to a direct
interpretation of the seismic information, with no influence of external prior information.
This solution resembles the results given by the Fast Track approach, presented in Chapter
3. It presents a good platform for better comprehension of the information present in the
seismic data, though better solutions can be achieved using the available prior
information. I also explore the use of a prior model constructed with the interpolation of
data measured at the well locations and a third where I use the results of a history matched
reservoir simulation to create a prior model map. From this study I conclude that different
reservoir properties can be better treated with different amounts of prior information. This
conclusion leads to the definition of a Mixed Prior model, which is used to derive the
final inversion results. The Mixed Prior model uses the Zero Prior for gas saturation, the
Simulation Prior model for the water saturation and a mixture of the Simulation Prior and
the Well Prior for the pressure. Since gas saturation is a generally dominant property, its
definition can be done directly from the seismic data, without any prior information, so
for this property the Zero Prior led to the best results. Water saturation is generally
obscured when it is superposed by the opposing effects of pressure increase and gas
saturation, so the injected water-fronts are not clearly visible in the seismic data. The use
of the reservoir simulation results as prior information brings the regularization that is
needed to better define the water saturation in these dominated regions. Careful balancing
of the weighting parameters leads to the definition of water-fronts that go beyond the
seismic hardening signals. These are influenced by the Simulation Prior model but are
not the same as the simulation results. From all the inversion methods developed in this
thesis, this is the only solution that achieves such useful water-front estimations. For the
pressure changes, the available bottom hole pressure measurements allow the use of a
prior model that mixes the information from the wells with that from the reservoir
simulation, respecting the regions where each is more trustworthy. The use of this prior
model leads to the best pressure change estimations out of all the methods studied in this
thesis. Pressure depletion areas are defined from the prior model, which fills in for the
information that is missing in the seismic data, due to its low sensitivity to negative
pressure changes. Pressure increases due to water injection are well quantified directly
from the seismic data, with no influence from the prior model. Hence, the prior model is
used to aid in regularization, filling in the information that is missing in the seismic data
without corrupting the information that is present.
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Uncertainty estimations provide valuable information when it comes to the interpretation
of the seismic data for reservoir monitoring decision making. The two combined products
of the Bayesian inversion provide the perfect platform for comprehension of the seismic
information and its limitations. In this format, interpretation of the 4D seismic data is
direct and simple, and it can be done directly by the reservoir engineer or anyone that is
tasked with decision making, with no need of in-depth geophysical knowledge.
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Reservoir connectivity assessment
with Seismic History Matching in the
pressure and saturation domain
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6.1 Introduction
Reservoir simulation history matching is a data assimilation process, where we adjust the
reservoir model parameters so that the model solutions match some measured data
(Fletcher, 2017). The measured data to be assimilated may come from multiple sources
and have different formats. Seismic history matching is the term used here to describe the
simultaneous assimilation of well production and 4D seismic data into reservoir
simulation models (e.g. Fahimuddin et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2019; Lorentzen et al.,
2020). The multi-sources data to be assimilated in this case is measured at the well
locations (time-series) at a short temporal frequency (days) and across the whole reservoir
at a large temporal frequency (years), in the form of seismic information (maps or
volumes at one specific time). The data measured at the wells is the historical production
and pressure curves and the seismic data is in the form of inverted pressure and saturation
maps.
Out of all the possible domains of comparison for seismic history matching (SHM), the
pressure and saturation domain is the most direct and comprehensive, both to
geophysicists and reservoir engineers. It is also commonly avoided due to the
uncertainties related to estimating dynamic reservoir property changes from 4D seismic
data. In this chapter, I present a workflow for seismic history matching where the seismic
information is assimilated quantitatively in the pressure and saturation domain. In this
approach, the pressure and saturation results from the simulations are quantitatively
compared to the results of the previously computed Bayesian inversion to pressure and
saturations (Chapter 5).
I present a study showing multiple SHM runs using different objective function
formulations with two main objectives:
(1) To show the possibilities and advantages of assimilating seismic information in
the reservoir domain, by using the results of the pressure and saturation seismic
inversion.
(2) To show the impact of the assimilation of uncertainty estimations to the inversion
results as areal localisation weights to the seismic objective function.
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6.2 Review of Schiehallion SHM publications
The SHM study is applied to Segment 4 from the Schiehallion field. The field geological
set up and general development history is presented in Chapter 2. There, I highlight how
important the characterization of reservoir connectivity is to the field development.
Uncertainty in reservoir connectivity has been an issue from the beginning of reservoir
production (Govan et al., 2006). The description of reservoir connectivity is continuously
updated with recently acquired data throughout the lifetime of the field. 4D seismic data
has provided valuable contributions to the comprehension of reservoir connectivity,
aiding substantially in defining infill well locations (Gainski et al., 2010). It has also been
used quantitatively in many published seismic history matching studies of the field. All
of these publications place reservoir connectivity as a main aspect to be optimized in the
reservoir models. Earlier reservoir models (Stephen & MacBeth, 2006; Stephen et al.,
2006; Edris et al., 2008; Freeman et al., 2008; Stephen & Edriz, 2009; Sedighi-Dehkordi
& Stephen, 2010) are constructed by including faults, baffles and barriers interpreted by
analysis of seismic coherency and 4D seismic data (Freeman et al., 2008). Multipliers are
then used to control transmissibility across these interpreted faults. Freeman et al. (2008)
conclude that the identification and use of these barriers were critical in achieving good
matches to pressures and watercuts. (Stephen & MacBeth, 2006; Stephen et al., 2006)
show that not only the presence of a barrier is important, but also the barrier strength. The
authors optimize continuous values for transmissibility multipliers and show that midrange values may lead to better history matches than using binary (sealing/non-sealing)
approaches. In addition to barrier strength, studies have also included NTG and
permeabilities as controls to reservoir connectivity. Stephen & MacBeth (2006) and
Stephen et al. (2006) include the pressure sensitivity of reservoir rocks (a PEM parameter)
as an updating parameter during SHM. In a study on the value of 4D seismic information
for history matching the Schiehallion field, Stephen & Edriz (2009) show that combining
all the information from wells and seismic in a simultaneous match led to the best results.
All of these studies make use of pseudo-impedance seismic data from coloured inversion
methods to incorporate the seismic information in the impedance domain. Reservoir
simulation results are thus forward modelled to impedances using a petro-elastic model
(PEM) for comparisons.
More recent publications (Fursov, 2015; Obidegwu et al., 2017; Obiwulu, 2018; Zhang
et al., 2019) make use of a new generation of models, where instead of faults defining
barriers, the whole reservoir model is subdivided into multiple small geobodies. In these
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models, every interface between geobodies is a potential baffle, and the baffle strength
between each pair of geobodies can be easily controlled by transmissibility multipliers.
The SHM study presented in this chapter makes use of one such model, which is better
described in the following section. These studies explore other possibilities for
comparison domains for incorporating seismic information. Fursov (2015) uses proxy
models to forward model seismic amplitudes from the reservoir simulation results,
making quantitative comparisons in the seismic amplitude domain. The other three make
comparisons in a binary saturation (Obidegwu et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2019) and
pressure (Obiwulu, 2018) domain, where both the seismic amplitude data and the
reservoir simulation results are converted to. They explore different comparison metrics
and thresholding methods for conducting the binary conversions. Obidegwu et al. (2017)
conduct a few SHM runs to assess the impact of the assimilation of the seismic water and
gas binary saturation maps separately. They show that the water saturation binary map
had a stronger impact on adjusting volumetric parameters (i.e. NTG, porosity and pore
volume multipliers), while the gas saturation binary map had most impact on the
adjustment of critical gas saturation and permeability multipliers.
The SHM study presented in this chapter is applied to the reservoir model used in Zhang
et al. (2019). This reservoir model is not the same that was used for forward modelling in
all the previous chapters.
Though there have been a few publications on the inversion of 4D seismic data to
pressure and saturations in Schiehallion, these results have never been applied
quantitatively in an SHM workflow.

6.3 SHM workflow
6.3.1

Reservoir simulation model and SHM parametrisation

The reservoir simulation model used in the current SHM study is the same used in the
latest publications in Schiehallion SHM (Zhang et al., 2019). It is not the same that was
described in Chapter 2 and used for forward modelling in all the previous chapters. The
reason for this change was a lack of access to software licenses required to run simulations
on the previous model. The model used in this chapter runs on the Eclipse (Schlumberger)
reservoir simulator. It is restricted to Segment 4 only and is vertically upscaled (10 m cell
thickness) in relation to the previous model (2.5 m). This upscaling was required to to
make the computational times for SHM feasible for this study. With this, simulation times
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are around 1 minute and the whole SHM process runs in about 7 days. Both models have
lateral cell dimensions of 50 m while the regular seismic grid lateral separation is 25 m.
The model was created by the operator, with their own long experience with history
matching the Schiehallion field. In this model, porosity is considered homogenous across
the reservoir, with only a simple depth related trend. Reservoir quality is controlled with
the net-to-gross (NTG) reservoir property. NTG is derived by the seismic NTG method
(Connolly, 2007), from the baseline seismic data (Leach at al., 1999). With this, NTG is
the main control on reservoir effective porosity. The full field model is subdivided into
four isolated segments. Each segment is in turn subdivided into a large number of small
geobodies. The definition of the geobodies is based on the gathered experience in
modelling this reservoir, including interpretations of seismic coherency, seismic facies
and 4D seismic data (Freeman et al., 2008; Martin & Macdonald, 2010). This division
simplifies the parametrisation of the reservoir, as reservoir properties inside each geobody
can be easily controlled with multipliers. Fluid transmissibility between adjacent
geobodies can also be easily controlled with transmissibility multipliers. Connectivity
inside each segment is uncertain, but not between segments. Segments are vertically
isolated from each other by the large fault throws that separate them. For this reason, the
full field reservoir model can be divided into four separate and independent reservoir
models. I apply the SHM study to the southernmost segment (Segment 4) only. Figure
6.1 shows maps for the static reservoir properties and Figure 6.2 shows the geobody
division of the Segment 4 reservoir model.

Figure 6.1 - Static parameters of the Schiehallion Segment 4 reservoir model: (a)
Porosity, (b) net-to-gross, (c) initial water saturation and (d) permeability.
Reservoir history matching is a highly ill-conditioned multi-dimensional optimisation
problem. As such, it is important to limit the dimensionality of the problem by controlling
the number of optimizing variables. For this SHM study I aim to address the main
reservoir uncertainty: connectivity. In this reservoir model, the main static reservoir
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properties that have direct impact on reservoir connectivity are the intra-geobody
porosity, NTG and permeabilities and the inter-geobody transmissibility multipliers. The
Segment 4 reservoir model alone contains 35 geobodies and 121 geobody connections.
Together the mentioned parameters sum to 226 unknown variables.
All of the previously mentioned publications address reservoir connectivity, however,
each adopts slightly different approaches in terms of the variables that they use to control
reservoir connectivity. The goal is to provide the SHM with enough flexibility to control
the reservoir connectivity, while limiting the number of unknowns to a number that is
manageable by the optimisation process with reasonable computational cost. Each of the
SHM publications using the current reservoir model have chosen to optimize a different
set of parameters, based on the objectives they aimed to achieve, sensitivity analysis and
the limitations on the number of optimizing variables. Fursov (2015) updates 95
parameters, Obidegwu et al. (2017) 34 and Obiwulu (2018) 35. All of them chose a
mixture of multipliers for NTG, porosity, permeability, transmissibility, and a few other
variables that are not directly related to reservoir connectivity. They limit the number of
variables by limiting the number of geobodies that are optimized and by using global
multipliers to the reservoir properties. They attempt to simultaneously optimize a range
of different reservoir properties (global and local) by providing all the available seismic
information at once to the SHM process. However, the need for reducing perturbed
parameters to a manageable number means they do not assess reservoir connectivity
globally. Instead, they pick a few geobody connections to assess the transmissibility only
in specific regions. In a different approach Sedighi-Dehkordi & Stephen (2010) propose
to tackle the update of specific groups of non-interacting variables separately,
decomposing the large multidimensional problem into multiple problems with reduced
dimensionality. This scheme is also applied to the Nelson field on a later publication
(Stephen et al., 2018). Kazemi & Stephen (2012) also explore three additional schemes
for subdividing the reservoir parameters into multiple local problems with lower
dimensionality.
Following this concept, I propose to treat the Schiehallion SHM process with a sequential
treatment of the reservoir parameters. The objective is to be able to assess reservoir
connectivity globally, by updating a larger number of inter-geobody transmissibility
multipliers, while keeping other reservoir properties fixed. This allows me to explore
more thoroughly the global reservoir connectivity possibilities. I update simultaneously
all the 121 transmissibility multipliers and keep all other reservoir parameters as they are
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in the model provided by the operator. Once the transmissibility multipliers are well
defined by the results of this study, a second SHM process should follow, to optimize the
other unknown reservoir properties. With this, the reservoir optimisation process begins
by dealing with the global reservoir connectivity, focusing on defining barriers and baffle
strengths between geobodies. It then moves into a more localized analysis, adjusting the
reservoir properties inside each geobody. The first step of this workflow is presented in
this chapter, the second step is proposed as future work but is not conducted in this thesis.
Transmissibility multiplier parameters range from zero, representing a completely closed
barrier, to one, representing perfectly connected geobodies.

Figure 6.2 - Geobody subdivision of the Segment 4 reservoir model

6.3.2

Well and seismic historical data

The present data assimilation process brings measured data from two different sources to
be assimilated into the reservoir model, the wells and the 4D seismic. The data measured
at the wells is the historical production and pressure curves, which are presented as one
time-series for each curve and each well.
The well historical dataset used in this SHM study is composed of:
(1) 15 Wells:
o 5 producers in T31 reservoir
o 3 producers out of T31 reservoir
o 6 injectors in T31 reservoir
o 1 injector out of T31 reservoir
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(2) Historical curves:
o Bottom hole pressures (WBHP)
▪

8 producers

▪

7 injectors

o Oil production rates (WOPR)
▪

8 producers

o Water production rates (WWPR)
▪

8 producers

o Gas production rates (WGPR)
▪

8 producers

All historical curves range from the start of well activity (varies from well to well) until
2008. For all the historical curves I divide the available data into two parts. The portion
up until June 2005 I use for data assimilation in history matching. The portion from 2005
to 2008 is used for forecast testing, to judge the quality of the predictions the history
matched models make. The metric used to calculate the well data portion of the objective
function is the Mean Squared Error (MSE), which has shown good performance in
benchmark studies (Bertolini & Schiozer, 2011). All curves are normalised by the
standard deviation of their historical counterparts. Standard deviation normalizers are
calculated grouping the historical data for all wells. The metric is calculated individually
for each historical curve, then all calculated values are averaged. With this, each of the
well data curves are weighted equally in the objective function, regardless of the number
of wells they contain. The well data objective function is shown in Equation (6.1):
𝑛𝑐

𝑂𝐹𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑙

𝑛𝑤𝑐

1
1
𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑐𝑤 (𝑡) − 𝐻𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑐𝑤 (𝑡) 2
)
=
∗∑
∗ ∑∑(
𝑛𝑐
𝑛𝑤𝑐
𝑠𝑡𝑑(𝐻𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑐 )
𝑐

𝑤

(6.1)

𝑡

Where 𝑐 stands for the historical curves (c={WBHP, WWPR, WOPR, WGPR}), 𝑛𝑐 is
the number of curves used (in this case always four), 𝑤 represents the wells and 𝑛𝑤𝑐 the
number of wells that contain curve c. The normalizer 𝑠𝑡𝑑(𝐻𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑐 ) is the standard deviation
of the historical curve c, grouping all wells and time samples: 𝑠𝑡𝑑(𝐻𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑐 ) =
1
𝑛𝑤𝑐 +∑𝑤 𝑛𝑡𝑤𝑐

𝑛𝑡𝑤𝑐
𝑐
√∑𝑛𝑤
(𝐻𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑐𝑤 (𝑡) − ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝐻𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑐 )2 . The incorporation of the well data is
𝑤 ∑𝑡

done in this format for all the benchmark SHM runs. This objective function is used in
the same format to calculate the misfit to the historical well data that is incorporated in
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the history matching process (with 𝑡 < 01/01/2005) and to calculate the predictability
of the resulting reservoir models (with 𝑡 ≥ 01/01/2005).
The seismic information is incorporated in the pressure and saturation domain, by using
the results of the Bayesian inversion to pressure and saturation changes (Figure 6.3). Note
in this figure that I excluded the water and gas saturation values inside the pressurized
compartment defined by zone D. In Section 5.5.2 I discuss why the estimations in this
region are likely imprecise due to rock fracturing in response to the high pressures.
However, I kept the pressure estimation because these values are validated by the bottom
hole pressures measured at the injection well (see Figure 7.2). I use these results because,
out of the methods explored in this thesis, it was the only method that could provide
reliable quantitative estimations to the uncertainties in the inversion results. Hence, with
the Bayesian results, uncertainties can be used in the calculation of the seismic data
objective function, in a localisation weighting form. The inversion results are presented
in the form of maps, providing historical data at one specific time, for the whole reservoir
area (𝑥, 𝑦). The metric used to incorporate seismic data is a weighted mean squared error
(WMSE):

𝑂𝐹𝑠𝑒𝑖𝑠 =

1
1
∗ ∑(
∑(𝑥,𝑦) 𝑊𝑆 (𝑥, 𝑦)
𝑛𝑠
𝑠

(6.2)
𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑠 (𝑥, 𝑦) − 𝐻𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 (𝑥, 𝑦) 2
) )
∗ ∑ 𝑊𝑆 (𝑥, 𝑦) ∗ (
𝑠𝑡𝑑(𝐻𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 )
(𝑥,𝑦)

Where s stands for the inverted seismic map properties (s={∆P, ∆Sw, ∆Sg}), 𝑛𝑠 is the
number of seismic property maps used. 𝑠𝑡𝑑(𝐻𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 ) is the standard deviation of the
1

inverted seismic map s: 𝑠𝑡𝑑(𝐻𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 ) = 𝑛𝑝 ∗ √∑(𝑥,𝑦)(𝐻𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 (𝑥, 𝑦) − ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝐻𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 )2, where 𝑛𝑝 is
the number of pixels in each map (which is constant for all maps and equal to 1941). The
weights 𝑊𝑆 are defined using the uncertainties from the Bayesian seismic inversion maps
(Figure 6.3). The objective is to formulate a localisation technique that penalises the
optimisation process given the regional uncertainty. For this, the objective function must
give stronger weights to the areas of the inverted map with lower uncertainties, so the
weights (𝑊𝑆 ) are defined as the inverse of the uncertainties (𝜎𝑠 ):
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𝑊𝑆 (𝑥, 𝑦) =

1
𝜎𝑠 (𝑥, 𝑦)

(6.3)

By normalizing the objective function with the sum of the weights (Equation 6.2), the
weighting map 𝑊𝑆 has an impact only on the relative weighting of different pixels inside
the map of inverted seismic property 𝑆. Hence, the magnitudes of the uncertainties have
no impact on the objective function weighting between the different seismic maps nor
between the seismic data and the well data.
For all the benchmark runs that incorporate seismic and well data, the combined objective
function is calculated by an average of the well data objective function and the seismic
data objective function:
𝑂𝐹𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 =

𝑂𝐹𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑙 + 𝑂𝐹𝑆𝑒𝑖𝑠
2

(6.4)

Hence, well and seismic information are always weighted equally in the combined
objective functions (Kretz and Ravalec-dupin, 2004; Obidegwu et al., 2017). In this study
I use the inversion results for the 2004 seismic monitor survey only. This is chosen based
on the quality of the data (Table 2.1) and the inversion results.

Figure 6.3 – Upscaled Bayesian inversion result maps used as historical data in seismic
history matching

6.3.3

Optimisation approach

For the optimisation of the reservoir parameters I use the tuned SHADE algorithm
(Tanabe & Fukunaga, 2013; Aranha et al., 2015), which is implemented in ETLP´s inhouse history matching software MOPHiM (Mitchell & Chassagne, 2019; Chassagne &
Aranha, 2020). SHADE stands for Success History based Adaptive Differential
Evolution. It is part of a family of metaheuristic algorithms based on Differential
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Evolution (Storn & Price, 1997). Metaheuristic algorithms are parameter space search
procedures designed to find acceptable solutions to high dimensional problems that
cannot be fully sampled, usually due to computational limitations. They are well known
to be robust to noise and good for parameter space exploration (fitness landscape)(Malan
& Engelbrecht, 2013). In differential evolution algorithms (DE) a population of a certain
number of candidate solutions is iteratively improved by following specific mutation
procedures based on population characteristics. The initial population of solutions are
randomly initialized in the parameter space to provide a broad search.
Differential evolution algorithms are a very active area of ongoing research. They have
been widely explored for reservoir history matching applications during the past decade
(Hajizadeh et al., 2010; Rahmati et al., 2011; Mirzabozorg et al., 2013; Aranha et al.,
2015; Mitchell & Chassagne, 2019). Many variants of the initial DE algorithm (Storn and
Price, 1997) have been proposed, mostly differing in the mutation procedures
implemented. The SHADE algorithm, proposed by Tanabe and Fukunaga (2013), is itself
an enhancement to the popular JADE algorithm (Zhang & Sanderson, 2009). SHADE
uses a mutation procedure based on the storage of a finite historical memory of the
mutation parameters that previously led to successful mutations. In each generation it
adapts DE´s mutation parameters by sampling values around one of the successful
parameters stored in the historical memory. A comprehensive and detailed description
can be seen in Tanabe and Fukunaga (2013).
Adaptive approaches update the mutation parameters in each generation. This is done to
get around the fact that the values for these parameters are highly case specific.
Optimizing them during the algorithm run would prevent the need of tuning these
parameters previously by doing multiple test runs. Nonetheless, previous tuning of the
initialization parameters may still be beneficial to adaptive differential evolution
algorithms. This is shown by Aranha et al. (2015), in a study that is specifically relevant
to reservoir history matching problems. Since reservoir simulations often have high
computational cost, it may be too expensive to have multiple test runs to tune the DE
parameters. Therefore, in this study, the authors perform parameter tuning for a set of
quick open benchmark problems, in the belief that the methods tuned to a broad set of
benchmark problems should also show increased performance on reservoir history
matching problems. The authors assess the performance of tuned and untuned versions of
four metaheuristic algorithms, applied to the history matching problem of three different
reservoirs. They conclude that all tuned versions perform better than their untuned
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counterparts, and out of the tuned methods, SHADE performs the best. The algorithm
used in this chapter is the tuned version of SHADE, provided in this paper. I use a
population of 40 models per generation and run the workflow for 400 generations.

Figure 6.4 - Seismic history matching workflow

6.4 Benchmark SHM runs and their objectives
I use the described SHM workflow as a benchmark model to compare a few different
setups for the assimilation of the historical data. To address the objectives set in Section
6.1, I present a total of 9 independent SHM runs that vary only in the amount of seismic
data that is incorporated in the objective functions and the format of the seismic data
objective function. Figure 6.5 shows a summary of the objective functions in each SHM
run and how they are grouped by the objectives they aim to address.
Of the advantages in using the pressure and saturation domain for SHM, the most cited
in the literature is related to the improved computational efficiency, due to not requiring
forward modelling computations for every simulation result. A second commonly
mentioned advantage is that interpretations are simpler to be made when the 4D seismic
information is expressed in this domain. In this study I will argue for a third important
advantage, that may have strong impact on quantitative SHM approaches, and has
possibly been overlooked in the literature: the possibility of assessing and assimilating
the dissociated seismic information separately. When the seismic amplitude or the
impedance domain is used for quantitative SHM, the only option is to forward model the
simulation results jointly, to achieve the coupled information that can be compared to the
coupled form in which the seismic information is presented. With the dissociation of the
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seismic information, promoted by the seismic inversion, we have three independent maps
that can be treated separately in the data assimilation process. In this study I show the
advantages this dissociation brings in promoting an improved assimilation of the seismic
data. For this, I present results for SHM runs that assimilate each seismic map separately,
always in conjunction with the well data. To assess the impact of using the uncertainty
localisation weighting technique on the assimilation of each seismic map I conduct two
SHM runs for each seismic map. The first using the uncertainty localisation, which I
denote with subscript σ, and another using homogenous weights for the whole map,
denoted with subscript ℎ. For the later, the weights in Equation (6.2) are equal to one
across the whole map:
𝑊𝑆 (𝑥, 𝑦) = 1, 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑥 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑦

(6.5)

All these runs are compared to a reference, where only the well historical data is matched.
Below I provide a detailed description of the objective functions in each of the SHM runs:

(Reference) Well data only
In this SHM run, the objective function includes the well data only. Thus, Equation (6.1)
is the total objective function. It is regarded as a reference result, to benchmark against
all other runs that incorporate seismic data as well.
(Δ𝑃𝜎 ) Well data and Seismic pressure with uncertainty localisation weighting
The total objective function is expressed by Equation (6.4). The seismic objective
function is Equation (6.2) with s={∆P} and the weights for the seismic maps are Equation
(6.3).
(Δ𝑃ℎ ) Well data and Seismic pressure with homogenous weighting
The total objective function is expressed by Equation (6.4). The seismic objective
function is Equation (6.2) with s={∆P} and the weights for the seismic maps are Equation
(6.5).
(Δ𝑆𝑤𝜎 ) Well data and Seismic water saturation with uncertainty localisation
weighting
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The total objective function is expressed by Equation (6.4). The seismic objective
function is Equation (6.2) with s={∆Sw} and the weights for the seismic maps are
Equation (6.3).
(Δ𝑆𝑤ℎ ) Well data and Seismic pressure with homogenous weighting
The total objective function is expressed by Equation (6.4). The seismic objective
function is Equation (6.2) with s={∆Sw} and the weights for the seismic maps are
Equation (6.5).
(Δ𝑆𝑔𝜎 ) Well data and Seismic gas saturation with uncertainty localisation
weighting
The total objective function is expressed by Equation (6.4). The seismic objective
function is Equation (6.2) with s={∆Sg} and the weights for the seismic maps are
Equation (6.3).
(Δ𝑆𝑔ℎ ) Well data and Seismic pressure with homogenous weighting
The total objective function is expressed by Equation (6.4). The seismic objective
function is Equation (6.2) with s={∆Sg} and the weights for the seismic maps are
Equation (6.5).
After conducting the benchmark analysing the assimilation of seismic data separately, I
conduct two additional SHM runs, where I perform the joint assimilation of the seismic
data maps. For each seismic map I use the weighting scheme that performed better in the
previous comparison. On the first, I perform the joint assimilation of the three seismic
maps. This is somewhat equivalent to a coupled assimilation of seismic data, when done
in the impedance or seismic amplitudes domain. However, the previous benchmark shows
that the assimilation of the seismic gas saturation map does not promote the selection of
better reservoir models, in the current SHM formulation. For this reason, in the last SHM
run I perform the joint assimilation of the seismic pressure and water saturation maps
only, using the best weighting scheme for each. These two objective functions are
described below:
(Δ𝑃𝜎 + Δ𝑆𝑤ℎ + Δ𝑆𝑔𝜎 ) Well data, Seismic pressure, water and gas saturations
The total objective function is expressed by Equation (6.4). The seismic objective
function is Equation (6.2) with s={∆P, ∆Sw, ∆Sg}. The weights for the pressure and gas
saturation maps are Equation (6.3) and for the water saturation map Equation (6.5).
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(Δ𝑃𝜎 + Δ𝑆𝑤ℎ ) Well data, Seismic pressure and water saturation
The total objective function is expressed by Equation (6.4). The seismic objective
function is Equation (6.2) with s={∆P, ∆Sw}. The weights for the pressure map are
Equation (6.3) and for the water saturation map Equation (6.5).

Figure 6.5 - Benchmark SHM runs grouped by their objectives

6.5 SHM benchmark results
I will compare the benchmark SHM runs by analysing three main aspects of their results.
The reduction of the misfit to the well and seismic historical data separately and the
quality of the production predictions made by their resulting reservoir models are
analysed fist. I then follow with an analysis of the convergence of the reservoir
parameters, for the best SHM runs only.
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6.5.1

Misfits and predictability

Figure 6.6 shows the evolution of the average misfit to the well historical data along all
generations. This analysis can provide information on the alignment between the well
data and the information provided by each of the seismic maps. Figure 6.7 shows the
evolution of the average misfits to each of the seismic maps and Figure 6.8 the resulting
pressure and saturation distributions from the best model of the last generation.
Ultimately, the objective of the SHM is to provide reservoir models that can make better
predictions on future production. So, to define which SHM process led to the best
reservoir models we need to quantify the quality of the predictions each model makes.
This is measured by the misfit in the well historical data in the forecast period, between
2005 and 2008, which was not used in the history matching process (Equation 6.1 with
𝑡 ≥ 01/01/2005). Figure 6.9 show the evolution of the average misfit to the well
historical data in the forecast period. This curve is not necessarily expected to decrease
with the generations for any SHM run, since none of them attempt to match the well data
in the forecast period. When it does decrease from the initial models, it means the last
generation models can make better predictions than the initial ones. The more this misfit
curve decreases, the better the predictions the resulting models make on unseen data. I
refer to this measure as the model predictability or its predictive capability and I use it to
judge which SHM runs were more successful at generating better reservoir models. All
figures show the curves for the average values between the 40 models in each generation.
Figure 6.10 shows a map that indicates the average reservoir connectivity for the last
generation models. This map is constructed by a vertical average of all the inter-geobody
transmissibility values at a specific areal location. It has a laterally smooth character
because of the vertical overlapping of the geobodies. This is not a good quantitative
measure of reservoir connectivity though. It is simply meant to be used as a common basis
for visual comparison of the resulting connectivity state promoted by each SHM run.

The reference SHM run
Analysing the misfits to each portion of the historical data individually can give us some
important insight into the alignment between the information provided by each of the
seismic data maps and the well data. The reference run (black), where only well data is
matched, shows a reduction of around 30% in the misfit to the well data (Figure 6.6). All
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the other SHM runs achieve higher misfits to the well data, which is understandable since
they are all adding some information that may compete or offer some contrast to the well
information. The reference run does not achieve considerable reduction in the misfits to
any of the seismic data maps (Figure 6.7). It does not lead to misfit increases either, which
is an indication that the information in the well data is not in direct contradiction with any
of the seismic maps, so they may be complimentary. History matching only to well data
led to an improvement of around 5% on the quality of the simulated predictions in
comparison to the initial model (Figure 6.9).

Figure 6.6 - Evolution of average misfit to the well data

Assimilation of pressure seismic map
The assimilation of the inverted pressure change map in conjunction with the well data
(green) led to important improvements to the reservoir models. Both the Δ𝑃𝜎 and the Δ𝑃ℎ
objective functions reached good misfit reduction to the seismic pressure map (Figure
6.7) and to the well data (Figure 6.6). This indicates that the SHM runs assimilate the
seismic pressure information considerably, without corrupting the match to the well data.
The localisation weighting scheme is highly beneficial to the assimilation of the pressure
seismic map. In comparison with the homogenous weighting approach (Δ𝑃ℎ - green
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dashed lines), the use of the uncertainty map as localisation weights (Δ𝑃𝜎 - green full
lines) led to better matches to the well historical data (Figure 6.6) and considerably better
model predictions (Figure 6.9). The Δ𝑃𝜎 objective function reached a 10% improvement
on the average predictability of the resulting reservoir models, 5% more than the reference
run. This additional improvement is not seen when homogenous weights are used for the
seismic pressure map (Δ𝑃ℎ ). In this case, the resulting model predictability is similar to
the reference run (5% improvement from initial model). The uncertainty localisation
weighting technique promotes a better assimilation of the seismic information by giving
more importance to the areas that show clear indications of flow barriers and baffles
(pressure increase). At the same time, in the areas where the seismic data is uncertain
(pressure depletion), the SHM process is free to find models that can match the well data
batter. The localisation weighting scheme also prevents the SHM from strictly matching
the inversion results in the areas where it is most influenced by the prior model used in
the seismic inversion. Thus, preventing the propagation of information from a previous
reservoir simulation into the new history matched simulation models. Nonetheless, the
Δ𝑃ℎ objective function does assimilate the seismic pressure information to some extent.
The final reservoir connectivity state of both seismic pressure assimilation SHM runs are
similar to each other, and considerably different to the reference run (Figure 6.10). Both
SHM runs that assimilate the pressure seismic map promote the definition of an isolated
pressurized compartment on the east portion of Segment 4, which is not well defined in
any other run that does not assimilate the pressure map (Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.10).
Global reservoir pressure response to well activity has the largest correlation ranges of all
dynamic reservoir properties. In a well-connected reservoir, pressure changes due to
water injection or reservoir production can be felt across the reservoir, kilometres away.
The presence of barriers and baffles can be identified by discontinuities in the lateral
pressure distribution. Hence, the pressure change map offers regional to global
information on reservoir connectivity. For this reason, it is understandable that the
assimilation of the pressure map leads to considerable improvements in the description
of regional to global reservoir connectivity. This is mainly due to the reservoir
parametrisation used in this study, which has focused on optimizing precisely this aspect
of the reservoir. On the following section, I analyse the convergence of the
transmissibility multipliers for the good performance SHM runs, showing that the
pressure map mostly promotes the definition of closed barriers or strong baffles.
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Figure 6.7 - Evolution of average misfit to each of the seismic maps
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Figure 6.8 - Pressure, water and gas saturation results in 2004 from the best model of
the last generation. Topmost plots show the seismic inversion results.
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Figure 6.9 - Evolution of the average misfit to the well data in the forecast period
(Predictability).

Assimilation of water saturation seismic map
The SHM runs that assimilate the water saturation seismic map (blue) are the ones that
are most in agreement with the well historical data (Figure 6.6). This is important because
it shows that including the information in the water saturation map does not degrade the
match to the well data. The misfit reduction to the water saturation map itself (Figure 6.7)
is larger when the uncertainty weighting technique is used (Δ𝑆𝑤𝜎 - blue full lines).
However, it is the homogenous weighting approach (Δ𝑆𝑤ℎ - blue dashed lines) that leads
to models with stronger predictive capability than the reference run. Hence, the
uncertainty localisation technique was not beneficial to the assimilation of the water
saturation seismic map. However, there is one clear practical reason for this apparent
contradiction with the assimilation of the seismic pressure map. It is related to an
overlooked source of seismic data uncertainty, that was not incorporated in the Bayesian
inversion workflow.
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Figure 6.10 - Average connectivity of last generation models.
In Segment 4, the effects of the injected water on the 2004 4D seismic map are mostly
obscured by either intense pressure increase or gas saturation. As has been discussed
thoroughly in Chapters 3 and 5, the seismic data is incapable of providing reliable
estimations to the water-fronts when their effects are dominated. For this reason, low
uncertainty water saturation estimations from the Bayesian inversion are limited to the
extents of the hardening signals. The Bayesian method does provide good estimations to
the water-fronts in dominated situations, however, their uncertainties are high. As a result,
the 2004 ∆SNA seismic attribute (Figure 5.3) shows only one large hardening anomaly
in Segment 4, on the western edge of the reservoir. In this area we have a well-connected
injector-producer pair, so no pressure increase or gas exsolution is observed, leaving a
clear water saturation hardening signal. As a consequence, low uncertainty water
saturation estimations from the Bayesian inversion are focused mainly in this
westernmost anomaly. Hence, the localisation enforced by the water saturation
uncertainty map means that the water saturation seismic objective function is mostly
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measuring the saturation misfits in this region. Misfits elsewhere have very low impact
on the water saturation seismic objective function. Unfortunately, it happens that
precisely in this region there are some issues with the extraction of the ∆SNA seismic
attribute. This is because the interpreted horizons for reservoir top and bottom indicate a
larger reservoir thickness than everywhere else. The reservoir seismic response between
the interpreted horizons is no longer a clear single cycle trough, as is seen throughout the
rest of the reservoir. Instead, we can see two troughs vertically separated by a strong peak
in between the top and bottom reservoir interpreted horizons (Figure 6.11). This region
also happens to be in the transition zone between the aquifer and the oil leg. Both seismic
tuning and the oil-water contact reflection may be playing a role in this seismic signature.
The consequence is that the ∆SNA map attribute is not a good quantitative representation
of the reservoir property changes in this region. Furthermore, the proximity to the aquifer
added to the large reservoir thickness leads to vertical oil-water contact movement. The
seismic inversion assumes vertical averages of the reservoir property changes, which is a
reasonable assumption for thin reservoirs undergoing water injection. However, the
seismic effects of vertical contact movement on a thick reservoir cannot be well
approximated by using this vertical average assumption. The misleading strong hardening
signal seen in the ∆SNA seismic attribute is translated to high water saturation increase
with low uncertainty estimations by the inversion workflow. However, because of the
discussed problems, these estimations are likely imprecise. In the Bayesian inversion I
did not incorporate seismic data uncertainties due to incompatibilities between the
reservoir thickness and the seismic attribute mapping approach. This led to an
underestimation of the uncertainties in the water saturation estimation in this thicker
portion of the reservoir. This is a good example of how overlooked uncertainties may lead
to biased quantitative interpretations. Ultimately, the underestimation of uncertainties in
this region led to issues in the assimilation of the water saturation map when using the
inversion uncertainty map as localisation weights. For the discussed reasons, the
assimilation of the water saturation map led to better results when using the homogenous
weighting approach (Δ𝑆𝑤ℎ - blue dashed lines). However, it remains inconclusive if the
uncertainty localisation weighting technique would be beneficial in a situation where the
uncertainties are properly estimated.
The assimilation of the water saturation map with homogenous weights (Δ𝑆𝑤ℎ - blue
dashed lines) led to 10% improvements on the model predictability (Figure 6.9), 5% more
than the reference run. This is very similar to the values achieved by the assimilation of
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the seismic pressure map (Δ𝑃𝜎 ), however, the resulting reservoir connectivity for these
two SHM runs is very different (Figure 6.10). The analysis of the convergence of
reservoir parameters presented in the following section shows that the assimilation of the
water saturation seismic map promotes the definition of well-connected regions
surrounding water injectors.

Figure 6.11 – Time thickness between top and bottom interpreted horizons (left) and a
quadrature seismic section across Segment 4 (right). Thick reservoir interpretation (red
circle) leads to issues in the extraction of the SNA seismic attribute because, in this
region, the seismic signal between the two interpreted horizons does not represent a
single cycle reflection, as everywhere else. This issue leads to underestimated
uncertainties in the water saturation inversion results and ultimately to the failure of the
uncertainty localisation weighting technique for the water saturation map.

Assimilation of gas saturation seismic map
The assimilation of the gas saturation seismic map (red) has a negative impact on the
predictability of the resulting models (Figure 6.9), for both weighting techniques. The
reduction of the misfit to the well data (Figure 6.6) is considerably compromised.
Assimilation of the gas saturation map corrupts the match to the well data without leading
to considerable improvements on the match to the gas saturation map itself (Figure 6.7).
The main reason for this seems to be related to the parametrisation used in this SHM
study. As can be seen on Figure 6.8, all the reservoir models show extremely similar gas
saturation distributions, even though the underlying connectivity state in these models
(Figure 6.10) is very different. Hence, the adjustment of the transmissibility multipliers
does not have much impact on the gas saturation distribution across the reservoir.
Obidegwu et al. (2017) report that in their binary saturation SHM study, the binary gas
seismic map had a strong impact only on the convergence of two reservoir parameters:
critical gas saturation and permeability. Critical gas saturation is the saturation at which
the exsolved gas becomes mobile and starts migrating up due to gravity effects. It is a
global parameter that has a strong impact on the gas saturation distribution across the
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whole reservoir. It controls the amount of gas that is left trapped in homogenous saturation
state and the amount of mobile gas. In Obidegwu et al. (2017), the critical gas saturation
converged to 3.8%, while in the reservoir model used here it is set to 5%. Permeability
controls the fluid mobility across the reservoir, also having a strong impact on the gas
migration and final lateral distribution. The current SHM study is focused on finding
barriers and baffles by perturbing only the transmissibility multipliers. It shows that
perturbing these parameters had a very small impact on the distribution of gas across the
reservoir. For this reason, the use of the gas saturation seismic map does not contribute
to selecting better reservoir models. However, it is expected to contribute substantially to
the update of other reservoir properties. A following SHM process is thus proposed to
update the reservoir porosity, permeability and critical gas saturation, using the seismic
water and gas saturation maps.
In addition to this remark, I may also point out a few issues both on the seismic inversion
and on the reservoir simulation that may lead to the high misfits seen on the gas saturation
distribution. On the simulation side, the fact that the reservoir model was upscaled
vertically from 2.5 m to 10 m, has a strong impact on its capability to model the gas
saturation distribution properly (Saadatpoor et al., 2011). Hence, the simulated
estimations to the gas saturation may be imprecise. On the seismic inversion side, the
vertical average approximation may also lead to biases in the quantification of gas
saturation. Falahat (2012) performs a study to assess the impact of the vertical resolution
of the model grid on the resulting synthetic time-lapse seismic response due to gas
saturation increase. His results indicate that, when there is vertical gas migration, there
are considerable differences in the seismic response when the gas saturation is modelled
with varying vertical resolutions. This difference may lead to biases in the gas saturation
inversion results. However, as discussed thoroughly in Chapters 3 and 5, the presence of
even a small amount of gas saturation increase results in a strong time-lapse seismic signal
that dominates over other reservoir property changes. This makes it easy to detect where
there is any gas saturation increase and where there is none. The Bayesian inversion
uncertainty results show that there is very low uncertainty in the definition of areas with
no gas saturation increase. In the areas where gas saturation increase is detected, the
uncertainties are higher. The biases that may be caused by the vertical average
approximation would lead to imprecise estimations to the gas saturation values, but only
in the areas where a gas saturation related seismic signal is observed. This bias does not
affect the estimations of zero gas saturation change, which remain just as certain. The gas
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saturation inversion map used for the SHM (Figure 6.3) is mostly covered by low
uncertainty, nearly zero gas saturation change estimations. These areas are much more
heavily weighted than elsewhere, so it is the misfit to the zero gas saturation estimations
that drives the misfit to the gas saturation seismic map. In conclusion, though there may
be biases in the inversion results to gas saturation due to the use of a vertical average
approximation, these biases should not affect the SHM much, as the main driver of the
misfits to the gas saturation map are the areas with zero gas saturation change, and these
are not affected by the mentioned biases.

Joint assimilation of seismic inversion maps
Data assimilation of each of the three inverted seismic maps separately leads to highly
different results. This is expected since each map contains decoupled and independent
information. When the three maps are grouped together in the objective function (purple),
the negative impact of the gas saturation map overcomes the positive impact of the
pressure and water saturation maps. The match to the well data (Figure 6.6) is
compromised just as in the SHM run with gas saturation only (red). The match to the
seismic pressure and water saturation maps is also affected (Figure 6.7), leading to lower
misfit reductions to the seismic information as well. The predictability of the resulting
models is worse than in the reference run (Figure 6.9), so the assimilation of all the
seismic data jointly did not lead to better reservoir models.
This result shows an important benefit of using the pressure and saturation domain for
seismic history matching. When the impedance or the seismic amplitude domains are
used instead, the whole seismic data is incorporated jointly in a similar manner as this. In
these domains, the seismic data presents coupled information on all dynamic reservoir
property changes, so there is no option of using the information on each property
separately. Hence, issues due to the modelling of one reservoir property effect (such as
what is observed with the gas saturation map in this application) may compromise the
assimilation of all the seismic information. The assimilation of decoupled seismic
information can provide the benefit of using different weights to each of the inverted
seismic maps, or even to exclude maps that do not contribute to the selection of better
reservoir models.
A demonstration of these arguments is shown in the SHM run with joint assimilation of
the pressure and the water saturation maps (Δ𝑃𝜎 + Δ𝑆𝑤ℎ - Orange full line). The use of
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this objective function leads to good matches to the well historical data (Figure 6.6) and
the seismic pressure map (Figure 6.7). The misfit reduction to the water saturation map
is small, similarly to what is seen on the Δ𝑆𝑤ℎ SHM run. Resulting models show slightly
better predictability than the reference run, though not as good as the run that assimilate
the seismic maps separately (Δ𝑃𝜎 and Δ𝑆𝑤ℎ ). Joint assimilation did not lead to additional
improvements on the predictability of the models, but it does lead to uncertainty reduction
on the definition of global reservoir connectivity.
Furthermore, in a decoupled joint assimilation approach, different weights can be
assigned to each seismic inversion map, allowing an additional flexibility that can
promote better assimilation of seismic information. In the current joint assimilation
approach all maps are weighted equally. The fact that the joint assimilation reaches a
stronger misfit reduction to the pressure map than to water saturation map (Figure 6.7)
indicates that perhaps using different weights for each seismic map could lead to
improved seismic data assimilation. It is possible that using a stronger weight for the
water saturation map would lead to a better match of this seismic property, possibly at the
expense of worst matches elsewhere though. This might lead to better or worse reservoir
models; hence future work is recommended to assess the impact of different weights on
the assimilation of the decoupled seismic information.

6.5.2

Reservoir parameter convergence

Analysing the convergence of each of the perturbed reservoir parameters can help us
understand what is the actual information that each seismic map is providing. With 121
unknown parameters, naturally not all of them converge. Each seismic map contributes
to the convergence of a few transmissibility multipliers, focused around the regions where
they provide information.
Table 6.1 shows the number of converging parameters for each of the benchmark SHM
runs. For this table, the criteria for defining convergence is to reach a standard deviation
lower than 0.2 on the final generation of models. The two separate-assimilation SHM
runs with good predictive capability (Δ𝑃𝜎 and Δ𝑆𝑤ℎ ) contribute to the convergence of
different reservoir parameters and there seems to be good agreement in the information
each map provides. The Δ𝑃𝜎 run leads to the convergence of 43 transmissibility
parameters while in the Δ𝑆𝑤ℎ run 42 parameters converge. Of these, 15 converge on both
SHM runs. Out of these 15, only 3 show disagreement between the two converging
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values. 28 parameters converge only when the pressure map is used and 27 only with the
water saturation map. This shows that each seismic map contributes to the definition of
reservoir connectivity in different regions of the reservoir, hence, they may be
complimentary. However, when these two maps are brought together in the joint
assimilation run (Δ𝑃𝜎 + Δ𝑆𝑤ℎ ), a total of 29 parameters reach convergence, only half of
the
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Table 6.1 - Number of converging transmissibility parameters in each SHM run

I analyse the convergence of the reservoir parameters for the three SHM runs with good
predictive capability in Figure 6.12. In this figure, a map is shown with the geobody
division on the Segment 4 reservoir model (one single layer). Overlaid on this map are a
few lines, indicating transmissibility multiplier parameters that have reached good
convergence on the Δ𝑃𝜎 or the Δ𝑆𝑤ℎ SHM runs. Blue lines represent parameters that
converged in the Δ𝑆𝑤ℎ run and black lines in the Δ𝑃𝜎 run. The line style indicates the
connectivity state to which the transmissibility values converged: full lines for closed
barriers (transmissibility below 0.3) and dashed line for open connections
(transmissibility above 0.7). Bellow the map, the plots show the evolution of the average
and standard deviation values for a few converging transmissibility parameters. It is
interesting to note that there are no transmissibility parameters that show a strong
convergence to intermediate values. Whenever the average transmissibility falls between
0.3 and 0.7 the standard deviation is larger than 0.2. In Figure 6.12 we see that the pressure
map (Δ𝑃𝜎 – green) contributes alone to the definition of an isolated compartment on the
southeast of the reservoir (Figure 6.12 a, b and c). The joint assimilation run (orange)
incorporates these convergences, sometimes reaching it quicker and with lower standard
deviation (a), and others more slowly and with more uncertainty (b). The water saturation
map contributes alone to the definition of a few connected geobodies surrounding the
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injection wells in the central south region (Figure 6.12 d, e and f). It also contributes with
the definition of a couple of barriers in this region (Figure 6.12 g and h), which are
important to define the flow direction of the injected water. Much of the reservoir
connectivity distribution on the western portion of Segment 4 is defined by the
assimilation of the water saturation seismic map. It defines a few open connections
(Figure 6.12 i, j and k) and a couple of barriers (Figure 6.12 l and m) that have impact on
the injected water flow direction in this region. For the parameters that converge on the
Δ𝑆𝑤ℎ run (blue), the joint assimilation run (orange) does not incorporate this convergence
as well as is seen for the parameters that converge on the Δ𝑃𝜎 run. For these, mean and
standard deviation values for the joint assimilation run are more in agreement with the
Δ𝑃𝜎 run instead (except for l), which does not reach convergence for these parameters. In
fact, I observed that generally the joint assimilation run is more in line with the Δ𝑃𝜎 run
than the Δ𝑆𝑤ℎ . This is a second indication that using stronger weights to the water
saturation map in the joint assimilation approach could lead to a more balanced
assimilation of both seismic maps.
Generally, there is good agreement between the information in the seismic pressure and
water saturation maps. Whenever both converge, they converge to the same
transmissibility state. The barriers that define the triangular pressurized compartment in
the central north region (Figure 6.12 n and o) are examples where both the Δ𝑃𝜎 and the
Δ𝑆𝑤ℎ runs reached convergence to similar values. There is only parameter where both
runs converge, but to opposite transmissibility values (Figure 6.12 p). This is seen on the
westernmost region of the reservoir, an area below the oil-water contact where the 4D
seismic data does not show any signal beyond noise. The seismic maps do not provide
information in this region, however the information they provide elsewhere does have an
impact on the reservoir connectivity here. The water saturation map enforces a stronger
connectivity with the aquifer, while the pressure map leads to the definition of a barrier.
Interestingly, in contradiction with the majority of the converging parameters, in this case
the joint assimilation run comes closer to the transmissibility values defined by the water
saturation map, albeit with higher standard deviation.
One last remark can be made on the convergence of the reservoir parameters. I observed
that in a few cases the convergence seen on both the separate assimilation runs is lost
when both maps are jointly assimilated (f and n). This brings some uncertainty as to
wheather it is best to use a joint assimilation approach or a sequential assimilation of each
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portion of the seismic data separately. Further research is required to assess these different
data assimilation approaches.

Figure 6.12 - Transmissibility multiplier convergence. Map shows the geobody division
of the reservoir model. Updated reservoir parameters are the transmissibility values
between geobodies. Lines on map represent a few converging transmissibility
parameters. Line type represents the converging state: dashed lines for open and full lines
for closed connection. Line colours represent the seismic map that contributes to the
convergence: black for pressure, blue for water saturation. Plots show the evolution of
the mean and standard deviation of a few transmissibility parameters for the SHM runs
with good predictive performance.
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6.6 Summary
In this chapter, I presented an SHM study where seismic data assimilation is performed
in the pressure and saturation domain, using the results of the Bayesian inversion from
the previous chapter. I address the optimisation of regional to global reservoir
connectivity by updating a large number of transmissibility multipliers, and no other
reservoir parameter. I propose the use of a localisation technique that uses the uncertainty
estimations from the Bayesian inversion to provide a localisation weighting map,
penalising the seismic information with respect to its uncertainties. The performance of
this localisation approach was better than using homogenous weights for the assimilation
of the pressure and gas saturation maps. For the water saturation map the opposite occurs.
This is due to an overlooked source of uncertainty in the seismic map attribute extraction,
which led to underestimations in the water saturation uncertainties and ultimately to the
failure of the uncertainty localisation technique. Future work is needed to conclude if the
localisation approach proposed would be beneficial to the assimilation of the water
saturation map, in a situation with no uncertainty underestimation.
The assimilation of the pressure and water saturation maps separately both led to
improvements on the predictive capability of the resulting models. Assimilation of the
gas saturation map led to larger misfits to the well data with no observable benefits to the
resulting models. One important reason for this is the parametrisation used in this SHM
study. It is expected that the seismic gas saturation map would contribute to the selection
of better reservoir models in an SHM workflow that updates other reservoir parameters,
such as critical gas saturation and permeability (as in seen in Obidegwu et al., 2017). I
also highlight that there may be issues related to difficulties of modelling the gas
exsolution and migration processes, both on the reservoir simulation and the seismic
inversion sides. These issues are related to the vertical resolution used in the reservoir
model and on the seismic inversion approach.
The separate assimilation of each seismic inversion map provided important insights to
the information content of each seismic map and their capability of contributing to the
selection of better reservoir models. I observed that the water saturation map contributes
mostly to the definition of well-connected geobodies while the pressure map contributes
to the definition of barriers. Due to the issues observed with the assimilation of the gas
saturation map, the joint assimilation of all three seismic maps led to models with worse
misfits to the historical data and worse predictive capability. This is an important
argument in favour of the use of the pressure and saturation domain for SHM workflows.
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When a coupled domain (impedance, seismic amplitudes) is used, issues due to the
modelling of one reservoir property effect may compromise the assimilation of any
seismic information. Using the results of a seismic inversion offers the possibility of
assimilation of the decoupled information separately. It offers the flexibility of excluding
information that does not contribute due to identified issues. Following this concept, I
also conducted an SHM run where only the pressure and the water saturation map are
jointly assimilated. This case reaches good improvements on the predictability of the
resulting models, though not as good as in the cases with separate assimilation of either
of the two maps. It reaches a much larger misfit reduction to the pressure seismic map
than to the water saturation. Furthermore, an analysis of the convergence of the
transmissibility parameters indicates that the joint assimilation run is more in line with
the average and standard deviation values from the Δ𝑃𝜎 run, even for the parameters that
only converge on the Δ𝑆𝑤ℎ . This shows an indication that the water saturation map is not
assimilated to the same extent as the pressure map in the joint assimilation run. In the
approach used, both maps are equally weighted in the seismic objective function. These
results indicate that a stronger weight could be used for the water saturation map, to
enforce a more balanced assimilation of both seismic maps. Future work is needed to
assess if different weights can lead to better selection of improved reservoir models.
However, the simple fact that this is possible and can only be explored when seismic data
assimilation is done in the pressure and saturation domain is an important argument in
favour of the presented approach.
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Conclusions
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7.1

Comparison of pressure and saturation quantification methods

Throughout this thesis I have explored three different methods for the simultaneous
quantification of changes in pressure, water saturation and gas saturation from 4D seismic
data. Methods differ by the level of detail they incorporate into the quantitative
interpretations and, consequently, in their associated limitations. Therefore, the choice on
methods is dependent on the objectives one wishes to achieve, taking into account the
amount of human and computational effort needed to reach the results. In this section I
provide a thorough comparison of the methods, their achieved results, and possible
applications. Table 7.1 shows a summary of the analysis that follows. Figure 7.1 shows
the inversion results achieved by each of the explored methods, for the 2004 monitor.
Figure 7.2 shows the performance of all methods in estimating pressures at well locations,
assessed against the pressures measured at the wells. This could be used as a general guide
to define best approaches.
In Chapter 3 I developed a semi-quantitative method based on the classification of 4D
seismic anomalies with respect to their dominating reservoir property effect. First, each
pixel in the map is classified as being dominated by changes in one reservoir property,
this is done by cross-plotting 4D intercept and gradient attributes. This classification step
requires a simple understanding of the individual effects the changes in each reservoir
property has on the 4D seismic AVO attributes. In Chapter 3, I achieve this understanding
by a careful study of forward modelling results using a calibrated petro-elastic model.
Though it is recommended, the level of comprehension needed for this simple
classification does not necessarily require such detailed analysis. In a second step, the
classified seismic amplitude anomalies are converted to quantitative reservoir property
change values, using the individual effect relations calibrated with the petro-elastic
model. The petro-elastic model was used in this conversion step as well, but again it is
not necessarily required. Simpler linear or quadratic relations can be easily calibrated to
achieve the desired results. In this, it is assumed that the dominating effects act alone on
the seismic amplitudes, with no superposition of reservoir property changes. For this
reason, dominated properties are not quantified, which in the Schiehallion case means no
pressure depletion can be seen in the ∆P maps (Figure 7.1). I classify this method as a
semi-quantitative approach because, though it provides quantitative values for the
reservoir property changes, it does not consider the simultaneous changes and the
competing effects they have on the 4D seismic amplitudes. Thus, it is not a very reliable
quantification of the reservoir property changes. This limitation means that the
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application of this method should be limited to qualitative interpretations of the 4D
seismic information. However, it is relevant to note that to this day, most 4D seismic
interpretation is done at a qualitative level. Furthermore, qualitative interpretations can
be used for quantitative data assimilation in formats such as interpreted fluid fronts and
flow barriers. The power of this method lies in its simplicity, ease of use and
implementation and negligible computational cost. The method provides an interpretation
of the seismic information in terms of the dominating reservoir property changes,
facilitating 4D seismic data interpretation so that it can be easily done even by nongeophysicists. It captures the main seismic features well, identifying anomalies related to
pressure increase, gas saturation and water saturation. Differentiation or softening
anomalies due to pressure increase and gas saturation is generally good, but some leakage
between these two properties is observed around the low repeatability zone. Water-front
estimations are limited to the extents of the hardening signals, so the method is unable to
estimate water-fronts properly when these are superposed by other opposing effects.
Chapter 4 presents an inversion approach based on the application of a deep neural
network (DNN). In this method, a DNN is trained to convert the 4D seismic amplitude
maps into maps for the changes in each reservoir property. The DNN is trained using a
synthetic training dataset. I explored four different methodologies for creating the
synthetic training dataset. This study concludes that using the results of a reservoir
simulation for constructing the training dataset achieves improved estimations over a
more general dataset that evenly samples the whole solution space. The creation of the
best synthetic training dataset requires not only a reservoir simulation model, but also a
calibrated PEM and an extracted wavelet for use in forward modelling seismic
amplitudes. In this approach, computational costs are balanced between synthetic data
preparation and network training. The data augmentation technique used led to higher
computational cost with little improvement in the results. Though it is possible to limit
the size of the training dataset to achieve quicker estimations, there is no clear indication
of the ideal dataset size before running the full workflow. Table 7.1 show the estimates
based on Training Dataset 3, which showed the best cost-benefit.
I also observed that it is not straightforward to define the ideal network parametrisation
that leads to the best solution. I performed the workflow for a range of values for one
single network parameter (Training SNR) and achieved many different and acceptable
solutions (and also some non-acceptable ones). With this, it was beneficial and advisable
to accept as a final inversion result the average between the solutions achieved in a pre192

defined range of network parameter values. This increases considerably the
computational cost of the workflow since it requires training multiple networks with
slightly different parameters. Nonetheless, it is beneficial since finding the ideal network
parameterization could require a similar number of tests and computational effort. Having
trained multiple networks that provide slightly different but equally acceptable solutions
offers an possibility of estimating uncertainties, by calculating the standard deviation of
these solutions. However, the interpretation of these uncertainties show that they are not
directly related to the seismic data uncertainties, instead they are indications of network
instability. The true value of these uncertainty quantifications is currently unclear to me.
I believe this to be one of the main aspects that needs further research on machine learning
applications for the geosciences.
One interesting conclusion of the study on training dataset is that the DNN is capable of
learning the reservoir property correlations present in the training dataset. Hence, when
using the reservoir simulation results for training, the DNN incorporates all the modelled
physical processes that may lead to reservoir property correlations, such as gas exsolution
due to pressure depletion. It uses these correlations to make inferences to dominated
properties, where the seismic data is most uncertain. The best results are achieved when
using a training dataset that is specific for the studied reservoir, containing realistic joint
distributions of the reservoir properties in the solution space. This goes in contrast with a
general industry desire of bringing all the available data together to train one single
general neural network that can be applied to a multitude of reservoir situations.
According to my observations, it would be beneficial to train multiple networks instead,
with training datasets that are smaller and more specific to each studied reservoir.
The DNN method provides a clear advance in the seismic interpretation if compared to
the previous Fast Track approach. It quantifies the superposition of simultaneously
occurring effects, so it can be regarded as a proper quantitative approach. The
regularization techniques applied lead to an improved treatment of the seismic noise,
resulting in clearer (Figure 7.1) and more precise (Figure 7.2) reservoir property
estimations. The DNN method also shows an arguable advantage over the Bayesian
approach, it is independent of a prior model for regularization. With this, the inversion
results represent solely the seismic information, with no influence from external prior
information. I will discuss further how relying on prior information for regularization
may be beneficial or degrading to the inversion results. Either way, the prior model does
have a strong influence on the Bayesian solution, by definition of the method itself. Thus,
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in terms of quantitative interpretation of the 4D seismic information, the DNN approach
may be the best solution, as it is not influenced by other sources of information. The main
limitation I can highlight in the DNN approach used is the lack of a proper quantification
of uncertainties to the inversion results. Hence, this is an important topic for future
research.
In Chapter 5 I present a Bayesian inversion approach with stochastic sampling of posterior
distributions, leading not only to reservoir property change estimations but also to an
estimation of their related uncertainties. In this approach, uncertainties in the seismic
information are incorporated in the form of NRMS maps. Of the presented methods, this
is the only one that could provide reliable uncertainty estimations for the inversion results,
though there are other possible uncertainty quantification methodologies that were not
explored. Monte-Carlo sampling for uncertainty estimation is extremely computationally
demanding, making this the most expensive of the three methods. The same Bayesian
formulation could be used with deterministic optimisation approaches (e.g. gradient based
methods) to reach similar results at a fraction of the computational time. However, there
would be no uncertainty estimation. Chapter 6 shows one possible use of the uncertainty
results, in weighting seismic maps for seismic history matching (SHM) of reservoir
simulation models. In this case, the cost of running the stochastic Bayesian inversion (~3
hours per monitor map) is dwarfed by the cost of the history matching itself (~1 week).
Given the improved results achieved with the use of the uncertainties in SHM, it seems
unjustifiable not to use a stochastic sampling approach for the Bayesian inversion.
The Bayesian inversion method relies on prior information for regularization. With this,
dominated properties, where the seismic data is most uncertain, tend to converge to the
prior model values. While prior information does not have much influence on the gas
saturation results, it contributes to the whole of the pressure depletion estimates and some
of the water fronts (which tend to be dominated as water saturation decreases away from
the injector wells). Thus, Bayesian inversion results are highly dependent on the prior
model used. In Chapter 5, I explore the use of a few different prior models that incorporate
different levels of information from the measured well pressures and a history matched
simulation model. From this prior model study, I conclude that it was beneficial to use
different prior models for each reservoir property. The gas saturation estimations do not
rely on prior information, so the Zero Prior is used. For water saturation, the only of the
prior models tested that could provide some information on water-fronts is the Simulation
Prior, so this is used. For pressure, the available bottom hole pressures measured at the
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well locations are used to correct the Simulation Prior, leading to a mixed pressure prior
model. The use of the Mixed Prior model resulted in the best inversion results out of all
the solutions presented in this thesis. It provides information on pressure depletion based
on the reservoir simulation results, which leads to a more realistic lateral distribution of
pressure changes. For the water saturation, the Bayesian inversion manages to bring just
enough information from the Simulation Prior model to fill in the gaps in the water-fronts
that are obscured by opposing simultaneously occurring effects. The resulting waterfronts are not exactly the same as seen in the Simulation Prior, but do show a direct
influence from it. With this, the Bayesian inversion manages to estimate realistic waterfronts beyond the hardening signals, in areas where the water related effect is dominated
by either pressure increase or gas saturation. Out of all the methods explored in this thesis,
this is the only one that achieves such useful estimations.
Uncertainty estimations to pressure and gas saturation show a direct relation to the
sensitivity of seismic data to the individual changes in each of these reservoir properties.
Pressure depletion estimations show high uncertainty while high pressure increase
estimations are less uncertain. They also show some cross-property influence, leading to
higher uncertainties related to the difficulties in differentiating between the softening
signals due to pressure increase and gas saturation. Uncertainty in water saturation
estimations are mostly related to the presence of hardening signals. Though the inversion
manages to estimate water-fronts beyond the hardening signals, these show high
uncertainty, while low uncertainty estimations are limited to the extents of the hardening
signals.
Relying on the prior model for the inference of dominated properties proved beneficial,
leading to more realistic estimations both on the pressure and water saturation maps.
However, this can also be seen as a weakness when it leads to unwanted biases in the
results. In fact, Bayesian inversion approaches are commonly criticized for providing
solution that are too similar and influenced by the prior model used. In Chapter 5 I
presented a few solutions with varying weighting parameters, to illustrate how the prior
model may indeed influence the inversion results exceedingly if weights are not properly
set. The process of adjusting inversion parameters related to the Bayesian formulation
(model and data weights) and the MCMC sampling (number of iterations, step sizes),
may prove tedious and time demanding. This should also be considered as a part of the
cost of running the Bayesian inversion workflow.
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Figure 7.1 - Inversion results for all methods explored throughout this thesis
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From the comparison of the inversion results (Figure 7.1) we can see that all methods
lead to very similar estimations to the gas saturations across the whole field. The high
seismic sensitivity to the changes in gas saturation means that it is always a dominant
effect and even the simplest workflow can provide good estimations. However, the
uncertainty estimations provided by the Bayesian inversion brings the important insight
that the quantitative values for gas saturation are not necessarily precise. Precision is very
good only where the gas saturation is zero. In other words, seismic data is very good at
showing where there is no gas. It is also efficient at showing where there is even a small
amount of gas, but it is not so good at quantifying precisely how much gas there is.
The estimation of pressure changes is where the inversion results differ most from each
method. All methods are in agreement on the main pressurized compartments, where
pressure had increased by more than 5 MPa. These are the regions where the pressure
effects dominate, and the seismic data can provide reliable information about the pressure
changes. Everywhere else (where pressure changes are below +5 MPa) the inversion
results for pressure differ strongly from method to method. In these regions seismic data
cannot provide reliable information about the pressure changes, so inversion results
depend mostly on how each method can deal with the lack of seismic information. In the
Fast Track approach, the lack of dominant seismic information leads to zero or noisy
values. The Bayesian Zero Prior uses a similar approach, but the attempt to quantify the
dominated pressure changes leads to stronger leakage from the gas saturation related
signals. The DNN method shows the impressive capability of learning the physical
reservoir property correlations present in the training dataset and applying those
correlations to make inferences in the lack of seismic information. This leads to a pressure
maps that shows pressure depletion values in correlation with gas saturation increase, and
zero values elsewhere. The resulting lateral distribution of pressure values is not entirely
realistic, but it does show some additional and reliable information in comparison with
the Fast Track and Zero Prior Bayesian solutions. In the lack of seismic information, the
Bayesian inversion brings information from the prior model used. For the Well Prior,
Simulation Prior and Mixed Prior Bayesian solutions, the regions of small pressure
changes resemble the prior model, with some added noise. The interpolation of well
pressure data in the Well Prior is not a very good estimation to the pressures across the
reservoir, however, it does provide a good prior model for pressure changes. This is
mostly due to the number of wells present in the field in 2004 and their even distribution
across the field. The Mixed Prior Bayesian solution offers the best pressure results,
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incorporating the well prior information and the lateral continuity and distribution of
pressure changes provided by the reservoir simulation.
Figure 7.2 shows a quantification of the performance of each inversion method in
estimating pressure change values at well locations, where bottom hole pressures can
provide some hard truth. The best performances on pressure estimates are achieved by
the Bayesian methods that use the well information as prior. This is understandable and
should be expected since the well measured data is directly used as prior information for
these results. The Simulation Prior Bayesian approach does not use the well information
directly, but the simulation is history matched to the well data previously. Hence, though
it does not match the well data perfectly, the prior is an approximation to the well
measured data, so it may also be considered to be indirectly influenced. The DNN
approach on the other hand, is not at all influenced by the well data. Still its performance
is just as good as the Simulation Prior Bayesian inversion.

Figure 7.2 - Performance of pressure estimations at well locations, assessed against
measured well bottom hole pressure (BHP) data. The black line represents x=y, for
reference only, it is not a regression.

Figure 7.3 shows a comparison of the injected water-fronts estimated by each inversion
method, for the 2004 monitor, in the south-east portion of Segment 1. Water-fronts are
outlined in each of the inversion results and all outlines are superposed on the ∆SNA far
stack map (c). In this figure, the injector further west is well connected to a producer, the
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pressure change measured at this injection well for 2004 are around +2 MPa.
Consequently, the hardening anomaly dominates and may be a good representation of the
extent of the injected water body. For this anomaly, the water-fronts estimated by all
method are in good agreement, varying only slightly. The injector further east is not so
well connected, which leads to a substantial increase in the pressure around it, measured
at around +13 MPa by bottom hole pressure gauges in 2004. Consequently, the water
saturation effect on the ∆SNA is mostly obscured by the opposing effect of pressure
increase around this well. The visible hardening signal is not a good representation of the
full extents of the injected water body. For this anomaly, injected water-fronts estimated
by each method are considerably different. In the Fast Track (a) and the DNN (b)
solutions, the water-fronts are limited to the extents of the hardening signals. The DNN
results do show a slight indication of small water saturations that extend as far as the
water-fronts estimated by the Bayesian Mixed Prior solution (f). This is because a few of
the 10 solutions used to make the average result from the DNN presented these larger
water-fronts, but most of them were limited to the extents of the hardening signal. DNN
solutions that did show large water-fronts were also much noisier everywhere else. It
shows that the DNN could interpret water-fronts similar to the Bayesian inversion results,
though at the cost of bringing more noise to the inversion results. The Zero Prior Bayesian
inversion (d) shows an indication that the injected water flows in the north-west direction,
which is the opposite direction estimated by the reservoir simulation (e). This estimated
water-front goes beyond the hardening signal, showing water saturation estimations in an
area where it is dominated by the pressure increase signal. It also shows some
disconnected water bodies further to the south-east. The Bayesian Mixed Prior results (f)
bring some information from the water saturation Simulation Prior (e), resulting in a fully
connected water body that extends beyond the hardening signal both in the north-west
and the south-east directions. In both directions it deviates from the prior model it uses
(e), showing that the use of simulated water saturation as prior information may lead to
better water-front estimations without biasing the results.
In Chapter 6 I presented a methodology for seismic history matching (SHM) using the
Bayesian inversion results. In this workflow the seismic data assimilations is done
quantitatively in the pressure and saturation domain. Seismic data is presented as three
separate decoupled and independent maps, each corresponding to the time-lapse seismic
information related to the changes in one dynamic reservoir property (pressure, water and
gas saturations). Given the high uncertainties inherent to the seismic inversion process, it
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is important to consider that the estimations may be quantitatively imprecise, so they
should not be strictly matched. The Bayesian inversion uncertainty estimations show that
the seismic data provides trustworthy information to the changes in each dynamic
reservoir property in different regions of the reservoir. The SHM method incorporates
these uncertainty maps from the Bayesian inversion, in a localisation weighting format.
In this way, the seismic objective function is mainly driven by the low uncertainty
estimations present in each map. Misfits in the regions of high uncertainty in the seismic
inversion maps have little impact on the seismic objective function, so the SHM process
is more free to find models that can match the well data instead of attempting to match
imprecise seismic estimations. I presented a benchmark study where I perform multiple
SHM runs, each incorporating the seismic inversion results for one dynamic property at
a time, all in conjunction with the well historical data. I compare these to a reference run,
where only the well historical data is matched. For each seismic map I perform two SHM
runs, one where the Bayesian uncertainties are incorporated in the localisation weighting
format, and another using homogenous weights for the whole seismic map. This
comparison provides insights on the importance of the uncertainty estimations when
seismic data assimilation is done in the pressure and saturation domain.

Figure 7.3 - Comparison of water-fronts estimated by each inversion method, for the 2004
monitor, in the south-east portion of Segment 1. Water-fronts are outlined in each
inversion result and all outlines are superposed in the SNA far stack map (c). (a) Fast
Track, (b) Deep neural network, (c) SNA for the far stack, (d) Zero Prior Bayesian
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inversion, (e) Reservoir simulation results (Simulation Prior), (f) Mixed Prior Bayesian
inversion.

7.2 Seismic history matching in the pressure and saturation domain
The localisation weighting technique developed leads to considerably better assimilation
of the seismic pressure map. When it is not used, the seismic pressure information is still
honoured, however it leads to larger misfits to the well data and the predictability of the
resulting models is compromised. The use of the uncertainties to weight the seismic
pressure maps leads to the selection of models that can match both the seismic pressure
and the well data, ultimately leading to models that can make better predictions to
reservoir production. For the water saturation map on the other hand, the opposite occurs,
data assimilation is better when a homogenous weighting approach is used. However,
there is a clear practical reason for this, which should be regarded as an important
warning. Indeed, in the localisation weighting format used, the underestimation of seismic
data uncertainties, for whatever reason, may compromise the proper assimilation of the
seismic information. In this specific case, underestimation of seismic data uncertainties
occurs in a small region of the reservoir, where the reservoir thickness is larger than
everywhere else. In this region, the ∆SNA seismic attribute extracted between the top and
bottom reservoir horizons does not provide a good quantitative representation of the
dynamic changes inside the reservoir. This region presents a strong hardening signal
which is converted to high water saturation increase estimations. However, these are
likely imprecise due to the seismic attribute map extraction issues. Since this seismic data
uncertainty related to reservoir thickness was not included in the Bayesian inversion
workflow, the results in this region show not only imprecise water saturation values, but
also underestimated uncertainty. This combination leads the SHM process to focus on
matching these imprecise water saturations in a small region of the reservoir, which
compromises the proper assimilation of the seismic water saturation information.
However, when this bias is removed by using homogenous weights to the water saturation
map, the predictability of the resulting reservoir models showed considerable
improvement when compared to the reference run.
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Method

Limitations

Requirements

Computational

Applications

Advantages

FastTrack

• Dominating effects only

• Comprehension of
individual property 4D
AVO effects

• Negligible

• Qualitative
interpretations

• Quick

• Incapable of quantifying
dominated properties

• Simple implementation

• Qualitative SHM

• PEM (optional)
DNN

Bayesian

• Unreliable uncertainty
quantification

• Results of one reservoir
simulation

• Training dataset
creation (~1 hour)

• Dominated properties can
only be quantified if there
is a correlation with a
dominating property (e.g.
Pressure depletion from
gas saturation)

• Calibrated PEM

• Dominated properties
resemble prior model

• Results of a history
matched reservoir
simulation (prior)

• Most demanding on
human and computational
effort.

• Wavelet
• Synthetic training dataset

• Well data (prior)
• Calibrated PEM

• Quantification of
superposing effects

• Training 50 models
(~6 hours)

• Direct quantitative
interpretation of the
seismic information
alone (independent
of prior)

• Inference (Negligible
– unlimited number of
seismic monitors)

• Quantitative SHM
(crop localisation is
recommended)

• Noise treatment

• ~3 hours per seismic
monitor

• Quantitative
interpretations

• Calibration of
inversion parameters
(dependent on user
experience)

• Improved quantitative
SHM with
uncertainty results
for localisation

• Improved quantification
of superposing effects
by the incorporation of
prior information

• Wavelet

• Quick quantitative
inference (after training)

• Incorporation of
physical correlations
from reservoir
simulation results

• Proper treatment of
seismic and prior
uncertainty
• Quantitative uncertainty
estimations

• NRMS maps
Table 7.1 – Summary of cost-benefit analysis of each of the developed inversion methodologies
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In the assessment of separate data assimilation of each seismic map, I showed that both the
pressure and the water saturation map provide additional information that aid in the selection
of reservoir models with more predictive capability. Predictability for both these runs reached
10% improvements from the initial models, 5% more than with the use of well data only. An
analysis of the convergence of the reservoir parameters for these two cases showed that each
map contributes to the convergence of different reservoir properties. The pressure map
contributes mostly to the definition of closed barriers, while the water saturation map defines
well-connected regions surrounding the water injector wells. Whenever both SHM runs lead to
the convergence of a parameter, they converge to the same transmissibility state, showing there
is good agreement between the information in both these seismic maps. The assimilation of the
gas saturation map corrupted the match to the well data and compromised the predictability of
the resulting reservoir models. When all three seismic inversion maps are jointly assimilated,
the positive impact of the assimilation of the pressure and the water saturation maps is
overcome by the negative impact of the gas saturation map. In this case, the predictability of
the models and their match to the well data is also compromised. When the gas saturation map
is excluded, and the pressure and water saturation maps are assimilated jointly, the resulting
models show good predictive capability, albeit not as good as when either map is assimilated
separately. This joint assimilation run reaches considerably lower misfits to the pressure map
than to the water saturation map. Furthermore, a detailed analysis of the convergence of the
transmissibility parameters showed that this joint SHM run is more in agreement with the one
that assimilates the pressure map only. I view this as an indication that a more balanced data
assimilation of the two seismic maps could be achieved if a stronger weight was used for the
water saturation map. In the presented study, all seismic maps are equally weighted on the
seismic objective function, however, perhaps using different weights could lead to improved
seismic data assimilation.
When the use of the pressure and saturation domain is considered for SHM, the main benefit
mentioned in publications is that it requires no domain transfers, leading to faster
computational times for the SHM process. However, I can highlight other aspects of this
method that can provide important additional benefits to the seismic data assimilation, other
than just improving computational times. One important benefit that has not been properly
emphasized in the literature is the possibility to assimilate decoupled seismic information
separately. When SHM is done in a coupled domain (e.g. impedance, seismic amplitudes,
well2seis) the reservoir simulation results need to be forward modelled jointly into this domain.
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However, as has been shown by this study, depending on the objectives of the SHM and the
reservoir parametrisation, some parts of the seismic information may be detrimental to the
process of reservoir model selection. The possibility of separate assimilation of the decoupled
seismic information offers the benefits of assessing the impact of each inverted dynamic
property map separately, defining different weights for each dynamic property or even
excluding completely the ones that do not contribute to the selection of better reservoir models.
It also opens a possibility to treat the SHM in a sequential format, by assimilating different
inverted dynamic property maps to update the reservoir parameters that they have most impact
on. This is illustrated in Chapter 6, where I perform SHM with the purpose of defining flow
barriers and baffle strengths. I conclude that, with this reservoir parametrisation, the gas
saturation map does not contribute to the selection of better reservoir models. However, it has
been shown that the seismic information on lateral gas distribution has a strong impact on other
reservoir parameters such as critical gas saturation and permeability (Obidegwu, 2015;
Obidegwu et al., 2017). A sequential approach can thus be used, to first define barrier and
baffle strengths using the pressure and water saturation maps only, and later include the gas
saturation map to update permeability, critical gas saturation and volumetric parameters. The
first step is presented in Chapter 6, the second is proposed for future work on Schiehallion
seismic history matching.
The presented SHM study showed that, when SHM is done quantitatively in the pressure and
saturation domain, the Bayesian inversion results are essential for proper assimilation of the
seismic information. First because it provides a more realistic lateral distribution of pressure
changes, second because it provides uncertainty estimations that can lead to improved seismic
data assimilation, and third because it was the only method that could provide water-front
estimations beyond the seismic hardening signals. The presented Fast Track and DNN
inversion methods have their value in providing quick workflows for the quantitative
interpretation of the seismic information, with no influence from a previous reservoir
simulation result. This information can aid in qualitative reservoir monitoring purposes such
as identifying flow barriers, defining the extents of pressurized compartments, identifying
preferred paths for injected water flow and bypassed oil and also the areas affected by gas
exsolution. These interpretations can also be used for qualitative assimilation of the seismic
information in seismic history matching workflows. All this can provide valuable monitoring
information to aid in infill drilling plans and other reservoir management decisions. However,
to realize the full potential of the 4D seismic data for reservoir monitoring, a quantitative
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seismic history matching in the pressure and saturation domain is needed. For this purpose, of
the three inversion methods presented in this thesis, the Bayesian inversion is the best option.

7.3 Future work
The three inversion methods presented in this thesis have one common limitation, they were
developed to be applied to thin reservoirs. The ∆SNA seismic attribute extracted between the
top and bottom reservoir horizons is properly related to the reservoir dynamic changes only
where this thin reservoir assumption holds true. The assumption holds true in areas where the
seismic waveform between the horizons corresponds to a well-defined single cycle reflection.
This is true for nearly the whole area of the studied reservoir; however, issues have been
identified in a small region where it is not. To overcome these issues, generalizations to thick
reservoirs are needed, which is possible with some changes to the presented DNN and Bayesian
methods. The methods should be extended to waveform inversion approaches that estimate the
vertical distribution of reservoir property changes. For both methods this would lead to
considerable increase in computational demand. However, this is necessary for thick reservoirs,
where knowledge about the vertical distribution of reservoir property changes is required to
describe the seismic waveform signature correctly.
DNN inversion method
The main limitation observed in the DNN inversion method is the lack of a proper uncertainty
quantification. Uncertainty quantification in deep learning methods is an active on-going
research topic. In a recent publication, Caldeira and Nord (2020) present a simple benchmark
study comparing three currently available uncertainty quantification techniques: Bayesian
Neural Networks, Deep Ensembles and Concrete Dropout. All are based on the idea of training
multiple networks with varying network parametrisation, but all may be more robust than the
approach used in Chapter 4 and might result in better uncertainty estimations. I believe further
research in needed to better understand the meaning of uncertainty estimations derived from
such methods, and their possible utilisation in geoscience applications.
Another aspect that could be improved in the DNN inversion is the lateral continuity of the
resulting maps. The regularization techniques used (training with noisy data and dropout)
showed considerable improvements in the treatment of seismic noise. However, since this is a
pixel-by-pixel inversion approach, lateral continuity is not enforced at all. For neural network
approaches, lateral continuity may be enforced using image-based workflows with
convolutional networks. Zhong et al. (2020) present an example of such a network applied to
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the inversion of time-lapse impedance sections to the changes in injected gas saturation. An
analogous workflow could be devised and applied to the map-based problem presented in this
thesis. This could lead to less noisy inversion results, however, the computational expense
should be considered. In a convolutional neural network, each training sample corresponds to
an image, instead of a single pixel. For Training Dataset 3, this would mean that the 30,608
single pixel samples would be converted to 7 full reservoir images. Image segmentation
techniques could be used to increase that number substantially, but it still would not be enough
data to properly train a convolutional network. In Zhong et al. (2020) the authors run 300
reservoir simulations with different geological realizations of the reservoir model to create their
training set. For comparison, I use one single simulation result for training in Chapter 4. The
generation of the synthetic training set would itself represent a substantial increase in both
computational and human efforts required for running such a workflow. Network training time
would also be much longer than using a pixel-by-pixel approach. Hence, future work on
convolutional DNN methods for 4D seismic inversion should consider the effort spent in the
creation of the synthetic training set as well as the computational overhead of training such
networks. However, I believe considerable improvements could be achieved in the map-based
DNN inversion results with the use of convolutional networks. They have shown their value in
many image-based applications, so this is an important path for future research in neural
network applications for the geosciences.
The data augmentation technique I used in Chapter 4 led to slightly better inversion results at
a high computational cost. In terms of cost-benefit I do not believe it was worth it. However, a
cost-beneficial setup could have been found by optimizing the amount of data in the augmented
training dataset. This might bring the benefits of data augmentation with less increase in
training times. Hence, data augmentation is a very important topic for future research,
especially for geoscience applications, where labelled data is generally scarce. Data
augmentation techniques may be even more important in convolutional neural network
applications, where image segmentation may play a big role in augmenting training data sizes.
Another important topic of current research on neural network applications is generalization
and transfer learning. One conclusion of the DNN inversion study was that the less general,
more case specific training dataset led to the best results. In this case the only thing affecting
the trained models was the distribution of data in the training sets. So, this conclusion only
shows that this type of generalization is not beneficial. And that it is better to train DNN models
using the reservoir simulation results, rather than random or uninformed samples in the
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parameter space. However, generalization is not limited to this aspect of the training dataset.
Another path that could be taken towards generalization would be related to petro-elastic
modelling. Including a number of different petro-elastic models in the training dataset could
incorporate some robustness to petro-elastic modelling uncertainties into the network. A further
step would be to train a model that could be applied to many different oil fields. In this case,
simulation results from different reservoir models could be used in a joint training dataset. Or
the relations a DNN model learned from one reservoir could be transferred, incorporated, or
directly applied to data from another field. I believe much research is still needed on this front
to achieve such useful models. When it comes to using data from different oil fields, there are
many additional aspects of the data that may influence the learning and inference processes.
First there are differences in the reservoir itself, different rocks (reservoir and overburden),
petro-elastic models, and physical processes taking place in each reservoir. Then there are also
differences on the seismic data, such as amplitude, phase and frequency content, wavelet
estimations, processing workflows, repeatability, signal to noise ratio, and the list goes on.
Given all these uncertainties, for the studied seismic inversion problem, I would put more trust
on a network trained for a specific purpose over such a general network.
A last frontier for further development on DNN methods for 4D seismic inversion to reservoir
property changes is the use of real data, measured at well locations, for training. Such a
workflow would provide the benefit of not requiring the computational and human effort of
creating synthetic training datasets. It would also bypass biases introduced by the physics
model used to create synthetic training data. Forcing the network to learn the physical relations
from measured data could possibly lead to more precise approximations of the real physics
than our own physics models (Russell, 2019). There have not yet been any real case
applications of such a workflow. One possible reason being that the required amount of
measured data could only be achievable in the rare cases of very frequent seismic monitoring
projects: Life of Field Seismic (Bertrand et al. (2014); SeisMovie® (Lopez et al. (2015);
Zwartjes et al. (2015)). However, even in these situations, training sets may be biased by the
fact that wells are drilled in good reservoir zones. This could lead to biased interpretations of
the data in inter-well regions because these regions are not well represented in the training
datasets. The benefits could still be more significant though, so further research is needed on
this front as well.
Bayesian inversion method
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The Bayesian inversion method is much more consolidated as a research topic than deep neural
networks. It might be just for this reason that the inversion results using this method were
superior in quality and utilisation. However, there are a few aspects in which the presented
method could be further developed and improved.
Just as in the DNN approach, the Bayesian inversion could also be improved by the use of
lateral correlation constraints. The use of laterally smooth prior models does enforce some
lateral continuity, however, introducing some lateral dependence between the inversions of
neighbouring pixels could improve further the control of overfitting and noise content on the
inversion results. Like in the DNN approach, this may come at a high computational cost. It
would increase the dimensionality of each MCMC inversion process, requiring more iterations
to reach convergence and making it more difficult to assess the convergence as well. It this
case, a more advanced and efficient MCMC sampler could be very helpful. Hence, the MCMC
sampler is itself another aspect of the Bayesian inversion that I believe could be further
improved with future work. As has been shown in Figure 5.1 the Metropolis-Hastings
algorithm used does sample the posterior distributions well enough, when the MCMC
parameters are adjusted properly. However, the fact that the parameter space is bounded makes
this sampler highly inefficient, especially when there are high probabilities close to the
boundaries of some parameter. For some pixels, convergence was reached with low rejection
rates of around 10%, which is a good turnaround. However, in the worst cases rejection rates
went as high as 70%, which means a considerably larger number of iterations were needed to
reach convergence. A more efficient MCMC sampler, such as the Hamiltonian sampler (Duane
et al., 1987), could be used to improve the efficiency of the Bayesian inversion, leading to
lower computational costs.
Efficiency can also be improved by the use of faster forward modelling techniques. Much
research has been done on creating proxy models to link map-based pressure and saturation
changes to the 4D seismic amplitude domain (). The main difficulty of such models is
describing in a simplified form the highly non-linear aspects of a petro-elastic model and wave
propagation. These non-linear proxy relations could be improved with the use of recent
advances on deep neural networks. A hybrid application could be envisioned where the DNN
and the Bayesian workflows are merged, bringing the best of both worlds. The DNN would be
trained to conduct the forward modelling process, instead of the inversion, mimicking a proxy
model, but with an improved capability of describing the non-linearities in the problem.
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Chapter 6 shows an example of overlooked uncertainties related to the map attribute extraction
in thick reservoir regions led to problems for seismic data assimilation in seismic history
matching. Hence, the uncertainty quantification in the Bayesian inversion method could also
be improved, with a more thorough description of the seismic uncertainties. Other sources of
data uncertainty may also be quantified and incorporated, such as uncertainties related to
seismic data processing workflows and signal to noise ratio. Uncertainty quantification can
also be improved by better description of the uncertainties on the modelling side. Prior model
uncertainties can be better described with the simultaneous use of multiple prior models (e.g.
Grana, 2020). These could be extracted from the results of multiple realizations of a simulation
model, at the computational cost of running these simulations prior to the inversion. This
approach would dampen the influence of one single reservoir simulation in the inversion
results. Furthermore, for reservoirs where the petro-elastic model is not well calibrated,
uncertainties in the petro-elastic modelling parameters could also be introduced in a Bayesian
formulation.
Seismic data assimilation
The SHM study presented in Chapter 6 showed that the separate assimilation of decoupled
seismic information was more beneficial to the selection of better reservoir models than when
the seismic information is assimilated jointly. This result leaves an important question to be
answered by future research. Is the joint assimilation of all available information the best
approach for seismic history matching? It is clear from this study that the assimilation of the
gas saturation map was not beneficial to the definition of transmissibility parameters.
However, it is expected to have positive impact on the definition of other reservoir parameters.
Thus, the use of the pressure and saturation domain offers the option of a hierarchical sequential
workflow. In this proposed workflow, a hierarchical sequential update of different reservoir
parameters is performed, with the sequential assimilation of different portions of historical
information. In the first step, global reservoir connectivity is addressed, by updating the
transmissibility multipliers. This is presented in Chapter 6. With these well defined by this
workflow, the next step is to update local parameters such as the intra-geobody NTG and
permeabilities. This second step should involve the assimilation of the gas saturation map,
which has been shown to contribute to the definition of these parameters, as well as the pressure
and water saturation maps. Future work is recommended to determine if such a sequential
workflow could lead to better reservoir models than using a general joint data assimilation
approach.
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I also observed that the use of equal weights between the seismic maps in the seismic objective
function led to an unbalanced assimilation of the pressure and water saturation map. This result
leaves two questions to be answered by future research. Does the use of different weights for
each portion of the seismic information lead to better seismic data assimilation and improved
reservoir models? And if so, what approaches could be used to determine the optimum weights?
The uncertainty weighting technique proposed in Chapter 6 showed good promise as a
localisation approach. However, the study presented was inconclusive about the benefits of
using this localisation approach for the assimilation of the water saturation seismic map. Some
further research is needed to reach more consolidated conclusions. I believe further
improvements can be achieved with future research on this method. First, it is clear that a better
description and quantification of the seismic inversion uncertainties can lead to better seismic
data assimilation. Hence, future research on seismic inversion uncertainty quantification would
help improve this localisation technique. Furthermore, other objective function formulations
are possible to incorporate the inversion uncertainties as localisation weights. I only assessed
the weighted mean squared error objective function, but other formulations may lead to
improved data assimilation.
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